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Abstract 

This study examines the contribution made by two alternative service or 

non-governmental organisations (NGOs) to the provision and delivery of 

information in South Africa. A brief analysis of the role of information in 

impacting on and/or reproducing social formations is undertaken to provide 

an understanding of the way in which information has been used in the 

South African context to repress transformation of the apartheid state. This 

discussion frames an investigation into ways in which NGOs have attempted 

to counter information control on the part of the apartheid regime by 

mediating information to their constituencies. The relationship between 

information, education and development is addressed, providing insight into 

the educational role which service organisations play in delivering an 

information service on the one hand, the information role they perform in 

providing an education service on the other, and the developmental role 

they assume in both instances. Particular attention is paid to the way in 

which these services relate to their users in the process of imparting 

information to them. In this regard the interface between NGOs and their 

users is investigated and the very nature of this interaction assessed. 
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Chapter One 
Introduction 

1.1 Statement of the problem 

Information inequity has long featured in South African society and is 

historically embodied in recently repealed legislation such as the Separate 

Amenities, Censorship and Public Safety Acts. It is also embedded in the 

legacy of an unequal and differential education system and policy. These 

pillars of apartheid South Africa have engendered extensive opposition to 

information control evidenced partly in the mushrooming of information 

services which have actively sought to provide their constituencies with 

appropriate information previously denied them. Numerous information 
; 

services initially evolved as alternative stru.ctures to the many public libraries 

already in existence and, while not opposing the functioning of the latter, 

sought to enhance the flow of information in South Africa by providing 

specific types of information to their targeted, but not exclusive, user 

groups. 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate issues surrounding the provision 

and delivery of information by certain information services or service 

organisations to their constituencies. The investigation further aims to 

understand the ways in which these information services engage with their 

users so as to improve the delivery, mediation and utilisation of information 

for purposes of effecting reconstruction, development and transformation at 

various societal levels. The study thus investigates the role of these 

information services in building, strengthening and empowering mass 

organisations to improve the environments in which the latter operate. In 
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the context of this investigation, the concept of information services refers 

specifically to those service organisations which have a political and 

economic orientation and whose origins are linked to the development of the 

democratic movement. Those information services which do not have 

political agendas are not the focus of this study. The study thus 

concentrates on alternative as opposed to traditional library services and 

argues that in the South African context, whereas the former have 

contributed to the democratisation of information delivery, historically the 

latter have reinforced inequities in information provision. Th~ distinction 

between the two categories of information services is captured in the 

following statement: 

alternative library and information structures fill a gap created 
by the limited nature of South African library services, both in 
terms of distribution and services ... [these structures] were seen 
as emerging alternatives to the traditional library and 
information work system, both in terms of the siting of, and 
access to, service points, and as democratically-based library 
and information work models (Stilwell, 1994: 303-4). 

Traditional library and information services which are also not a focus of this 

study, are only considered in this investigation in terms of their ideological 

role in reproducing the status quo of apartheid South Africa. In other words 

there is no intention to deliberate on the quality of or intended purpose of 

these services. Where used, the term democratic movement refers to the 

collective of historically defined extra-parliamentary labour, community

based and student groupings which fought for a free dispensation in South 

Africa. 

1 .2 Orientation of the study 

The study has both a practical and theoretical orientation. Work performed 
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by the researcher within the resource centre field and more specifically with 

the International Labour Research and Information Group in designing an 

information system, provides the practical origins of the study. A particular 

factor which led to the investigation into the nature of information work 

performed by NGO-type information services was the growing interest 

among resource centres with how their information components related to 

education work performed either by themselves or others among the same 

constituencies. In the course of the investigation, factors which enhanced 

the focus of the study were: 

# current research developments into the integration of information, 

education and development work undertaken by the Library and 

Information Services Research Group of the National Education Policy 
; 

Investigation and the Translis Coalition (Library & Information 

Services: Report of the NEPI Library and Information Services 

Research Group, 1 992; Translis Coalition Policy Document, 1994). 

# a concern with the ways in which constituents learn, acquire 

information and generate knowledge, stimulated by the research into 

life-long and resource-based learning conducted by the Centre for 

Education Policy Development (ANC 1994b). 

These issues are contained in a broad interest in the changing nature of 

information work. At the onset of the study, little documentation of the 

information role which service organisations perform had been undertaken. 

Since the start of the investigation, however, a fair amount of research has 

been published on the contribution made by the resource centre movement 

to the struggle for a free dispensation in South Africa. This research has 

been used in the thesis. 
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The theoretical underpinnings which frame the study, arise from a growing 

concern within the field of information work with the sociology of 

information. One of the central theoretical concerns underpinning the 

investigation is that regarding the sociology of information. Agre argues that 

the nature of information "can ultimately only be understood within a larger 

system of structural relationships and ideologies" (1995: 7). And given the 

relationship between information and knowledge (cf chapter two), Dant 

argues that "the sociology of knowledge ... can address and illuminate the 

relations of power obscured by the social processes surrounding knowledge 

because it suspends epistemological claims which attempt to separate 

knowledge production from other social processes" (1991: 228-9). Thus 

information has to be understood in a sociological context, i.e. in relation to 

the power relations, institutions and social fabric which it permeates. In 

other words, the sociological dimension of information potentially explains 

not only how information assumes meaning in different contexts, but also 

how it is mediated in and transmitted through society. 

1 .3 Sequence and scope of the study 

The conceptual component of the study provides a framework within which 

the empirical component is discussed. It explores aspects of the sociology 

of information, including the paradigm shift in information science and an 

understanding of information work in developmental contexts. 

The empirical component of the study is based on case studies of two 

service organisations which comprise an investigation into the 

appropriateness of their services in relation to user needs and of the way in 
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which they interact with their users in providing information to them. The 

investigation was limited to the information components of the 

organisations' work to ensure feasibility of the scope of the study. In other 

words, an investigation of the full range of services offered by the 

organisations such as their publications and research services was not 

attempted. The inquiry had the following objectives which were refined in 

the course of the investigation as discussed in chapter five. These are a 

study of: 

1. the appropriateness of the 'current' ILRIG and ERIP services in relation 

to user needs; and 

2. the ways in which ILRIG and ERIP identify user needs and the extent 

to which they address these. 
' 

An analysis of these objectives leads to the conclusion that the interface 

between service organisations and their users is necessarily premised on a 

high level of interaction which improves the quality and value of the services 

rendered. 
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Chapter Two 

Some aspects of the sociology of information 

2.1 Introduction 

In exploring certain aspects of the sociology of information (cf chapter one), 

this chapter seeks an understanding of the concept of information. This 

conceptualisation is used as the basis upon which to view the way in which 

information is linked to consciousness and ideology in order to comprehend 

firstly the milieu in which service organisations function, and secondly the 

ways in which information and education based programmes intervene to 

transform socio-economic conditions. The chapter thus proceeds from a 

conceptualisation of information, to a consideration of various philosophical 

contributions to the relationship between information and ideology. This 

framework is used to describe and analyse South Africa's legacy of 

information deprivation and control which in turn provides a context within 

which to view struggles of resistance and the emergence of service 

organisations considered in chapter three. The related issues of the 

production of meaning and the construction of knowledge are debated since 

they enrich the discussion of how people assimilate and impart information. 

These issues manifest themselves in the work of the cases researched and 

the methodological approaches adopted in this investigation as discussed in 

chapter four. Finally, the relationships between information, education and 

development are sketched at a conceptual level, again to premise 

discussions of service organisation methodology as outlined in chapter 

three. 

\ 
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2.2 Seeking a conceptual understanding of information 

2.2.1 Conceptualising rather than defining information 

Information permeates all level of society and is transmitted by numerous 

agencies through a wide range of channels. As Robert Fairthorne notes, the 

term is used "for an amorphous mass of ill-defined different activities and 

phenomena" (1967: 71 0). Miles further argues that "all human labour 

involves information-processing; and ... all commodities produced by the 

economy embody and provide information" (1990: 8) These claims suggest 

that it may be near impossible to define information in precise terms. 

However, the purpose of this chapter is not to define information, but rather 

to understand the role it assumes in social contexts. This will enable greater 

' 
insight into the importance of information in a developmental setting such as 

South Africa's. 

In order to undertake a discussion of the sociological nature of information, 

it is necessary to attempt to clarify its conceptual meaning. Thus, rather 

than trying to define the phenomenon, conceptual clarification is being 

sought. To distinguish between defining and conceptualising, Belkin explains 

that a definition presumably says what the item defined is, whereas a 

concept is a way of looking at or interpreting the phenomenon { 1 977). By 

accepting the idea of conceptualising information, it becomes possible to 

search for a useful concept rather than a universally true definition of 

information. 

2.2.2 Information and knowledge 

In attempting to understand the nature of information, theorists have tended 
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to link information to knowledge. Brookes argues that "knowledge is a 

summation of many bits of information which have been organised into 

some sort of coherent entity" (1975: 48). Wersig on the other hand, points 

out that since knowledge is always "in a state of flux" it is near impossible 

to determine a "state of knowledge" and on this basis, dismisses Brookes's 

concept of information (Smith, 1982: 75). He argues instead, as do Yovits 

and Whittemore ( 1973: 222), that information reduces uncertainty, a quality 

which constitutes its definitiveness. Although Wersig's point of contention 

that knowledge is in a constant state of flux is valid, there is no doubt that 

information does have a direct relationship with knowledge and impacts 

upon people's knowledge bases. Belkin supports this premise in proposing 

that information is "the structure of any text which is capable of changing 

the image structure of some recipient" ( 1977: 201). 

While these arguments, especially that of Belkin's, make strides in 

conceptualising information and drawing an associational relationship with 

knowledge, the debates have occurred within the framework of 

strengthening or moulding what Dervin calls a "normative view" of 

information. The core assumption of this view is that "information exists 

independently of human action and that its value lies in describing reality 

and therefore in reducing uncertainty about reality" ( 1977: 19). This means 

that conceptualisation has sometimes occurred in isolation of a broader, 

more holistic understanding of the sociology of information. 

2.2.3 The situationality of information 

The debate about a conceptual understanding of information has been 

significantly enriched through recent developments in the field of 
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information science. These developments signal a paradigm shift through 

which a more advanced conceptualisation of the nature of information is 

being uncovered. Dervin and Nilan (1986) document aspects of the shift 

noting changes in approaches to and ways of viewing information, 

information need and users. They explain that the traditional, normative 

paradigm views information as objective, "as something that has constant 

meaning and some element of absolute correspondence to reality", while 

what they call the "alternative" paradigm, "posits information as something 

constructed by human beings" (1986: 16). In the latter view, information 

only assumes value and significance in its application to a social setting. 

Hence Belkin's view of information as "that which is capable of transforming 

image structures", falls within this paradigm. The alternative approach then 

would speak of the "situationality" of information: the fact that information 

needs are generated in and thus linked to situational contexts. 

King and Palmour remark that we often tend to think of information "in 

terms of information products and services rather than the information 

conveyed or the use that is made of it" ( 1980: 68). In developing this idea 

of the use-value of information, they comment that information must 

constitute information to the user since "messages may be information to 

one person but not another because of language barriers or lack of interest 

or understanding, such as with mathematical symbols or chemical 

compounds" (King & Palmour, 1981: 68). As Krikelas says, information is 

determined according to use. He adds that "IwJhat constitutes information is 

left to the judgement of the seeker" (1983: 6-7). 

Furthermore, King and Palmour argue that "[t]he use of information is a 

means to the end and not the end in itself. The value is derived from the 
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many ultimate consequences of information use" ( 1981: 79). Again, this 

underscores the point that information assumes importance only in relation 

to the demand for it. It ought not to be assumed that "information has value 

in its own right" (Dervin, 1977: 25). In other words, information is not a 

fetish nor an end in itself but, when appropriate, merely a means towards 

improving and/or transforming environments of use and the consciousnesses 

of users. 

Childers and Post seem trapped in the notion of information being valuable 

irrespective of the need for it. They argue that "the disadvantaged individual 

needs large remedial doses of information in order to bring him up to 

'information par' with the rest of society" (1975: 35). While information 

impoverishment and misinformation are features of all stratified societies in 

which there are relations of domination and power struggles, information 

inequality is not merely a quantitative but also a qualitative social issue. 

Information inequality is not something which can only be redressed by 

'equating' the level of information provision to bring impoverished groups up 

to par with more privileged sectors. This unlocking and redistribution of 

resources would certainly constitute a meaningful, although superficial 

measure to correct imbalances. Rather, the fundamental issues of who 

controls and produces information; the use-value of the information; the 

way in which delivery occurs as well as the interests this serves; and the 

type and format of the information being made available, will have to be 

addressed in resolving the problem of information imbalances and the 

development of appropriate information services. 

Implicit in the above argument is the fact that people not only seek and 

.assimilate information, they also create or produce information (King & 
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Palmour, 1981: 68; Dervin, 1977: 21}. This assertion has interesting 

implications for those active in the information sphere: given that 

information derives use-value in its adoption by an individual in a particular 

situation, and given that information means different things to different 

people, it follows that information is assimilated and possibly acquired in 

different ways. The fact that people create information means that the 

information environment is not a closed system, but one which is constantly 

developing and changing. 

Dervin best expounds this dynamic information environment idea. She 

proposes that a distinction be made between "objective" and "subjective" 

information. The former "describes reality, the innate structure or pattern of 

reality"; the latter is "defined as ideas, the!structures or pictures imputed to 

reality by people" (1977: 22}. This distinction supports the view that 

information is assimilated in different ways by different people and further 

underlines the fact that "information can be whatever an individual finds 

informing" (Dervin, 1977: 22). Hence information becomes situational and 

not merely 'objective' as is traditionally the view held. This model, says 

Dervin, "moves our attention away from 'objective' information, toward 

assessing the 'cognitive maps or pictures' of an individual" (1977: 22). 

In Dervin's model, 'objective information' is called information1, and "refers 

to external reality"; 'subjective information is called information2 and "refers 

to internal reality". She argues that information1 and information2 are linked 

by an individual through some kinds of behaviour which are "in themselves 

legitimate informational inputs: information3". It is not only differences in 

the way people assimilate information i.e. differences in behaviour

information3 - that leads to different realities - information2 - it is these 
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different realities to begin with that generate different needs, search for 

different information - information 1 - and cause different behaviour (Dervin, 

1977: 22-23). 

The difficulty with Dervin's concept of "objective, external" reality is: to 

what extent and from what vantage point is any reality "objective" and 

"external"? By virtue of the articulation between information1 and 

information2, individuals interface with society, with what Dervin calls 

external reality. Thus they are not merely passive subjects in the context of 

a larger picture in which external realities are static. Their subjectivity is 

always balanced or counter-balanced by their agency or their capacity to 

impact upon and transform realities which are thus constantly changing. 

Agency assumes greater or lesser significance in different contexts since it 

is influenced by a wide range of variables: audience, voice, power, available 

channels, and group dynamic, to mention but a few. The point is that while 

Dervin helps us distinguish between different types of information, we 

cannot lose sight of the subtle nature of information or of a situational and 

contextual understanding of information which she herself emphasises. The 

terminological difficulty with her model is that at the same time as 

challenging the notion of 'objective information' as espoused in the 

traditional paradigm, Dervin uses the very concept to denote a particular 

kind of information. This leads to confusion and begs the question: what, 

indeed, constitutes 'objective' information? This issue is addressed in 

greater detail in the following discussion of the relationship between 

information and ideology. 
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2.3 Information and ideology 

The link between information and ideology is explored here as a means of 

understanding the prominence and indeed the value which information 

assumes in a context of power struggles. The intention here is not to 

discuss the relation between ideology and other social 'structures' such as 

the political and economic spheres. Instead, it is to probe the issue of the 

'situationality' of information which an understanding of ideology deepens, 

and is framed by a 'systems' rather than a mechanical or deterministic 

approach. The works of Althusser and Gramsci are considered in some 

detail as their contributions provide a theoretical framework within which to 

discuss some aspects of the sociology of information. Both these 

theoreticians have produced influential and foundational works on ideology 

and the implicit role of information in social formations. The rationale then 

for including the discussion on ideology is that the works of Gramsci and 

Althusser promote critical understandings of how information has been used 

to advance both dominant relations of power by dominant social groupings 

and the struggles of the oppressed in efforts to overthrow repressive power 

relations. 

2.3.1 Althusser's contribution 

The Contemporary Cultural Studies Unit (CCSU) which was formed at the 

University of Natal to address issues of 'popular culture', explain that the 

concept of ideology, although in the lexicon since the French ideologues of 

the eighteenth century, came into greater use post First World War to 

explain "how both the immanent laws of development as well as the 

revolutionary potential of the workers came to be neutralised" through 
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capitalist control (Tomaselli, 1988: 16). Their commentary on the 

contributions of Georg Lukacs, The Frankfurt School and Adorno and 

Habermas provide a framework within which to view the 'revolutionary' 

work of Althusser in the field. Althusser disagreed with the conflation of 

ideology and false consciousness proposing that for individuals, there is an 

integration between the world "out there" and their own internal 

perspectives or the world "in here" (Tomaselli, 1988: 16). The links which 

this has with Dervin's information model will be explored later in this 

chapter. Althusser argued that consciousness (ways of seeing, interpreting 

and understanding reality) arise in ideological state apparatuses (ISAs) -

such as the family, schools, media and the church - and is perpetuated or 

reinforced by their practices thus reproducing a society's dominant social 
J 

relations. ISAs function alongside repressive state apparatuses (RSAs) -

such as the police and courts to reproduce social systems. 

Althusser's contention was that individuals are socialised through the ISAs 

and RSAs to assume particular "divided" roles expressed in a series of "l's", 

to occupy places in a series of social relationships. He further argued that in 

a technologically advanced society, the media assumes predominance in 

"ideological regulation, and it falls increasingly to them to repeatedly signify, 

and thereby naturalise, the social relations embedded in ideology" 

(Tomaselli, 1988: 17). The media has to play the role of unifying the 

"variety of ideological l's under the sign of an over-arching 'will' or identity" 

(Tomaselli, 1988: 19). A crucial concern with Althusser's contribution arises 

from his apparent intimation that persons are mere passive subjects in their 

social contexts raising the question of the extent to which individuals have 

agency to challenge their socialisation. It is around this aspect of his work 
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that culturalists take issue with Althusser. They argue that while there may 

exist a "dominant 'cultural logic'" in any given society, "any dominant form 

elicits alternative forms", that "[r Jesistance is the principle of historical 

change" (Tomaselli, 1988: 20-21). Essentially, they are arguing for 

individual capacity and agency as a key impetus in mobilising historical 

change. 

While Althusser's 'reproduction theory' has been extensively analysed, his 

comment on ISAs together with the culturalist critique, provides a basis on 

which to view other contributions regarding information-generating 

institutions and knowledge-power relationships. Therborn's reservations 

concerning Althusser's ISAs are worth noting, for they provide us with a 

deeper understanding of the ideological terrain. He argues that ideologies do 

not only exist in institutionalised apparatuses and contends that "the 

family", for instance, is not ordinarily a state apparatus. Furthermore, he 

argues that it "seems rather sterile and even actively confusing, from an 

analytical point of view, to extend the concept of the state to cover 

everything that serves the reproduction of a social order" (1980: 85). 

Ideological apparatuses should instead be viewed as "part of the 

organisation of power in society, and the social relations of power are 

condensed and crystalised within the state" (Therborn, 1980: 85). A 

significant)oncept which he introduces to explain the nuanced nature of 

ideol~l processes is identifying the role of "counter-apparatuses" such 
I 

~s organisations and alternative formations which influence the way 

people are made to see, interpret and shape their realities. 
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·-
2.3.2 Dominant and counter ideologies 

The discussion thus far raises the question of the relative power of 

dominant ideologies in relation to counter ideologies. Jansen argues that the 

"central feature of knowledge-power relationships in the world system is 

one of domination by the core over the periphery" (1991: 19). He goes on 

to argue that while the (apparent) "hegemony" of the Western world is 

challenged both within the core and vehemently resisted from within the 

periphery, he is emphatic that .. 
the notion of dependency still remains a powerful means of 
explaining the heavy, continued and uncritical reliance on 
theories and methods originating from the Western core. Third 
world intellectuals and their research endeavours are often 
heavily influenced and constrained by imported theoretical 
orientations which do not "fit" their local contexts or capture 
the cultural-specific nuances of situations in which they work 
(Jansen, 1991: 20). 

This postulation has to be considered in relation to a number of factors: 

# the unique and sometimes prolific work which is fairly well 

established within the NGO sector which not only challenges 

'dominant' ideology but assumes a semi-autonomous dynamic. 

Counter methods are not only significant in relation to mainstream 

thought, but are rooted in 'popular' experience and perpetuate 

'alternative' thought in accordance with their own unfolding dynamic. 

Put simply, counter methodology is not only reactive by nature but 

develops a dynamic of its own. 

# the work performed by certain intellectuals - organic and otherwise -

signify self-sustaining break-aways from traditional and dominant 

views. 
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# the culturalists point out that ideology and cultural forms are in a 

constant state of "shifting impermanence" and argue that relations 

are not as black and white but more nuanced than the core-periphery 

model suggests (Tomaselli, 1988: 20). 

Thus the notion that knowledge and ideology are constantly in flux, that 

there are ongoing battles which challenge dominant power relations means 

that counter apparatuses such as service organisations whi~h constitute an 

extra-governmental political force contribute to shaping the ideological 

terrain. As Lee characterises them, 

NGOs are one element of civil society which , as a whole, is an 
autonomous entity outside of the family, that is accorded an 
important and constraining role with respect to the state and 
political power-holders. In other words, NGOs are one of the 
sets of organisations which limit the power of the state in 
relation to the lives of the citizens, and mediate between 
individuals and the state (1993: 35). 

However this does not contradict the views expressed by Jansen and by 

Mattelart in the paragraph below, viz. that dominant groupings wield 

extraordinary power in presenting their 'systems' as 'correct'. 

Mattelart (1980: 36-47}, writing about the Chilean experience, argues within 

Althusser's structuralist framework that the mass media are ISAs which 

serve to reproduce particular social formations, that the press functions "in 

the interests of the owners of the means of production"; that taking over 

the organs of power to serve different interests calls for their fundamental 

transformation not a mere control of the apparatuses; and that the 

dominated (what he calls the 'left') "are victims of a congenital deformation, 

born as they were within a frame of reference structured by the bourgeois 

ideology of domination". His contention is that dominant classes entrench 
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power not only through the content of messages but the very organisation 

of the institutions which propagate their ideology and that their socialisation 

of 'subjects' is more deeply rooted than it appears. This argument ties up 

with Jansen's 'dependency theory' referred to above. In the South African 

experience it will be shown below how the apartheid state has used various 

apparatuses including the mass media, public libraries, and school text 

books to reproduce their hegemony. 

The following section will discuss Gramsci's contribution to the debate 

about social transformation which focuses on the concept of hegemony. 

2.3.3 Gramsci's contribution 

Gramsci developed Lenin's concept of hegemony to explain that dominant 

classes maintain their positions of power by winning the consent of the 

masses. In discussing the concept of hegemony, Gramsci's comments on 

the intellectuals, ideology and the 'war of position', all of which have 

bearing on the sociology of information, will be considered. Gramsci wrote 

in the 1930s and his work reflects the revolutionary dialect of the time. His 

conceptual framework of 'class struggle' has been retained, so as to 

contextualise and write more meaningfully about his theories. 

A few notes on Gramsci's theory follow: 

# Any comment on hegemony necessarily entails, whether implicitly or 

explicitly, a comment on a fundamental class (such as a capitalist or 

working class) since it is these groupings which attempt to achieve 

hegemony. 

# Hegemony would refer to the 'control' or leadership which a class is 
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able to exercise over other classes and/or social groups in an alliance 

with them through the development of a historic bloc. 

# A historic bloc refers to the entire array of institutions - the sense

giving institutions such as religious, artistic and legal ones - which 

give people consciousness (Tomaselli, 1988: 24). Within a historic 

bloc, Gramsci writes, "material forms are the content and ideologies 

are the form" though "the material forces would be inconceivable 

historically without form and ideologies would be individual fancies 

without the material forces" (1977: 377). 

# Gramsci sees change as a continuous process, not simply as an 

eradication of the 'old order' but as a continuous development and 

building of the 'new order' which involves winning the consent of the 

masses. 

In order to achieve hegemony initially, the working class has to win the 

active consent of other classes and has to appear capable of leading in 

place of the dominant or ruling class. 

As Gramsci writes in the Prison Notebooks, 

[t]he normal exercise of hegemony on the now classical terrain 

of the parliamentary regime is characterised by the combination 

of force and consent. Indeed, the attempt is always made to 

ensure that force will appear to be based on the consent of the 

majority, expressed by the so-called organs of public opinion -

newspaper and associations - which, therefore, in certain 

situations, are artificially multiplied (1977: 80). 
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The role of these apparatuses in building and maintaining hegemony will be 

returned to later in this chapter when the South African setting is 

considered in greater detail. The role of intellectuals in building hegemony 

and the nature of the 'war of position' in effecting change is considered 

next. 

Gramsci differentiates between traditional and organic intellectuals. Organic 

intellectuals of the proletariat do not have to be of working class origin, but 

they are those agents who represent the interests of this class. Traditional .. 
intellectuals are 'free-floating' intellectuals who assume ostensibly an 

independence from class association although in practice, Gramsci argues, 

they serve the interests of the dominant class. Since it is the role of the 

organic intellectuals and more correctly of .the revolutionary party - the 

collective intellectual - to build its class's hegemony, it is their duty to 

undermine the traditional intellectuals. As Simon argues, "one of the most 

important characteristics of any rising class is its struggle to assimilate and 

conquer 'ideologically' the traditional intellectuals" (1982: 95). It follows 

then that the working class has to develop a stratum of organic intellectuals 

to bring about hegemonic change. In the following chapter, the 

contributions made by 'activists' from within service organisations can 

partly be understood in this light. 

For Gramsci, as for Althusser, ideologies are materially based but also exist 

in ideas (Hall, 1977: 45). Gramsci draws a distinction between historically 

organic, necessary ideologies and arbitrary nationalistic ones. The former 

"organise human masses and create the terrain on which men [sic] move, 

acquire consciousness of their position, struggle etc." The latter "only 

create individual movements, polemics and so on" (Gramsci, 1971: 377). 
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These definitions and distinctions are important since they move beyond the 

narrow notion of 'false consciousness' to show that working class 

hegemony must be developed prior to the seizure of state power. Ideology 

is propagated through the institutions and organisations of civil society or 

private society - the sphere of the integral state which Gramsci contrasts 

with the repressive/coercive state which exerts direct domination and in 

which popular democratic struggles occur. Gramsci often refers to the 

integral state which includes both civil society and the state as "hegemony 

protected by the armour of ·coercion" (1971: 263) and points out that civil 

society has a definite political character in that it is here that the struggle for 

hegemony is waged. 

Gramsci argues that there is often a contradiction between one's socialised 

beliefs and one's actions, implying that the roots of revolutionary ideology 

are repressed by the dominant ideology until the latter is transformed by the 

former. A hegemonic class in ideological struggle never completely 

demolishes the existing ideology/collective will. Instead, the process is 

dialectical whereby the positive features, usually subordinate in the existing 

ideological formation, are transformed and articulate with developing 

ideologies in becoming incorporated into the new collective will. The 

"struggle for hegemony consists of this process of disarticulation

rearticulation" (Mouffe, 1981: 175). Furthermore in order to achieve a new 

collective will, groups have to undergo moral and intellectual transformation. 

This is the process of ideological struggle in which the working class, by 

transcending its 'corporate' consciousness is able to combine the interests 

of other classes and social groups with its own and act as the leadership of 

this social bloc, i.e. it develops a political consciousness and becomes 
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hegemonic. This process of ideological struggle is one in which the working 

class challenges ruling class/bourgeois hegemony which gives rise to a crisis 

for ruling class leadership in which case the latter resorts to a "passive 

revolution" in an attempt to reorganise and re-establish its hegemony (Buci-

Glucksmann, 1980: 54-6). 

During the process of moral and intellectual reform - by which a common 

conception of the world will be created - or the development of a new 

historic bloc, ideology acts as 'cement' in the cohesion of diverse classes 
! • 

and social groups who share a common aim. On a practical level this would 

require the assimilation of popular democratic struggles - which do not 

necessarily have a class character/base - with those of the working class. 

As has been previously mentioned, a class_. becomes hegemonic not through 

imposing its interests on other classes and social groups but through 

combining the interests of other social groups with its own so that a new 

ideological formation develops. Fundamental to this process is the 

articulation between the old ideological formation and the arising one so that 

a new ideological formation encompassing certain 'popular' elements of the 

old bourgeois formation is developed. 

Ideological struggle occurs within the development of a war of position in 

which the working class continually challenges bourgeois hegemony and 

fights not only to achieve hegemony but also to maintain it. The working 

class within its broad democratic alliance, constantly tries to undermine the 

legitimacy of the bourgeoisie throughout civil society. So as to break 

bourgeois rule, the working class has to try to sever the relations of consent 

fundamental to bourgeois rule. This is a dialectical process involving 

resistance, repression and counter-resistance in a constant attempt to 
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isolate the bourgeois minority from the rest of society, viz. the masses 

under working class leadership. 

Although Gramsci's contribution is couched in the rhetoric of class analysis 

and struggle, it provides insight into how processes of fundamental 

transformation occurs through struggles occurring at the levels of the sense-

giving institutions (religious, cultural, legal etc) (Tomaselli, 1988: 24). 

Gramsci's writing allows for an understanding of how institutions such as 

library and information services constitute part of the terrain in which 

dominant groupings propagate their ideology while resistant or revolutionary 

groupings challenge, assert and disseminate alternative views and symbols. 

The contributions of these various authors, writing at a time of social 
J 

change, highlight the importance of information - transmitted through 

material forms such as the mass media, public institutions and language- in 

reproducing and/or transforming the status quo. A theme which comes 

through is that ideologies are constantly in flux, they never remain static but 

are always in motion, indicating the nuanced and consistent nature of social 

change. Contributions to change have to be understood in this way: a 

possible analogy is the relationship between battles and wars - in the 

absence of a war, there are usually ongoing battles. Thus, as has been 

noted earlier, alongside practices of perpetuating the status quo on the part 

of the groups in power, struggle is constant and there are ongoing 'battles' 

to undermine and challenge the 'reality' portrayed by dominant groups. 

2.4 Information control in apartheid South Africa 

The following section draws on the above contributions in an attempt to 

. sketch how information control was used by apartheid South Africa to 
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reproduce a system of discrimination. In order to speak in greater depth 

about the forms of information control exerted by the apartheid regime, a 

more detailed discussion of the relationship between information and 

ideology is entered into. In this regard the nature of reality or of how people 

understand and interpret their realities is discussed. This allows for the 

previous section on ideology to be linked to the earlier section on the 

situationality of information. 

Within the above framework, it is evident that ruling groups which have 

achieved hegemony dominate the ideological terrain to create the impression 

that the status quo is a natural and acceptable way of life. As Wyley writes: 

Ideological regulation operating in the interests of a hegemonic 
alliance relies on control of the ways in which meaning is 
produced in society, and the constant repetition and 
reinforcement of such controlled meaning, with the eventual 
result that the dominance of ruling groups, or the status quo, is 
presented as natural ( 1990: 7). 

In this way subjects are socialised to perceive of and accept a dominant 

portrayal of reality as fashioned by ruling groups. But this argument easily 

results in what could be a simplistic notion of 'false consciousness', 

implying that this is the only reality subjects perceive. As with knowledge, 

reality is not static but is in constant formation just as knowledge is in 

constant flux. It is fluid and constructed by individuals in accordance with 

the articulation between their 'internal' and 'external' worlds. This ties up 

both with Dervin's information 1 & 2 model, as well as with the 

constructivist view of knowledge discussed in chapter four. 

The concept of 'multiple realities' which is premised on the belief that there 

is not an absolute, objective reality, is further complicated by the fact that 

we use language and symbols which have their own constraints, to 
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communicate our meanings. We are thus often unable to articulate our 

experience of reality in exact terms, and communicate instead a 

representation of that reality. 

The contradiction so puzzling to the ordinary way of thinking 
comes from the fact that we have to use language to 
communicate our inner experience which in its very nature 
transcends linguistics (Suzuki quoted in Capra, 1975: 45). 

Notwithstanding this problem of communicating experiences and different 

realities, it can generally be argued that one of the ways in which the 

dominant groups assert their power is through employing the notions of 

'objectivity' and 'neutrality'. These notions are particularly immanent in the 

field of journalism with some journalists claiming to be objective or neutral in 

their accounts of news. As will be discussed below, these claims are 
~ 

undermined by the fact that " ... we are all bound by our cultural base, our 

class positions and our political bias" {CCSU, 1985: 15). 

As noted above, the mass media is one of the major apparatuses or 

institutions used to reproduce social systems. As the CCSU state: "We can 

see that the media serve as a strategic weapon in the battle to win our 

hearts and minds to the cause of business, industry and capitalist society ... 

The media serve to reinforce the world view on which the dominant cultures 

are based" (1985: 27). It is important to note precisely this 'reinforcing' 

role. As Morris argues: "the mass media's effectiveness lies in their ability 

to reinforce existing attitudes and it is far more difficult for the mass media 

to change existing opinions and ideologies" (1978: 163). 

Harris argues that it is not only the mass media which performs a reinforcing 

role in society vis-a-vis the reproduction of dominant socio-political, 

economic and cultural relations. He states that "libraries like the media were 
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seen to be largely reflective or expressive of the achieved consensus" and 

he draws on Stuart Hall to note that "since the consensus was a 'good 

thing', those reinforcing efforts ... were given a benign and positive 

reading" ( 1986: 21 5). He further writes that: 

Librarians were seen as apolitical servants of the 'people' and 
were expected to be completely neutral on social, economic 
and political questions - a passive 'mirror' of societal interests 
and values. Libraries came to be seen as simple mirrors, neutral 
reflections of society's 'racial memory' (Hall, 1986: 215). 

Similarly to the mass media, the public library system of apartheid South 

Africa was also used to entrench dominant ideology by virtue of the 

collections they held, their geographical concentration in predominantly 

'white', urban areas and their concomitant inaccessibility to the vast 

majority of the citizenry. Where located in historically black areas, they 

generally failed to provide an appropriate educational or developmental role. 

As a recent report notes: 

There has been, and still is, inequitable distribution of facilities. 
It is clear that the deracialisation of libraries (for example the 
scrapping of the Separate Amenities Act) has not in itself 
brought about a more equitable system, particularly if one looks 
at the physical location of school and public libraries (Library & 
Information Services: Report of the NEPI Library and 
Information Services Research Group, 1992: 43). 

With regard to the role of librarian, as Wyley notes in writing about 

apartheid South Africa, 

Librarians in South Africa . . . are faced with involvement in the 
implementation of restrictions on academic and intellectual 
freedom ... in practice librarians are forced to act as agents of 
those seeking ideological regulation of South African society ... 
compelled by law to act as agents of the state, or collaborators 
of the system . . . librarians accept and facilitate censorship 
(1990: 10). 

This clearly is a generalisation to which there were exceptions. However, 
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the point being asserted is that, in accordance with Harris's earlier claims, 

the work of librarians served to reproduce rather than challenge the status 

quo. 

It is plain to see then that embedded in the role which the media and other 

information institutions such as libraries play in the production of meaning 

and the reproduction of systems, are the issues of objectivity and 

censorship. The following discussions contribute to an understanding of 

information control as a means of perpetuating certain power relations. 

The notion of objectivity is linked to the positivist concept of neutrality and 

is often promoted by ruling groups controlling the media to create the 

impression that reports depict reality as the 'only' or 'absolute' way in 
' 

which it exists. Questions of partiality or subjectivity on the part of 

journalists are dismissed as unprofessional and an objectivist framework is 

projected as a canon of the media. This view has been challenged by 

numerous authorities such as the CCSU who reject the idea that the news 

simply consists of facts and argue that within journalism there "is a complex 

process of selection and interpretation that ultimately produces 'the news'. 

The selection process is also affected by a range of factors, beginning with 

the straightforward limitations of time, resources and accessibility" (1985: 

15). 

Mattelart argues that journalists, as with all individuals, operate within the 

frame and terms of reference of their social group. Their selection criteria 

are determined by their allegiances and values. He says: "objectivity is the 

consecration of an ideology and class interest as a universal value" (1980: 

38). Objectivism also holds that external reality is "factual" and that 
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journalism merely describes or presents these facts. However, "any 

description of reality 'as it is' is in fact imbued with ideological meaning ... 

interpretation is ... implicit in the very selection itself ... the interpretative 

grid encodes the transmitted events in terms of the dominant system of 

values" (Mattelart, 1980: 38). 

Capra's work provides a parallel in the natural sciences which is useful for 

this study in its comment on meaning construction, the portrayal of reality 

and the research process. He writes that the 

patterns scientists observe in nature are intimately connected 
with the patterns of their minds - with their concepts, thoughts 
and values ... Although much of their detailed research will not 
depend explicitly on their value system, the larger framework 
within which this research is pursued will never be value-free. 
Scientists, therefore, are responsible for their research not only 
intellectually but also morally (Capra, 1975: 9). 

This relates to Dervin's information1 ,2 & 3 model in which she proposes 

that external reality could be regarded as "objective" or out there. Reality 

only enters our consciousness through interpretation or assimilation. This 

reading of Dervin, to a significant extent answers the afore-mentioned 

difficulty with the concept of 'objective information', in that the latter is 

understood as existing outside of an individual's consciousness until such 

time as it articulates with and is absorbed into their internal reality. In other 

words, as soon as an individual connects with and interprets information1, it 

ceases to be external or to remain 'objective', and becomes instead, 

subjective information. 

Central to the practice of information control is that of censorship through 

which certain ideas and information items are suppressed and withheld from 

the public domain. This has occurred through institutions such as library and 
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information services and the mass media. An interesting observation 

regarding information control is that inasmuch as no society lacks it, so too 

can no ruling group successfully control information. In the words of Tertius 

Myburgh: " ... information no matter how much a government strives to 

conceal facts by law or otherwise, will always get out: distorted, perhaps, 

even through rumour or gossip, perhaps ... When information is suppressed, 

it goes underground" ( 1986: 63). And as Merrett notes, ultimately no state 

can control either 'thought or writing' absolutely. Despite concerted efforts 

at repression or co-option, resistance or expression cannot be quelled. An 

interesting consequence of information control is the ever-increasing 

creativity of left-wing, progressive writers { 1982: 3). 

One of the aims of censorship is to deny people access to information which 

is not in keeping with or which opposes and undermines the values and 

interests of the dominant political grouping. Without such information, the 

assumption is that disadvantaged groups will remain relatively uninformed. 

A further aim is to control and restrict the expression of grievances in the 

hope that suppression of these will impose an atmosphere of normality and 

neutralise resistance. 

The control of information and communication flow is an historical feature 

of South African society. As Merrett explains, censorship became "an 

integral part of South African society ... Apartheid is based on repression 

and censorship is a vital cog in that system, using information and thought 

control to stifle healthy doubt, questioning and cynicism" (1982: 4). The 

historical Publications and Internal Security Acts (now repealed) were but 

two measures used to control information flow in our society. However 

. censorship must be viewed not only in relation to the banning of 
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information, organisations and persons, it must be understood in the South 

African context in its entirety. As Merrett points out apartheid itself is a 

form of censorship which is mirrored at various levels throughout the 

society - its education system, security legislation, state secrecy, etc. 

(1990). 

Naidoo alerts us to the fact that censorship is associated with a system of 

misinformation and disinformation ( 1985). We are made to see the world 

through the. eyes of dominant groupings and to assume these views as 

normal. Clearly Gramsci's argument that we do not only possess a false 

consciousness, that as individuals we articulate with realities in ways which 

give rise to particular interpretations of those realities is valid. However, he 

also makes the argument that those in control of the means of 

communication are in positions of power in being able to assert particular 

views as dominant and more appealing than others (Buci-Giucksman, 1980: 

255; Gramsci, 1985: 387). Tomaselli, elaborating Naidoo's point thus 

speaks not only of media repression, but also of "media management". She 

exemplifies this through tracing the apartheid government's establishment of 

a 'Forum' in 1984 to "coordinate the activities of the state's numerous 

public relations and press liaison officials and the press" (1987: 19). This 

Forum made no contribution to resolving the communication crisis as was 

intended and did little towards improving information flow. The Bureau for 

Information - the next step in responding to this crisis - was established in 

September 1985. The Bureau also emerged in a climate fraught with media 

repression. As Pakendorf says: "the government has a long history of very 

public and very vociferous attacks on the media - other than the state-run 

SABC - and there have been many attempts over the years to diminish both 
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--
the freedom with which information may be gathered and the freedom of 

opinion newspapers have" (1987: 23). 

It is clear from the above that there have been extensive attempts to control 

the flow of information in the South African context not least due to the 

power of information in impacting upon people's consciousness. 

2.5 Information, education and development: the links 

Based on an understanding of the socio-political nature of information, the ,, 

following section attempts to draw the links between information, education 

and development. Whereas the previous argument sketched the way in 

which information can be used to reinforce dominant power relations, the 

following discussion explores the role which information and the information 

sector play or can play in a context of development in transforming power 

relations. 

The Translis Coalition (in a second draft of their National Library and 

Information Services Policy document) argues that "[i]nformation is a 

valuable, strategic resource" and that "[i]ts availability enables citizens to 

participate in decision-making processes" thus allowing them to shape their 

environments. They further argue that there is a direct relationship between 

information and power and that within this context of power struggles, 

information is a "commodity which carries ideas and is used to promote and 

advance ideologies". This view, they say, marks a break from the 

"traditional view of the neutrality of information and the various channels 

through which it is transmitted" (1994: 2). 

The views expressed by the Translis Coalition denote a conceptual shift in 
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understandings of information including its centrality to and pivotal role in 

developmental contexts. In keeping with this role, the Reconstruction and 

Development Programme (RDP) calls for a "democratic information 

programme" which can facilitate the free flow of information so that people 

and government are equipped to take informed decisions ( 1994: 133). The 

RDP's commitment to "[o]pen debate and transparency in government and 

society ... [as! ... crucial elements of reconstruction and development" as 

well as broadening of the Freedom of Information Act, is still to be tested in 

the process of transformation. However, it signals a significant break from 

the Apartheid regime's practices of controlling information flow for the 

purposes of entrenching its undemocratic status quo. 

The notion of the integral relation between. information and development is 

implicit in the paradigm shift within the information science field. The 

knowledge-power and information-development concepts are premised on 

the notion of the situationality of information and recognise the value of 

appropriate information in a system. The RDP's notion of an "informed 

citizenry" which proposes that people have to be informed in order to 

participate in decision-making processes, is linked to that of empowerment 

or the need to empower people through their access to appropriate 

information. As the Programme states, "[d]evelopment is not about the 

delivery of goods to a passive citizenry. It is about active involvement and 

growing empowerment" ( 1994: 5). Mchombu writes that: 

# information work in developing countries differs markedly from that in 
developed countries; and 

# information workers must play an active role in the process of socio
economic development ( 1982: 241). 

These positions are not only pertinent to the developing world. Kempson, in 
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a British context, similarly argues the need for information agencies which 

will meet the needs of its citizenry ( 1 986). She argues that information 

services should be provided to "help people both to participate in the 

running of society and to take a more equal share of the benefits of the 

development of society" and contends that the Anglo-American model of 

library and information services is not necessarily equipped to meet this 

essential requirement (1986: 186). 

In Britain and the United States, community information services have been 

set up to assist people with daily problem solving and participating in the 

development of their societies (Bunch, 1 982; Kempson, 1990; Kinnell, 

1992). These community information services which grew out of a desire to 

assist minorities, marginalised groupings and the information poor, mark an 

attempt to provide appropriate information to communities. They are aimed 

particularly at "those who are disadvantaged as a result of their social and 

economic position, their race, health, physical disabilities, or age" (Madden, 

1983: 155), and their intention, as Martin notes, is to provide "the kind of 

information necessary for participation as a full and equal member of 

• 
society" (1984: 385). However, Kinnell notes that there is a divide between 

the theoretical underpinnings and intentions of the British and American 

community information services and their practice. For example, although 

literature on community information work promotes the notion of proactivity 

suggesting that information has to be linked to action, "librarians were still 

reluctant to give advice in practice" rejecting a role of advocacy ( 1 992: 30). 

Bunch adds that in terms of the "information-advice-advocacy continuum ... 

many librarians regard advice giving as not part of their function, on the 

grounds that they do not have the time, the training or the protection" to do 
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so (1982: 16). 

In the South African setting, Barnard writes that the country "has a long 

history of building and creating internal and external linkages and obstacles 

preventing a free flow of information". He argues that "development 

depends on information" and that if "the people of Southern Africa are to 

play a constructive role in accelerating and sustaining development, they 

need development information in a language they can understand and in a 

form which they can relate to their own situation" (1994: 1 ). Important 

issues of appropriateness of information, accessibility of form and 

methodology of delivery to ensure utilisation of the information are raised 

here and will be re-visited in chapter five. 

To understand how information can support and enhance development, the 

nature of development underway in South Africa will be briefly considered. 

The RDP framework proposes that development ought to be an integrated 

process ( 1994: 6). In its consideration of a wide-range of developmental 

initiatives underway at any given point, it adopts a holistic approach 

suggesting that communities must be developed on all levels and not only in 

certain areas at the expense of others. For example, nutrition, electrification 

and housing projects are regarded as directly related to improved schooling 

through nurturing the student for the educational environment and providing 

the conditions for a culture of learning which extends beyond the 

classroom. In this way too, the integration of education and training are 

proposed within the framework of life-long learning. Essentially, the RDP is 

concerned with the infrastructural development of South Africa as a 

country, but this is premised on a commitment to improving the quality of 

life of its citizenry and their human development. 
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This systemic, holistic approach to development bears on the argument in 

two direct ways. Firstly, it emphasises in the South African context the 

need for appropriate information which will feed a wide-range of 

development projects and the need to coordinate the provision of 

information in ways which will achieve maximum efficiency. Secondly, it 

signals the need to empower communities or groups through the mediation 

of information in ways which will ensure its contribution to development. 

These issues are dealt with in greater depth in considering the nature of 

information work in the following chapter, and the integral relation between 

information and education below. 

The RDP and ANC Education Policy Framework Document argue for the 

integration of education and training on the basis that effective human 

resource development has to engender a culture of and opportunity for life

long learning (ANC, 1994a; ANC, 1994b). This basic framework breaks with 

the traditional view of education being acquired only in formal institutions 

and seeks to accredit learning and skills "which people have acquired 

through experience and informal training" (ANC, 1994b: 1 0). In terms of 

developing a national learning system, the document states that: 

"[e]ducation and training have a crucial role to play in contributing to social 

and economic development through empowering individuals to actively 

participate in all aspects of society, as citizens in the democratic process, 

and in the economy" (ANC, 1994b: 15). 

The vision of providing quality life-long learning to all South African citizens 

which will be learner-centred is premised on resource-based and interactive 

learning approaches and marks a shift from the traditional methodology of 

rote-learning. This approach echoes the learner-centred approach adopted 
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by many education-based NGOs as will be seen in the following chapter. It 

is also in keeping with the "situational" view of information and its relation 

to knowledge as outlined above which essentially argues for the utilisation 

of appropriate information to aid education and development. 

An educational approach which encourages critical thinking and which 

draws on the skills and experiences of learners, necessarily takes 

cognisance of their knowledge-bases. Given the information-knowledge 

framework, it can be argued that information and information skills are 

critically important to a learner-centred pedagogy. The National Education 

Policy Investigation Library and Information Services (NEPI LIS) Report 

argues for an integration of information servicing with education drawing on 

the example of Sweden which has high achievement levels to show that 

independent learning requires a wide-ranging base of learning resources 

(1992: 60). The report also suggests the introduction of an information skills 

course in the school curriculum as is practised in Namibia. It cites the 

Namibian argument for the introduction of this curriculum as resting on the 

"acknowledgement that education and development depend on information 

and the capacity of the individual to locate and use it". The curriculum 

includes a focus on "skills to equip students to recognise and retrieve 

information from their human and environmental sources" (Library & 

Information Services: Report of the NEPI Library and Information Services 

Research Group, 1 992: 60). 

The argument for the integration of the education and information spheres is 

thus premised on the belief that information is a key component in the 

learning process and that it is packaged not only in hard copy resources but 

is embedded in the very context in which people learn. As has been 
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discussed earlier, information is part of our internal and external realities. It 

is mediated in a number of ways and by a number of agents. We are both 

subjects in our realities and agents involved in the process of interpreting 

our realities and producing meaning from our particular contexts. Within this 

framework, the role of facilitator or educator assumes major significance in 

mediating information in ways that allow learners the space to learn and to 

produce meaning. While this discussion has not focused on the in-depth 

research which has been done into cognitive developmental patterns and 

meaning production, it has created some basis for the discussion on the role 

of educators and facilitators which is undertaken in the following chapter. 

2.6 Conclusion 

In addressing the need for a conceptual understanding of information, this 

chapter has noted the situationality of information and argued that 

information assumes value in relation to a need. By drawing on the works of 

Althusser and Gramsci, the relationship between information and ideology 

has been asserted. In accordance with this view, the role assumed by 

information institutions, including libraries, in reproducing dominant relations 

of power in a society has been discussed. The role played by individuals 

within this institutional context has also been noted with an argument made 

for the co-existence of multiple realities and the role individuals can play in 

transforming their realities. Thus people who operate within institutions and 

organisations are seen as key agents of change. 

This chapter has also provided, by way of historical reflection on South 

African society, an argument in support of the integration of information, 

education and developmental work. It has been proposed that such 
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integration is imperative to the realisation of life-long and resource-based 

learning. As will be shown in the following chapter, this approach to 

information, education and development underpins the work of service 

organisations. 
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Chapter Three 

Information services and an approach to interactive 
learning 

3.1 Introduction 

Information services which could be regarded as apparatuses aiming to 

counter apartheid ideology, proliferated in the early 1980s. This chapter 

maps the rise of some of these counter apparatuses, paying particular 

attention to the emergence of resource centres which typify such 

information services. As noted in the introductory chapter, this thesis 

concerns itself with those service organisations which have an explicit 

political agenda to strengthen the democratic movement. On this basis, the 

purpose of this chapter is to attempt an understanding of the nature of 

these organisations and some of the problems they encounter as structures 

in themselves, as well as in relation to their constituencies. In this regard 

issues such as democracy and accountability which are central to the way 

in which these organisations intervene in and impact upon situations, is 

discussed. The educational philosophy behind service organisation practice 

as well as a critical discussion of interactive learning and the empowerment 

process are also discussed to provide a fuller context in which to view the 

contribution of these formations to enabling their constituencies to effect 

change. 
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3.2 The emergence of NGOs and information services 

3.2.1 Terminology and the nature of 'voluntary associations' 

The terms 'service organisation' or 'NGO' are current in South African 

debate and are synonymous with others such as 'voluntary associations' as 

used by Matiwana et al in their study of community organisations in Greater 

Cape Town (1989: 9). The service organisations considered here are those 

which are closely aligned with and which supported the democratic 

movement in their counter-hegemonic struggle waged against the apartheid 

state. Walters notes that such organisations mushroom at a time of social 

crisis. She draws on Johnson to identify the following four factors which 

distinguish voluntary associations: 

1. Method of formation: the organisation does not owe its 
existence to statutory authority but consists of a group of 
people who have come together voluntarily. 

2. Method of governance: the organisation is self-governing and 
decides on its own constitution and its own policy. The 
members determine the activities, the services to be provided 
and the methods to be adopted. They are under no legal 
obligation to provide a service, and they can select their own 
clients. 

3. Methods of finance: at least some of the organisation's money 
should come from voluntary sources. 

4. Motive: the organisation should be non-profit-making (1986: 
29-30). 

It should be noted that voluntary organisations would include mass-based, 

grassroots organisations. The latter unite groups of people such as women, 

students, workers, civic dwellers and youth who share common goals and 

interests such as the improvement of their living and/or working conditions. 

In view of this it can be suggested that the term 'voluntary associations' 

constitutes a rubric or umbrella term for service organisations. 
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3.2.2 The historical emergence of organisations 

Throughout the 1970's, mass organisations which had been severely 

repressed in the early 1960's, re-emerged in communities, among students, 

workers, women and youth. These organisations formed part of a more 

clearly distinguishable 'national democratic movement' by 1980 which 

supported a 'non-racial, national and democratic struggle' (Matiwana et al, 

1989: 26). Throughout the 1980s, the crisis in the country intensified on all 

levels with increasing state repression on the one hand, and increasing 

extra-parliamentary opposition on the other. Severe restrictions were placed 

on organisations, persons and the media which included bannings, states of 

emergency, restrictions, censorship etc. This was coupled by strategies of 

cooption such as the 'winning the hearts and minds' campaigns referred to 

in the previous chapter. An example of such action is the 1986 Atlantis 

experience in which the Joint Management Committee handed out food 

parcels and organised soccer tours for children (Matiwana et al, 1989: 55). 

Alongside these developments, resistance activities intensified although 

mass organisations operated under conditions of severe restraint which 

curtailed their strategies and forced them to adopt 'survival' tactics. 

3.2.3 The rise and nature of resource centres-cum-information services 

A clearer distinction can be drawn between the emergence of service 

organisations and that of community-based organisations (CBOs) vis-a-vis 

their nature and role. The following discussion will focus on the 

mushrooming of resource centres (which fall within the service organisation 

sector) in the 1980s. The reason for choosing to focus on resource centres 

is two-fold: (1 )their primary concern with education and information support 
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to mass organisations is germane to this study; and (2)they are a discrete 

sector which falls within the realm of service organisations and 

consideration of their methods of operating will allow for a discussion of 

principles of democracy, accountability and educational practices which are 

at the heart of these organisations. 

Nassimbeni outlines the emergence of resource centres against the 

backdrop of political, social and ideological developments, arguing that their 

rise has to be contextualised in this way. She writes that "[t]heir origins 

have roots in the broader political and educational crises which have 

engulfed the country and their appearance coincided with the establishment 

or strengthening of popular oppositional organisations that sprang up in 

response to a series of political crises" (1992: 8). With regard to their 

purpose, Stilwell says that their "predominant task has been to strengthen 

the mass-based organisations and consequently to serve the mass 

democratic movement. Their orientation derives from a situation of mass 

oppression, including inadequate and biased library and information services, 

severe state censorship and an unequal education system" ( 1 992: 21 3). 

Karlsson proposes a definition of resource centres which is based on the 

expression of practitioners in the field: 

a space or building in which human and other resources in a 
variety of media (e.g. books, journals, newspapers, film, slides, 
video and audio cassettes, three-dimensional objects, etc.) and 
equipment (e.g. recorders, cameras, computers, photocopiers, 
printers, fax machines etc.) are arranged or made accessible in 
an appropriate manner for the purpose of empowering people 
through information dissemination, production, skills and 
resource sharing. A resource centre incorporates community 
involvement and participation at all levels. Learning and 
interaction occurs directly with the resources ( 1 992: 2). 

The notions of appropriate resources embodying value and of interactive 
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learning are clearly encompassed in this definition. The 'alternative' nature 

of resource centres and the challenge they posed to state or establishment 

structures is perhaps less apparent and more implicit in the statement. 

There is general agreement among the afore-mentioned authors (Karlsson, 

Nassimbeni, Stilwell) as to the aims of resource centres. They are 

understood to revolve around the empowerment of their user communities 

so as to effect socio-political and economic transformation. Resource centre 

services are devoted to the mediation of information, education and 

resources in ways which will ensure their effective utilisation as well as the 

empowerment of users. The operations of these projects are thus closely 

tied to the struggle for hegemony referred to in chapter two in that 

information services aim to empower communities and mass organisations 

through the mediation of skills and knowledge which can be used to 

transform oppressive social and economic conditions. In this way resource 

centres function as catalysts or facilitators in a process of change. It is 

evident then that the very nature of the work of these organisations - and 

the generalisation holds for most if not all service organisations - is political 

since their goals are about empowering users to transform their conditions. 

Lund and van Harte's comment on community work which pertains, shows 

that the nature of the work of the organisations is also political in another 

respect. They argue that in the past, community workers could innocently 

commit political offences by transgressing laws which were poorly worded: 

certain Acts which have relevance to people working for social 
change have key definitions which are not clearly defined or are 
defined so broadly that they are open to almost any 
interpretation. Community workers, and many others working 
for peaceful change, can transgress these laws without being 
aware of it ( 1 980: 87). 
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Also of significance is that work practice, both in terms of internal 

organisational practice, and relations with users has emphasised democracy 

and accountability. Service organisations aspire to principles of democracy 

and accountability in the belief that their practices should reflect the goals 

they are trying to achieve in society at large. Parallels between their internal 

organisational practices and their approaches to engaging their 

constituencies are usually evident. For example, resource centres attempt to 

function along democratic lines, involving team approaches to decision

making and the allocation of tasks. Workers - including people with different 

training and experience - usually share ideas, experiences and skills in order 

to direct the course of their work creatively and collectively. Responsibility 

for routine and the more mundane tasks is also often shared by all staff so 

that unskilled workers do not become marginalised by being overloaded with 

this sort of work. The active involvement of the entire team in planning a 

centre's programme is facilitated through regular meetings and evaluation 

sessions. 

The notion of democracy extends to the way in which resource centres 

engage their users who are recognised as an active audience able to 

contribute to the mission of the centre. Information work encourages 

interaction and active participation of users seeking to ensure that they are 

able to make effective use of the information provided. This generates a 

two-way process of interchange whereby users feed back into the centre, 

informing its practices and programmes. Through interactive information 

work, a Socratic approach to addressing information needs is encouraged: 

the exchange of ideas between 'provider' and 'recipient' is dialectical 

resulting in joint identification of ways of addressing the information query. 
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In summary, information work involves: 

# providing appropriate information in appropriate forms; 

# mediating information to users to ensure that they can use the 
information delivered; 

# helping users design strategies to ensure that they are in fact 
addressing their needs through their ability to act on the information. 
Where information workers do not provide this support function 
themselves, they direct users to suitably equipped people or agencies 
who do (Karelse, 1991 ). 

The following sub-section (cf 3.3) will illustrate the commonalities between 

interactive information work and interactive learning. It could be argued that 

the notion of interaction which is core to both processes, reinforces the 

inter-relatedness of information and education work as discussed in chapter 

two. Thus implicit in NGO approaches to education as discussed below, are 

their approaches to the mediation of information. Interactive learning is 

necessarily concerned with the 'effective' mediation and assimilation and 

possibly the generation of information and knowledge. 

Matiwana et al argue that the emphasis on democracy prominent within 

service organisations is directly related to philosophies of collective will, 

participation and community which were concepts pivotal to thinking in 

mass organisations ( 1 989: 1 3 - 45). They draw on the work of Perlman 

(1976; 1980), IMTEC (1983) and Kindervatter (1979) to discuss these 

issues as well as educational philosophies which underpin these beliefs. 

These contributions will be discussed in some detail below to enrich the 

understanding of how service organisations approach their work. An 

investigation of cases documented in chapter five will also illustrate the 

organisational importance of collective leadership and participatory 

democracy to NGOs. 
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3.2.4 Issues of participation and empowerment 

Matiwana et al draw on Rothschild-Whitt to argue that people can develop 

participatory styles through practice and exposure to opportunity to partake 

in important decision-making ( 1 989: 1 8). In other words, democratic 

practice inculcates and engenders democratic behaviour. However, 

experience shows that problems of opportunism and personal ambition do 

not disappear in a democratic organisational environment and have to be 

dealt with honestly and openly. Perlman argues that while participation may 

not necessarily produce 'complete democrats', it yields beneficial results: 

Dignity is gained, or regained, through many aspects of the 
citizen action process, but particularly through 1 )actions which 
demystify the authorities, and provide the sweet taste of 
power, and 2)internal participatory democracy which gives 
every member a chance to be heard, a chance to make 
mistakes (and to learn from these without humiliation) and to 
disagree with others (and to resolve these differences without 
rancour) ( 1 980: 1 5). 

Both she and Kindervatter argue - similarly to Freire - that action and critical 

reflection "which will include an analysis and interpretation of the action" 

are imperative to the organisational educational process (Matiwana et al, 

1989: 20). As Perlman writes: "people do, in fact, learn and re-interpret the 

world around them all the time as long as they are alive ... this happens to a 

greater or lesser degree depending on three factors: action, interpretation 

and internalisation" (1980: 23). And of the latter stage she says: 

"Campaigns may fail and organisations may die, but the learning that people 

have internalised is for life" (Perlman, 1980: 18). These postulations serve 

as a reminder that even though action may not be as apparent as the 

formulation of a strategy plan, if information impacts on recipients, it 

necessarily changes their knowledge bases and in this way alters their 
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perceptions which will at some stage lead to action (cf chapter two). 

Therefore it can be argued that the learning which participants acquire 

through their engagement with service organisations is cumulative, impacts 

on consciousness and invariably leads to action of some form or another. 

Thus Perlman's three factors of action, interpretation and internalisation 

should not be understood only in a linear or looping way. Learning occurs 

laterally and a group might well choose to act before and/or after they have 

interpreted and internalised experiences. The point being made is that the 

process of empowerment is neither neatly defined nor clear-cut and does 

not occur in a stagist manner. 

The goal of empowering constituencies is clearly central to the work of 

service organisations. Kindervatter defines empowerment as: "people 

gaining an understanding of and cont(ol over social, economic and/or 

political forces in order to improve their standing in society". She presents 

eight characteristics as guidelines for a non-formal educational approach to 

empowerment, viz: 

1 . Small group structure (emphasis on small group activity and 
autonomy). 

2. Transfer of responsibility to participants from the facilitator. 

3. Participant leadership in decision-making over all aspects of the 
organisation. 

4. Outside agent as facilitator who supports the people in doing 
things themselves. 

5. Democratic and non-hierarchical relationships and processes. 
Roles and responsibilities are shared. 

6. Integration of reflection and action. Analysis moves to 
collaborative efforts to promote change e.g. problem-solving, 
planning, skills development, and confrontation skills. 

7. Methods that encourage self-reliance e.g. peer learning, 
support networks. 
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8. Improvement of social, economic, and/or political standing 
results from the process ( 1 979: 1 50-4). 

These guidelines are at the heart of operations in many service organisations 

and certainly pivotal to the practices of ILRIG - one of the cases discussed 

in chapter five. However, as will be seen in that case, while the guidelines 

provide a functional framework within which to operate, they do not provide 

sufficient basis on which to communicate with users. Other issues often 

specific to the situation in which these organisations function such as that 

of arriving at a balance between accountability and proactivity in relation to 

interactions with users, require policy positions similar to those outlined 

above. The following sub-section (cf 3.3.2) also alerts to difficulties with the 

notion of empowerment and cautions that organisational commitment to the 

goal hardly guarantees its attainment for participants. As will be argued 

below, empowerment is not necessarily a 'gift' which can be handed to 

recipients in information or education interactions, but possibly a goal which 

people have to realise for themselves. 

It is the primary goal of empowering their constituencies that makes the 

educational and information roles of service organisations so vital. The 

following sub-section addresses various issues regarding the educational 

role of these organisations. It should be noted as indicated earlier, that the 

inter-relation between education and information work as discussed in 

chapter two underpins the following discussion. 

3.3 Approaches to education 

Education and information-based service organisations aim to provide their 

services to particular constituencies to promote socio-political and economic 

transformation. NGOs perform this role on the understanding that education 
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is not neutral. Service organisations thus utilise educational spaces to 

promote political agendas. This role poses a difficulty relating to knowledge

power relations and the role of intellectuals as discussed in chapter two, 

and is partially addressed by organisations through efforts to improve user 

participation in the design, production, presentation and evaluation of 

educational programmes and contracts - as will be seen in chapter five. The 

tensions however, between political 'interventionism' and the provision of a 

service do not disappear and essentially manifest themselves according to 

ways in which an organisation carries out its work and engages its 

constituency. The particular knowledge-power relation which exists between 

teachers and learners is discussed below (cf 3.3.2). 

This section considers some of the issues involved in the education 

environment. After discussing certain features of the learning process which 

reraises questions of what learners do with knowledge and information, 

some issues central to the education process such as the subjectivity of 

facilitators and the complexity of empowerment, are discussed. It is 

intended that the abstract consideration of these issues here will pave the 

way and provide a framework for addressing them more concretely in 

chapter five. 

3.3. 1 Information inputs in the learning process 

Professor Carl Hayward, a visiting lecturer to the South African Association 

for the Learning Disabled, argues that education is about helping learners to 

think ( 1 994). He draws on Piaget to explain that there are four stages of 

cognitive development: knowledge, understanding, operations and 

strategising. Through the latter stage, learners use information and 
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knowledge to plan and plot courses of action which may arise immediately 

upon acquisition of knowledge or after a long while. Knowledge is 

essentially acquired through experience: modelling, imitating, seeing, and 

listening as well as through mediation. Through mediation, learners develop 

thinking skills which lead to problem-solving. The process also involves 

confidence-building which reinforces the learners' capacity to think, learn 

and problem-solve. Thus it is clear that information and knowledge are 

central concepts in the learning process. It is around the area of mediation 

that NGOs attempt to reinforce learners' experiences as valid within the 

context of an imposed reality and way of seeing. They also aim to 

encourage a greater awareness of the "strategising" phase of learning so 

that learners use their knowledge more consciously. The general idea within 

NGOs is that they too are learners in the educational sphere and that these 

interactions with audiences, together with evaluations, will lead to 

improvement of their skills in helping learners to think. This view of 

facilitation is discussed in section 3.3.2 on Freire's methodology. 

The process of mediation in the learning environment, is laden with issues 

of power, of who 'controls' the process, of content, format and ownership. 

In an attempt to shed light on some of these issues, the work of Paulo 

Freire which constitutes a primary contribution to 'alternative' approaches to 

education for transformation (and which provides a seemingly latent or 

underlying framework for many educational NGOs) is considered below. 

3.3.2 Freire's contribution to understanding the education process 

Paulo Freire's work which marks a substantial contribution to 'alternative' 

educational pedagogy has been critically discussed by Versfeld ( 1990). She 
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appraises it in accordance with its relevance to the educational practices of 

a particular NGO and in this way considers the value of the approach in 

relation to service organisational practice. The following sub-section 

considers the political nature of education, the teacher/learner relationship 

and the issues of empowerment and conscientisation. 

3.3.2.1 The political nature of the education process 

One of Freire's primary arguments is that no education is ever neutral. His 

position on the domestication of subjects through state-run educational 

programmes is similar to that taken up in the previous chapter regarding the 

neutrality and objectivity of the media. Versfeld argues that "education 

seeking domestication ... reproduces and perpetuates dominant social norms 

and economic patterns and so cannot be neutral" (1990: 17). It can be 

further proposed that alternative education where the objective is not 

domestication but liberation, much like 'mainstream' education -to use the 

latter as an oppositional framework - also can never be neutral. 

Given the politicised nature of education, the problems arise, not of 

depoliticising education, but rather of working within the framework of the 

knowledge-power relation to bring about the empowerment of individuals so 

that they are enabled to transform their environments. Freire's writing 

supports the position argued in chapter two, viz. that knowledge is not an 

independent entity but in a constant process of transition which accords 

with individuals' constantly changing realities. Thus the issue is not only a 

matter of what information is imparted but "how control is exercised and 

how knowledge is developed within individuals and groups" (Versfeld, 

1 990: 1 9). The problems of context and power relations are also 
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information concerns expressed in the questions: whose knowledge and 

whose reality is mediated to individuals and collectives, and in what ways? 

One of Freire's postulations is that in the education process, individuals 

learn through a group-based process. As regards the critical articulation 

between the individual and the group, Freire asserts that people only 

transcend their subjectivity to become agents of change once they 

understand their own experience in relation to a broader context. It is 

appropriate education which conscientises people, allowing them to realise 

their capacity as agents to shape their environments (1976). As Freire 

writes: 

Because they are not limited to the natural (biological) sphere 
but participate in the creative dimension as well, men [sic] can 
intervene in reality in order to change it ( 1976: 4). 

The questions remain: who decides on what is appropriate; who controls 

the selection process; who steers the discussions? These questions are not 

posed to undermine the efforts of dedicated educationalists that do 

empower people, but merely to identify their subjectivity in the educational 

process. As Versfeld writes: 

While asserting the autonomy of the individual in taking action 
this pedagogy is not admitting to the ideological constraints it 
is placing on the conscious individual . . . People are being 
encouraged to talk of their own experiences but their thinking 
about these is being steered in a particular direction ( 1990: 
21 ). 

Thus even Gramsci's organic intellectuals (who sometimes occupy the 

positions of facilitators in educational NGOs) bring subjectivity to 

educational contexts. This is not necessarily a negative phenomenon but a 

factor which can only be dealt with if there is a commitment by 

educationalists within service organisations to do so. 
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3.3.2.2 Problem-posing education and the issue of empowerment 

This discussion raises the issue of the educational approach adopted by 

"facilitators". Freire counter-poses the "banking" and the "problem-posing" 

approaches where the former is concerned only with "narrating" content to 

learners, and the latter, with the actual two-way process of "transmission" 

which is premised on a "resolution of the teacher-student contradiction" 

(1972: 46 - 56). Freire asserts the problem-posing approach as revolutionary 

and argues that it "does not and cannot serve the interests of the 

oppressor" (1972: 58-9). Versfeld criticises this view arguing that under 

conditions of self-directed learning it is still the teacher's role to facilitate the 

process "providing support and resources where appropriate and [fostering] 

social skills of co-operation and communication". She goes on to say that 

the problem-solving approach is not the solution to liberatory 
education as the banking approach is not the sole process for 
domestication. [The former] could, in fact, be used as a 
powerful tool of domestication as people consider themselves 
to be acting on free will while they are in fact being moulded 
into a particular world-view ( 1990: 23 - 25). 

This reraises the 'subjectivity' and power of the facilitator. It also signals 

that the issues of content and process are intricately linked and both open 

to manipulation within the realm of socialisation. It is those groups who 

steer the process who hold greatest power in these contexts. How they 

choose to share that power depends on the ways in which they interact 

with users and learners and the ways in which 'contracts' etc are 

constructed. These issues will be dealt with in more concrete terms in 

chapter five. 

Freire's problem-posing pedagogy calls for greater dialogue in the 

educational process arguing that teachers can also learn from students 
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yielding a more democratic process. He does state, however, that 

'authority' remains an issue, albeit "on the side of freedom" (1972: 53). In a 

dialogue between Freire and Shor, the latter critiques Freire's "romantic" 

notion of equality in the teacher-student relation explaining that 

The teacher is different from and not equal to the students, 
even as we practice democratic relations in the class-room ... 
The dialogic teacher is more intellectually developed, more 
practiced in critical scrutiny, and more committed to a political 
dream of social change, than are the students. The teacher is 
different not only by virtue of his or her training but also 
because the teacher leads a transformation that will not happen 
in class by itself (Shor & Freire, 1987: 94-5). 

This suggests that while facilitators may be sensitised to the problematic of 

'unequal' student-teacher relations, and while they can minimise the power

relation or inequality, they cannot wish it away. It is important to note, 

however, that empowerment of learners can happen and does occur despite 

unequal relations in the education environment. Nonetheless, Ellsworth 

points out that despite their awareness of "critical pedagogy", facilitators 

sometimes do "perpetuate relations of domination" (1989: 298). She argues 

that unless facilitators have witnessed student experiences first-hand, they 

cannot entirely identify with and express learners' experiences, but because 

teachers are in a dominant position in the learning environment, learners' 

experiences remain unexplored and the power-relation between teachers 

and learners is reinforced. As Versfeld explains, while "a teacher may learn 

from her students, learners will have had experiences which the teacher and 
. 

other learners can never experience and so never know" ( 1 990: 29). In this 

way, educators remain 'in authority' in determining the agendas in 

educational settings. As Ellsworth argues, 

critical pedagogues have acknowledged the socially 
constructed and legitimated authority that teachers hold over 
students [yet they] have failed to launch any meaningful 
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analysis of or programme for re-formulating the institutionalised 
power imbalances between themselves and their students ... In 
the absence of such an analysis and programme, their efforts 
are limited to trying to transform negative effects of power 
imbalances within the classroom into positive ones. Strategies 
such as student empowerment and dialogue give the illusion of 
equality while in fact leaving the authoritarian nature of the 
teacher/student relationship intact ( 1989: 306). 

These contributions prompt questions about the extent to which service 

organisations and activists are able to transform knowledge-power relations 

and truly empower users. The above argument by Ellsworth suggests that 

learners can only really empower themselves. However, these arguments do 

not undermine the role of intellectuals and/or service work. On the contrary, 

while these roles are being challenged, they are not being under-valued. 

In an attempt to address the empowerment problem, instead of the 

"dialogue" which Freire encourages between teachers and learners (or 

information mediators and users) as the basis of democratic education, 

assuming that all are sufficiently skilled and able to participate in that 

dialogue, Ellsworth calls for "classroom practices that confront the power 

dynamics inside and outside of our classroom that made democratic 

dialogue impossible" (1989: 315). She writes that: 

Dialogue in its conventional sense is impossible in the culture at 
large because at this historical moment, power relations 
between raced, classed and gendered students and teachers 
are unjust. The injustice of these relations and the way in 
which those injustices distort communication cannot be 
overcome in a classroom ... (1989: 316). 

However, she notes that conditions which render the classroom an 'unsafe' 

space for students to feel entirely open to communication, cannot be 

entirely overcome in the classroom and that social interactions outside the 

classroom setting are extremely important to building greater trust and 

communication between participants. Again this raises issues of the need 
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for users of information services to feel at ease with the culture and politics 

of these organisations. These problems of the interface between service 

organisations and their users are dealt with in some detail in chapter five. 

The above problematisation of the empowerment process prompts further 

questions: can the reality of an unbalanced power relation between teachers 

and learners be used in ways that lead to greater empowerment of both 

groups, and should a goal be equity in the power relation or a recognition of 

different roles for teachers and students in the education process with a 

view to articulating these so that both parties gain? These questions seek to 

acknowledge the reality of the unique but potentially complementary 

positions which facilitators and learners assume in relation to each other. 

The partners both form part of an educational "system" and cannot be 

viewed in isolation of each other. The above remarks caution for great 

sensitivity on the part of facilitators who are positioned in this system to 

wield significant power. 

3.3.2.3 The process of conscientisation and its link to action 

The issue of conscientisation still remains unexplored. Freire states that: 

conscientisation is the process by which in the subjective
objective relationship, the subject finds the ability to grasp, in 
critical terms the dialectical unity between self and object. That 
is why we reaffirm that there is not conscientisation outside of 
praxis, outside of the theory-practice, reflection-action unity 
(1985: 160). 

He further argues that "the act of knowing" involves praxis or "a dialectical 

movement that goes from action to reflection and from reflection upon 

action to a new action" (1985: 50). It is the couplet of knowledge (which 

includes learning through reflection) and action which leads to 
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transformation. But how do people learn through reflection? Learners are 

encouraged to express issues of immediate concern or to develop notions of 

these either through discussion or around other creative practices such as 

role-play. Theories begin to emerge around these discussions and are 

employed to re-examine the experiences more critically. But, argues 

Versfeld, knowledge and dialogue do not necessarily lead to action or 

"provide learners with the ability to act" (1990: 32). However, 

empowerment is not only about content and process, it is also about 

ens killing and enabling learners to act more independently. It is about 

promoting self-reliance and a greater sense of ownership of processes of 

acquiring and creating knowledge. Versfeld argues that while "dialogical 

learning ... may be a more effective way of internalising understanding, it 

cannot claim to empower people in their dealings with the outside world. 

Education may facilitate the process but people can only finally empower 

themselves for authentic political action" (1990: 33). This view endorses 

that expressed earlier by Ellsworth. However, Freire promotes the notion of 

praxis as an approach to facilitating empowerment and since the latter is a 

broad concept which encompasses 'enskilling' and does not strictly imply 

political action, his claim is not invalid. Implicit in his view is the belief that 

learners will be empowered through problem-posing education - a stance 

which has been critiqued by both Versfeld and Ellsworth, as noted above. 

With regard to promoting action, it should be noted that service 

organisations on their own are incapable of achieving action and should be 

understood to operate in a milieu of mass movements and political 

organisations which directly instigate political action. The latter of these 

agencies also steer learners' thinking in particular directions, themselves 
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involving 'informal' educational processes. As Versfeld writes: 

Consciousness raising can . . . be perceived as a process 
whereby learners become visible to themselves through an 
understanding (and even appreciation) of the cultural traditions 
that have influenced their way of understanding . . . People may 
or may not then act upon their new perceptions in order to 
effect certain changes in their lives and society" (1990: 37). 

This challenges the notion that information users necessarily act on 

information and suggests instead, as noted earlier, that through the 

educational process, perceptions may develop, and knowledge bases 

change without political action occurring. But to recall Hayward's earlier 

comment, political action or any action does not necessarily occur 

immediately on knowledge bases being transformed. The strategising phase 

of the education process could occur some time after knowledge is 

assimilated. 

The above discussion again highlights the tension within 'alternative' 

educational projects which respect and encourage the independent thinking 

of the individual on the one hand and yet remain committed to espousing 

particular programmes of social transformation on the other. In fact, their 

very commitment to political transformation shapes their subjectivity which 

is an unavoidable feature in the educational domain. As has been argued 

earlier, subjectivity can be viewed positively (as will be shown again in 

chapter four). This human element means that alternative agencies can 

actively assume roles which support and advance the struggles of the 

democratic movement. This espousal of "non-neutrality" is clearly positive. 

It is on a much subtler level that subjectivity becomes potentially 

problematic in the empowerment process since power and the wielding of 

power are at play. The extent to which this power-relation is opened up in 
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the educational process should determine the degree to which power can be 

shared. 

3.4 Conclusion 

This chapter has sketched the emergence of 'alternative' information 

services in the South African context and considered their modus operandi 

vis-a-vis their approaches to information and education work and their 

internal work ethic. Democracy and the notion of participation in relation to 

the practices of these organisations has been described in an attempt to 

convey an understanding of the paradigm within which these groups 

operate. The inter-relation between information and education work has 

been re-emphasised, and the argument made that the creation of dialogical 

relations between teachers and learners or service providers and users is 

central to the interactive learning process. In this regard, the issue of 

empowerment which constitutes a primary objective for service 

organisations, has been critically discussed and it has been proposed that 

the knowledge-power relation evident between facilitators and learners or 

users of a service is an ongoing problematic. 
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Chapter Four 

Methodology 

4. 1 Introduction 

The purpose of this investigation was to establish the contributions made by 

two information and education projects to the improvement of information 

flow among their constituencies. Since the essential work required 

evaluation studies, the interpretive rather than quantitative methodological 

approach was favoured. An eclectic approach was adopted combining 

complementary elements of illuminative and responsive evaluation, as well 

as the case study method. 

1 The qualitative approach was favoured since the projects investigated 

involve people, their ideologies and experiences rather than mere factual 

data which can be quantified. This view is endorsed by Rhode who claims 

that the "quantitative approach with its emphasis on numbers and its quest 

for generalization is seen as depersonalising information provision and 

information use and isolating them from the settings in which they occur" 

( 1986: 64). It can further be argued that since "human factors are central to 

our concerns", the application of the conventional paradigm - quantitative 

research - can lead to research results which are (i) "generally less consistent 

than those produced in the physical sciences"; and (ii)"often not particularly 

valid in 'real life' contexts" (Ford, 1987: 25). Ford thus calls for more 

'illuminative, interpretative paradigms', but cautions that while the results 

yielded by such studies are valuable, they may not be reliable or replicable 

(1987:25). 
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Both illuminative and responsive evaluation have been employed due to their 

collective emphases on the usefulness of findings or reports produced 

(Parlett, 1985; Stake, 1985). In this respect it is appreciated that utilisation 

"means different things to different people in different settings, and is an 

issue subject to negotiation between evaluators and decision makers" 

(Patton, 1978: 284). 

The case study method which may be defined as "any descriptive or 

evaluative analysis of a common social unit, a local program, or an agency", 

has been central to this investigation (Nassimbeni, 1988: 171). It has 

assisted in focusing the research and facilitated an inquiry into two projects. 

This method will be considered after more detailed discussion of illuminative 

and responsive evaluation. These approaches are viewed within the 

framework of naturalistic or constructivist inquiry, the fundamentals of 

which echo discussions regarding views of reality discussed in earlier 

chapters. The methodological approach adopted is thus resonant with some 

of the issues at the very heart of this investigation such as that of 

"uncovering knowledge". This will become more apparent in the paragraphs 

below. 

4. 2 The constructivist paradigm 

Naturalistic inquiry, according to Guba and Lincoln is a "paradigm of inquiry" 

which differs fundamentally from the scientific or rationalistic paradigm 

which, they argue, "reflects a discredited epistemology of science -

positivism" (1983: 311 - 312). Guba recognises Kuhn's varied uses of the 

term paradigm and suggests the following general definition: "a basic set of 

beliefs that guides action, whether of the everyday garden variety or action 
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taken in connection with a disciplined inquiry" (1990: 17). Kuhn himself 

writes that those "whose research is based on shared paradigms are 

committed to the same rules and standards for scientific practice" (1962: 

11). Paradigms thus, while they are human constructions, do not have to be 

consciously adopted or ascribed to, but nonetheless inform the way people 

act. In an earlier work, Lincoln and Guba argue that alternative paradigms 

are distinguished by their oppositional axioms. They define paradigms as 

"axiomatic systems characterised by their differing sets of assumptions 

about the phenomena into which they are designed to inquire", and 

distinguish the naturalistic from the rationalistic paradigm on the following 

five counts: 

# the nature of reality 

# the inquirer-objective relationship 

# the nature of truth statements 

# attribution/explanation of action 

# the role of values in inquiry (1983: 313- 322). 
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Table 1 &-1. Axiomatic Differences Between the Rationalistic and Naturalistic 
Paradigms 

Axioms About 

Reality 

Inquirer/respondent 
relationship 

Nature of 
truth statements 

Attribution/explanation 
of action 

Relation to 
Values to Inquiry 

RmiOMlislic 
Parculigm 

Single. WlgibJe. 
convergent. fragmentablc 

lndcpcndent 

Context-free generaliza
tions - nomothetic swe
ments - focus on 
s~ties 

Real causes; temporaDy 
precedent or simultaaeOus; 
manipulable; probabilistic. 

Value-free 

NIIIIU'alistic 
PIJTIIdigm 

Multiple. inWlgible 
divergent. holistic 

lntcr-rclar.ed 

Context-bound working 
hypotheses - idiognphic 
statements - focus on 
differences 

Attributional shapets; inter
active (feed-forward and 
feed-back): non-manipulable; 
plausible. 

Note: 1n cenain of our previous writing (Guba. 1978, 1981; Guba IL Lincoln, 1981) we have 
focussed on only the first lhrec of dJese five axioms. However, lbc IaDer two oow seem to us as equally 
if nol more imponant. 

Figure 1: Axiomatic differences between the rationalistic and naturalistic 

paradigms (Guba & Lincoln, 1983: 316). 

Naturalistic inquiry investigates phenomena in the social/behavioural 

sciences in their natural settings or real-life contexts - a feature which aids 

its attempt to convey the reality of experiences being researched. Within 

this framework, it does not seek to control variables, but to 'illuminate'..; 

them and to convey processes observed and involved in investigation. It 

thus also pays great attention to the role of the researcher in the inquiry. 

The interesting bearing which naturalistic inquiry has on this study extends 

far beyond its applicability as a methodological framework. The premises of 
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the paradigm, what Lincoln and Guba call the axioms, correlate with the 

earlier conceptual arguments regarding meaning production, constructions 

of reality, individual subjectivity and agency. Naturalistic inquiry posits that 

.j individuals construct realities and asserts that there are therefore multiple 

realities of given situations. On this understanding, viz. that individuals are 

agents acting not only with unique perceptions but with special 

constructions of reality, the paradigm holds that the subjectivity of inquirers 

is as valid and apparent in research processes as that of respondents. Here 

the proponents of the theory make interesting observations which 

correspond closely to those made in chapter three regarding "interaction" in 

the construction of knowledge. They state that the "reactivity of subjects" 

(or respondents) in the social and behavioural sciences is generally 

acknowledged, but argue further that inquirers are also subjectively involved 

in processes of investigation. They say that it is "precisely this interactivity 

that makes it possible for the inquirer to be a smart instrument, honing in on 

relevant facts and ideas by virtue of his [sic] sensitivity" (1983: 318- 319). 

Lincoln and Guba's analysis of the different approaches to 'knowledge' from 

within the rationalistic and naturalistic paradigms is instructive for this study 

both in the light it sheds on the concept at an abstract level, as well as the 

perspective it provides for the way in which knowledge has been acquired 

by the researcher in this study. Both these authors and Stake draw on the 

work of Polanyi to distinguish between propositional and tacit knowledge. 

Simply put, the former is that "which can be cast into language forms 

(sentences)" while the latter comprises "intuitions, apprehensions, 'vibes"' 

(Guba & Lincoln, 1983: 324). However, in order to communicate with an 

audience, naturalists convert tacit into propositional knowledge so that they 
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can bring their meanings across. Propositional knowledge is also generally 

associated with explanations of events while tacit knowledge is gained 

through experience. The knowledge types are however not oppositional and 

could be seen as complementary. Tacit knowledge which, as Stake explains, 

gives "rise to new meanings, new ideas, and new applications of the old" 

(1980: 66), could well enhance the explanations for phenomena. In this 

way, intuition can enrich propositional knowledge. 

For the purposes of this study, a crucial and useful distinction between the 

two knowledge-types relates to the way in which knowledge is acquired in 

the different paradigms of inquiry, i.e. to their respective tools of 

understanding. Naturalists tend to rely heavily on the human-as-instrument 

precisely because of the flexibility and insight which they bring to an inquiry 

concerned not so much with explanation as with illumination. Rationalists on 

the other hand prefer non-human instruments which are presumed to be 

impartial because of their aspiration towards "objectivity". The distinction is 

of further value in its contribution to the discussion of knowledge acquisition 

and meaning production which is expanded upon in chapter two. 

Naturalistic inquiry thus provides a useful and instructive frame for this 

study. Its optimistic recognition of the subjectivity of the inquirer is 

insightful for the prior problematisation of the knowledge-power relation in 

the education work of service organisations as discussed in chapter three. 

The fact that subjectivity is seen as "the only means of unlocking the 

constructions held by individuals" and the view that if "realities exist only in 

respondents' minds, subjective interaction seems to be the only way to 

access them" allows the researcher to enter the investigation and to interact 

in the research process as a constructor, an interpreter and a rapporteur 
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(Guba, 1990: 26). While these roles traditionally emphasise the 'negative' 

stigmas of subjectivity such as opportunism, interventionism, bias and a 

'hidden agenda' scenario, they open up the possibilities for the inquirer to 

bring personal insight, experience and skills into the research domain. These 

human qualities can assist in illuminating themes and issues in ways that 

promote progress (cf section 4.4. 1 for ways of countering subjectivity in 

naturalistic inquiry). 

4.3 Illuminative and responsive evaluation 

The following discussion on illuminative and responsive evaluation identifies 

critical areas such as negotiation and reporting which speak to the 

subjective or human nature of constructivist inquiry. It is interesting to note 

that the two evaluation approaches evolved "quite independently" on 

different continents (Simons, 1980: 4-5). Illuminative evaluation is one of a 

number of approaches which emanated in Britain due to "dissatisfaction 

with existing models of evaluation which failed to meet the needs of the 

programme and the audiences for whom the evaluation was intended". 

Responsive evaluation developed similarly as one of a number of "alternative 

styles" in the United States (Simons, 1980: 4-5). 

4.3. 1 The illuminative approach 

Illuminative evaluation was first espoused by Parlett and Hamilton who 

formulated its premises in the early 1970's (Stufflebeam & Shinkfield, 1985: 

285). It is a holistic, integrated approach to 'viewing' and 'interpreting' 

practices, situations, systems, programmes, problems, experiences, etc. in 

ways that are useful to targeted audiences. In this respect, the approach 

aims to be responsive to users of the evaluation - reports are written in 
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accessible ways, investigations are brief and evaluators are sensitive to 

organisational dynamics such as issues of "trust". The approach is flexible 

and strategic in that researchers draw on resources and opportunities which 

the situation being investigated presents. The intention is to contribute "to 

decision-making by providing information, comments and analysis to 

increase relevant knowledge and understanding ... to provide a distillation of 

local thinking ... and to draw threads together in such a way as to sharpen 

discussion, disentangle complexities, isolate the significant from the trivial, 

and raise the level of sophistication of debate" (Parlett, 1985: 2395 - 2396). 

The approach is framed by systems theory in that studies are concerned 

with entire webs of relationships and the interconnectedness of phenomena. 

Illuminative evaluation thus marks a shift from mechanistic theories which 

are often rooted in uni-dimensional 'cause and effect' models. Instead, it 

emphasises "multiple causality" and accepts the complexity of inter

relationships which the evaluator seeks to unravel. Studies are conducted 

naturalistically, i.e. systems are investigated in their natural environments 

illuminating both chance and peculiar as well as expected factors. 

Essentially, the approach aims to throw light upon or illuminate the 

problems, characteristics and unique features of a given system within the 

context of its coherence and integration. It investigates the 'special' nature 

of systems. Due to its heuristic nature, i.e. the study's unfolding strategy 

plan, there is no blue-print for such investigations. Situations and conditions 

give rise to the choice of techniques adopted so that these are suitable to 

the nature of the problems being investigated. Thus as Parlett notes: 

"Illuminative evaluations ... have a custom-built plan of study, rather than 

one 'off the shelf', one which acknowledges the programme's specialised 

features, the requirements and interests of policy makers, and the 
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constraints, resources, and boundary conditions relating to the particular 

study" (1985: 2396). 

Progressive focussing is a feature of illuminative evaluation and a process 

whereby through the course of the evaluation, certain themes are built up or 

emerge as the primary foci of a study. It thus becomes apparent that as the 

study unfolds or evolves, themes emerge and become refined providing the 

areas of concentration for the study. The act of focussing on themes does 

not preclude the possibility of adding new themes through the process of 

the study. Progressive focussing does however provide the researcher with 

a clear sense of the matters to be investigated and hence with direction for 

the study. Parlett likens the illuminative evaluator to an historian charged 

with documenting an account of a war, inundated with materials and 

varying perspectives. He writes: 

Progressive focussing on selected themes provides the 
management criteria for channelling investigative resources and 
also reduces the likelihood of data overload and not being able 
to see the wood for the trees ... The illuminative evaluator has 
the same obligation as the historian to make judicious 
selections, devise a manageable structure, and impose 
intelligent form and meaning to material he or she has gathered 
(1985: 2398). 

4.3.2 The responsive approach 

Responsive evaluation formulated by Robert Stake, is closely related to 

illuminative evaluation finding consensus in their similar approaches to and 

mutual identification of issues for consideration in evaluation studies. 

Responsive evaluation does not pose hypotheses, but rather identifies 

conceptual issues around which the evaluation develops. As happened in 

the cases investigated, the evaluator "inquires, negotiates and selects a few 

issues around which to organise the study" (Stake, 1985: 4349). In this 
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respect, it does not aim to be exhaustive, but is selective in its consideration 

of 'some' relevant issues identified through progressive focusing. According 

to Stake, it is "an approach that sacrifices some precision in measurement, 

hopefully to increase the usefulness of the findings to persons in and around 

the program" (1983: 292). 

j 

Responsive evaluation (like illuminative evaluation) is concerned with the 

activities rather than the intentions of a programme, seeks to provide 

information which targeted audiences require and can use, and reports the 

different value perspectives of people involved with the programme, 

throwing light upon rather than underplaying or overshadowing these. In 

this regard, it moves away from preordinate evaluation which is concerned 

with programme objects and goals and is most concerned with 

communicating findings or information to targeted groups in ways that are 

appropriate and useful. Stake displays the various components of the 

responsive approach through the circular diagrammatic presentation in 

Figure 2 below. He explains that the events recur throughout the process 

and are non-sequential: an event could trigger or be followed by any other 

depending on the nature of the unfolding process (1985: 235-238). Thus 

the 'clock' should not suggest only a clockwise, but also an anti- and a 

cross-clockwise motion. 
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Figure 2: Prominent events in a responsive evaluation (Stake, 1983: 298). 

Within the 'responsive approach' the evaluator's subjectivity is recognised

it is s/he who selects, observes and interprets. "The use of the 

interpretative human insight and skills is, indeed, encouraged rather than 

discouraged" (Parlett & Dearden, 1977: 21 ). Attempts are made to utilise 

rather than reject this subjective element, e.g. evaluators try to illuminate 

their personal observations and comments by making these most apparent. 
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Both illuminative and responsive evaluation, because they are not interested 

in 'proving' or 'testing' hypotheses, do not attempt to control any variables. 

The approaches come into their own precisely in their "telling it as it is". 

The evaluator attempts to enrich audience understanding and appreciation 

of programmes by portraying and communicating conditions as extensively 

as possible. As Stake notes: 

We need to portray complexity. We need to convey the holistic 
impression, the mood, even the mystery of the experience. The 
programme staff or people in the community may be uncertain. 
The audience should feel that uncertainty. More ambiguity 
rather than Jess may be needed in our reports. 
Oversimplification obfuscates (1 983: 300). 

4.4 The case study method 

Both illuminative and responsive evaluation are utilisation-focused aiming to 

provide users with greater understandings of and insights into problems. 

Case study is a way of entering into particular experiences to deepen 

insights into them. The case study method is a particularly useful way of 

carrying out the afore-mentioned evaluation approaches. 

Case study can be described as "an umbrella term for a family of research 

methods having in common the decision to focus an inquiry around an 

instance" (Adelman, Jenkins & Kemmis, 1980: 48). In this respect, it is a 

study of the uniqueness of an instance even where the intention is to 

understand the instance as representative of a class. It offers a "surrogate 

experience and invites the reader to underwrite the account, by appealing to 

his [sic] tacit knowledge of human situations" (Adelman, Jenkins & Kemmis, 

1 980: 52). Case study thus incorporates not only the interpretive and 

intuitive qualities of researchers, but also those of audiences, respondents 

and readers of reports. There is therefore a consistency in the way the 
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method views 'subjectivity', attributing this characteristic to all those who 

come into contact with the research. 

4.4. 1 Approaches to subjectivity and reporting 

This sub-section considers subjectivity on two levels, viz, in terms of (a)the 

extent to which subjectivity allows readers to gain from investigations 

through their identification with certain phenomena, and (b)the researcher's 

difficulty in dealing with his/her subjectivity in the research process. 

Stake draws on the work of Wilhelm Dilthey, an anti-positivist German 

philosopher who claimed that the "human sciences are ... founded on ... [a] 

relationship between experience, expression and understanding", to argue 

that studies in the social and behavioural sciences should "capitalise upon 

the natural powers of people to experience and understand" (1983: 280). 

Dilthey's proposition is not unlike Piaget's structuralist model discussed in 

chapter three. Both Piaget and Dilthey suggest that the best way for people 

to learn from reports is through their ability to identify with their content. 

This presupposes that if reports are indeed to embody utility, they should 

"speak" to their audiences in accessible ways. 

As noted earlier, Lincoln and Guba are positive about the subjective quality 

of the researcher. To recall their afore-mentioned statement, they say that it 

is "precisely this interactivity that makes it possible for the inquirer to be a 

smart instrument, honing in on relevant facts and ideas by virtue of his [sic] 

sensitivity" (1983: 318-9). With regard to the issue of the investigator's 

value perspective, Guba and Lincoln write: 

While he [sic] cannot eliminate value effects . . . he [sic] 
endeavours to set up whatever safeguards he [sic] can, to 
expose and explicate the values whenever possible, and to test 
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insofar as he [sic] can for value resonance [which refers to the] 
problems, paradigm, theory and context [exhibiting] internal 
coherence, value-fit, and congruence in order for the inquiry to 
be deemed appropriate and fitting, and in order to produce 
meaningful findings ... the naturalist's propensity for grounding 
his inquiry provides a virtual guarantee of value resonance, 
since the subject's constructions and the substantive theory 
are both extracted from the data rather than laid on them 
( 1 983: 322-3). 

4.4.2 Generalisability of the case 

It is generally held that the case study is not a good basis for generalisation. 

Falling, as they often do, within the realm of the naturalistic paradigm, 

Stake argues that often there is a "need for generalisation about that 

particular case or generalisation to a similar case rather than generalisation 

to a population of cases ... As readers recognise essential similarities to 

cases of interest to them, they establish the basis for naturalistic 

generalisation" (1983: 283). Similarly, Adelman, Jenkins and Kemmis adopt 

an interesting approach to the issue of generalisation arguing that "the 

generalisations produced in case study are no less legitimate when about 

the instance, rather than about the class from which the instance is drawn 

(i.e. generalising about the case, rather than from it)" (1980: 48). 

Grounded theory which is a "means for deriving theory, not simply a means 

for processingdata" also pertain: issues can be drawn from the 

investigation of the case (a)to promote deliberation of them, and (b)to 

formulate new ideas and abstractions (Lincoln & Guba, 1985: 339; cf 

section 4.6 which discusses the 'constant comparative method' for an 

understanding of how theory is grounded in research findings). 

This argument is not presented in defence of the 'non-generalisable' nature 

of the cases to all other instances, but merely to highlight the value of 
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understanding issues in their context or the settings of their formulations. 

Such context-setting in the portrayal of the complexity of systems, enriches 

and deepens understandings of issues in a study and increases the chances 

of improving systems holistically. The practice of generalisation is thus not 

about replication but entails the abstraction of salient issues and features of 

the case which are possibly akin to or pertinent to other instances. This 

point is exemplified in chapter five. 

The problem of generalisation is aided by Adelman, Jenkins and Kemmis' 

categorisation of types of case study research. They argue that the latter 

"always involves the study of an instance in action", a postulation which 

calls for clarification of the relationship between the instance and the class 

from which it derives { 1 980: 49). They suggest that an instance is either 

drawn from a class to discuss an issue, or that a case or "bounded system" 

is investigated within which issues are investigated to yield greater 

understanding of the case. In the former type generalisations are made 

about the class, in the latter type, about the case. Since the cases in this 

study were chosen to investigate a particular problem, they constitute 

instances drawn from a class which implies that generalisations could be 

made about the class. However, in the course of the evaluation process, the 

uniqueness of the cases became evident and generalisation became less of a 

concern. This scenario is presented as a possibility by Adelman and his co

authors: "during the conduct of the study the description of the case will 

increasingly emphasise its uniqueness ... the study will transcend the 

principle of selection {i.e. selecting the instance as representative of a given 

class) and become a study of a unique case" {1980: 50). They conclude 

that in this event, the basis of generalisation changes. In this study, the 
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concern shifted from generalising from the instance to the class towards 

generalising about the case. 

4.4.3 Access, confidentiality and negotiation 

The issues of access, confidentiality and negotiating the evaluation brief are 

all pertinent to this investigation. They are significant since programme staff 

have to agree to the terms of the study to ensure their cooperation. 

Programme staff have a stake in the evaluation and should proclaim a sense 

of ownership of the process which will not only increase their commitment 

to the investigation, but which will also enable them to take ownership of 

outcomes and strategise around these without having to rely on the 

evaluator. The evaluator also has to be acceptable and have credibility so 

that staff have faith in both his/her ability to produce a "reliable" report, and 

indeed, to undertake the evaluation. 

As Adelman notes, "case study used in evaluation is not merely a means of 

reporting but raises very sharply those central issues of access and 

confidentiality" ( 1 984: 3). Illuminative and responsive evaluation, which 

emphasise process rather than product, underscore the need for adoption of 

these as living principles throughout the evaluation process as investigators 

negotiate their way through different programme facets to improve 

understanding. For instance, initial access to a programme does not 

automatically imply access to its clients - a feature which may have to be 

negotiated at a later stage. Similarly, confidentiality may apply at different 

stages in a study, e.g. respondents to interviews may wish to check their 

transcripts before these are synthesized and discussed with a broader 

audience. 
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Eraut cautions that evaluators could either maintain too much independence 

or become overly involved in programmes being evaluated. In the former 

instance, too much emphasis is placed on the "research role", and in the 

latter, the evaluator assumes the role of a "change agent" (1984: 39). He 

suggests that to overcome this problem, negotiation be based on four main 

principles: 

1 . The evaluator will find it difficult to develop relationships 
and gain access to information without declaring his [sic] 
purpose and procedures; and a willingness to negotiate 
will usually improve his [sic] chances; 

2. increased participation in evaluation policy is likely to 
result in increased attention to evaluation results; 

3. people have a right to know what an evaluator is doing 
and why; 

4. all those who might reasonably be considered as clients 
have a right to some stake in the evaluation enterprise 
(1984: 39). 

These principles underline the importance of negotiation emphasising the 

need for the evaluator to maintain a "balanced" role. The equilibrium is 

desirable so that researchers are able to "represent different value positions, 

ideologies, and opinions encountered in the course of the investigation; and, 

moreover, to represent them in ways considered fair by those holding these 

positions" (Parlett & Dearden, 1972: 33). It is in this respect that Eraut's 

principles also move beyond a simple concern with the centrality of 

negotiation to improve access for the evaluator. His principles emphasise 

the rights of all stake holders and introduces a notion of collaboration and 

'partnership' in evaluation ventures. If evaluation studies are indeed to meet 

the objectives of responsive and illuminative evaluation in aiding decision-

making, they must attain 'client' participation and be interactive. 
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Eraut's view of independence should, however, not be conflated with 

Simons's "independent evaluation" which she uses to distinguish certain 

studies from others which are commissioned by a programme and/or its 

funders. She argues that in independent evaluations, evaluators "should be 

free in the conduct of the evaluation to report events and different value 

perspectives fairly, accurately and impartially ... [and] to make results of the 

evaluation accessible to all groups who have a right to knowledge about the 

programme (though who precisely these groups are in any one context may 

need to be negotiated)" ( 1 984: 57 - 58). Her comments are in keeping with 

those made earlier regarding the centrality of negotiation throughout the 

course of the evaluation process, prompting recollection of the non

sequential movement of Stake's "evaluation clock". 

4.4.4 Reflexivity and the failed case 

Reflexivity is understood as reflecting on one's experience, or research 

"bending back on itself" with the proviso that the self and the experience 

also be understood as "socially constructed" (Steier, 1991 a: 2). Reflexivity 

constitutes part of constructivist theory and has been employed in this 

study in an attempt to make sense of the unfolding nature of one of the 

cases which resulted in failure when considered against the backdrop of its 

initially designed course. Since reflexivity is practised within the 

constructivist paradigm, the subjectivity of the researcher is noted. Thus 

Steier states that "constructivist inquiry, as a human activity, must concern 

itself with a knowing process as embedded in a reflexive loop that includes 

the inquirer who is at once an active observer" (1991 b: 163). It is for this 

reason that in reflecting on the construction of a research experience, the 

researcher is of necessity 'self-reflexive'. 
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On the issue of failure, it should be noted that while the concept of "the 

failed case" has not been extensively written about as such, the concept is 

referred to by authors such as Steier (1991 b) and Morphet (1987) in their 

accounts of case research. Failed cases refer to those studies which 'derail' 

from their plotted designs for whatever reasons. Reflexivity allows the 

investigator to seek an understanding of what caused the derailing to occur. 

Through contemplation, the researcher is able to revisit the research scene, 

as it were, to investigate the divergent realities of informants and researcher 

alike which led to a 'skewing' of the research plan. Reflexivity allows the 

researcher to follow the 'new' research path and to tell a different story or 

relate a different conversation to that initially intended. The fact of failure, 

however, as Morphet notes, raises a set of different questions for the 

researcher who has to decide how to investigate the outcome, i.e. which 

questions to consider (1987: 137). One of the overriding questions in the 

ERIP investigation was whether or not to investigate failure of the study 

only in terms of the transaction itself, in other words, limiting the 

contemplative investigation to questions of the objectives, methods, and 

implementation of the study, or whether to consider failure in the context of 

the broader milieu in which the study occurred. As will be seen from 

documentation of the case in chapter five, the latter approach which 

attempted to consider factors beyond those pertaining to the design of the 

study, was adopted. However, it should be noted that this more inclusive, 

illuminative approach was curtailed by the researcher's inability to be 

exhaustive in investigating influential issues in the complex social milieu of 

the research. 

4.5 Methods and sources used for the gathering and 
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analysing of data 

4.5.1 Documentary evidence 

Documentary sources which detailed each organisation's operations, 

decisions and procedures were examined to provide an understanding of 

historical developments and shifts which occurred within the organisations 

being investigated. In this regard, minutes of meetings and discussions, as 

well as annual and evaluation reports were studied. 

4.5.2 Discussion meetings 

Meetings were held with each of the organisations, at times separately and 

at times jointly, to assist in ensuring that the research being undertaken was 

of relevance to their work. These meetings also provided direction for the 

research and forums for the feedback of findings and outputs stemming 

from the research process. At some of these meetings, evaluation strategies 

were discussed and procedures agreed upon. 

4.5.3 Interviews 

Interviews were conducted to gauge the opinions and insights of both 

organisational users and staff. The user interviews comprised the user 

surveys which are referred to in chapter five. Interview schedules which 

were listings of questions to be put to interviewees, were used as guides to 

the interviews. Respondents were provided with copies of these schedules 

before-hand so that the interviews were as transparent as possible. Most of 

the interviews were tape-recorded so that notes taken during the interviews 

could be checked for accuracy and transcripts produced. These transcripts 

were subjected to member checks and triangulation to confirm their 
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accuracy and reliability. In this way, the problem of interviewer bias to 

which Bell refers, was controlled (1987: 73). 

4.5.4 Triangulation 

Within the context of case study research, the call for the presentation of 

"different value perspectives" and for "reliability" of reports, encourages the 

use of 'triangulation' as a means to 'verifying' information gathered. This 

technique involves a "follow-up" procedure in which data is cross-checked 

for accuracy, e.g. "discrepancies between accounts will need pursuing; 

'facts' need cross checking; critical incidents must be identified" (Adelman, 

Jenkins and Kemmis, 1 980: 56). 

This approach does not attempt to neutralise the 'interpretive' quality of the 

inquirer, which has already been asserted as a positive feature of naturalistic 

inquiry. It does however 'democratise' the research process by validating 

data so that the subjectivity of the evaluator is made more apparent, more 

of an entity and less of an unknown. 

4.5.5 Member checking 

Member checking was a further technique used in this study to enhance its 

credibility among research participants and to promote confidence among 

readers of the report. Member checking is a process whereby interpretations 

and conclusions which constitute part of research findings are put back to 

respondents from whom the information was obtained, for verification. It 

allows research participants an opportunity to react to the reconstructions 

of their inputs to the research process. Despite the utilisation of such 

verificatory techniques, Lincoln and Guba caution that since "naturalistic 
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inquiry operates as an open system, no amount of member checking, 

triangulation, persistent observation, auditing, or whatever can ever compel; 

it can at best persuade" (1985: 329). Nonetheless, member checking was 

adopted for the purposes of validating data which comprise the very bases 

upon which findings and interpretations are posited. The following are 

among the purposes of member checking: 

it provides the opportunity to assess intentionality; 

it gives the respondent an immediate opportunity to correct errors of 
fact and challenge what are perceived to be wrong interpretations; 

it provides the respondent the opportunity to volunteer additional 
information; 

it puts the respondent on record as having said certain things and 
having agreed to the correctness of the investigator's recording of 
them; 

it provides an opportunity to summarise - the first step along the way 
to data analysis; 

it provides the respondent an opportunity to give an assessment of 
overall adequacy in addition to confirming individual data points 
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985: 314). 

4.5.6 Selection and sampling 

While the programmes investigated allowed for interviewing of the entire 

staff complements due to the workable size of these units, the interviewing 

of users required selection. LeCompte and Preissle define selection as "a 

more general process of focussing and choosing what to study" while they 

describe sampling as a "more specialised and restricted form" (1993: 57). 

They assert that: 

Ethnographers . . . use selection and sampling to define the 
initial population so it can be handled conceptually and 
logistically ... also ... to expand the scope of the study, refine 
the questions or constructs under investigation, or generate 
new lines. of inquiry . . . Although some phenomena can be 
identified and characterised as being salient prior to entering 
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the field, many others emerge only as the fieldwork proceeds 
(1993: 65). 

Lincoln and Guba argue that "all sampling is done with some purpose in 

mind" and state that there are types of sampling other than random or 

representative sampling which "serve purposes other than facilitating 

generalisation" (1985: 199-200). These they list as: 

sampling extreme or deviant cases; 

sampling typical cases; 

maximum variation sampling; 

sampling critical cases; 

sampling politically important or sensitive cases; 

convenience sampling (Lincoln & Guba, 1985: 200-201 ). 

Whereas the ERIP case never reached the stage of user surveys, the basis 

for selection of users in the ILRIG case were typical, maximum variant and 

critical case sampling as can be seen in more detail in chapter five. 

Furthermore, the purpose behind sampling was to produce findings or to 

maximise information from which theory could be generated. The criteria for 

"theoretical sampling" which Glaser and Strauss use are those of 

"theoretical purpose and relevance - not of structural circumstances" (1967: 

48). Their primary purpose is to "generate theory" as opposed to 

establishing "verifications with the facts" (Glaser & Strauss, 1967: 48). 

They further state that: 

The criteria of theoretical sampling are designed to be applied 
in the ongoing joint collection and analysis of data associated 
with the generation of theory. Therefore, they are continually 
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tailored to fit the data and are applied judiciously at the right 
point and moment in the analysis. The analyst can continually 
adjust his [sic] control of data collection to ensure the data's 
relevance to impersonal criteria of his [sic] emerging theory 
(1967: 48). 

4.6 Interpreting the data 

Once data has been gathered for the purposes of generating theories, the 

volume of evidence has to be processed. Authors propose different ways of 

dealing with and interpreting data. Those arguing within the naturalistic 

paradigm agree that the interpretation of data goes way beyond a simple 

description of that observed. LeCompte and Preissle suggest that: 

"Qualitative researchers may fail to recognise the implications of a study 

until sufficient time and distance permit data to be re-examined in less 

immediate more dispassionate ways" (1993: 267). 

Prior to, or as part of the generation of theory, the actual process of 

analysing data involves a number of procedures. Lincoln and Guba propose 

a process of inductive data analysis which may be defined as "a process for 

'making sense' of field data" by analysing it inductively, i.e. "from specific, 

raw units of information to subsuming categories of information" (1985: 

202-3). Thus inductive data analysis aims, in accordance with the notion of 

grounded theory, to postulate theories and ideas on the basis of the 

synthesis of the various units of unprocessed information gathered during 

the research study. The techniques or subprocesses entailed in inductive 

data analysis are unitising and categorising. Unitising is likened to "coding" 

of data and involves the systematic classification of raw information into 

units which are best understood as "single pieces of information that stand 

by themselves, i.e. that are interpretable in the absence of any additional 

information" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985: 203). Unitising is a subprocess which 
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is associated with categorising in that the latter is premised on the former 

entailing the organisation of unitised information into "categories that 

provide descriptive or inferential information about the context or setting 

from which the units were derived" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985: 203). In other 

words categories encapsulate units of commonality or units which contain 

information that holds together or that are akin. As the process of 

categorisation unfolds, the researcher is able to propose a rule which can 

determine the inclusion or exclusion of units in a category. In other words, 

rules or guide-lines (aspects or theory) emanate from the process of 

'sorting', and are not a priori givens. Glaser and Strauss describe 

categorisation under the header: "the constant comparative method", and 

identify four stages in the process which lead to the generation of theory. 

These are: 

( 1) comparing incidents applicable to each category; 

(2) integrating categories and their properties; 

(3) delimiting the theory; and 

(4) writing the theory. 

In relation to these stages they explain that: 

Although this method of generating theory is a continuously 
growing process - each stage after a time is transformed into 
the next - earlier stages do remain in operation simultaneously 
throughout the analysis and each provides continuous 
development into its successive stage until the analysis is 
terminated (1967: 1 05). 

The first stage involves a process of classifying units of data into emergent 

categories of analysis. While Glaser and Strauss (1967) attend only briefly 
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to the process of unitisation, Lincoln and Guba (1985) provide greater 

guidance, as noted earlier. They place strong emphasis on the analyst's 

confidence in employing tacit knowledge in making judgements in the 

process of unitising and categorising ( 1985: 340-1). The theoretical 

properties of categories become generated through the constant comparison 

of different units of data within the category. Among the emergent 

properties of the categories "the analyst will discover two kinds: those that 

he has constructed himself; and those that have been abstracted from the 

language of the research situation" (Glaser & Strauss, 1967: 1 07). In other 

words, both descriptive and explanatory categories and properties of 

categories emerge (Lincoln & Guba, 1985: 341). 

The second stage of the comparative method involves a shift in focus so 

that instead of comparing units or incidents within a category to check them 

for "alikeness", incidents are compared to the properties or rules which 

have emerged for the particular category in which the unit has been located. 

The idea behind this subprocess of constant comparison of incidents with 

properties of a category is to result in integration of the properties within 

categories and categories within themselves as well as in relation to other 

categories. As Guba and Lincoln explain: 

The process not only becomes more rule-orientated but at the 
same time tests the properties; if new incidents fail to exhibit 
some of the properties, perhaps they ought not to be used to 
define the category, perhaps a subcategory is needed, or 
perhaps the category needs to be redefined" (1985: 342). 

Thus, write Glaser and Strauss, "the theory develops as different categories 

and their properties tend to become integrated through constant 

comparisons that force the analyst to make some related theoretical sense 

of each comparison" (1967: 1 09). Glaser and Strauss further suggest that it 
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is advantageous to combine the collecting and processing of data, 

integration and cohesion of the categories, and hence of the theory, will 

emerge more easily ( 1 967: 1 09). 

Delimitation of the theory occurs with increased comparison of the 

categories since there is improved articulation between and integration of 

categories which become clearly and sufficiently defined. The theory 

solidifies in the sense that major modifications become fewer 
and fewer as the analyst compares the next incidents of a 
category to its properties. Later modifications are mainly on the 
order of clarifying the logic, taking out non-relevant properties, 
integrating elaborating details of properties into the major 
outline of interrelated categories and - most important, 
reduction, [i.e. reduction of the number of concepts used in the 
theory] (Glaser & Strauss, 1967: 11 0). 

Thus in the process of theoretical formulation, the investigator achieves 

both parsimony and scope in terms of the theory's application to various 

situations (Lincoln & Guba, 1985: 343). 

During the stage of writing theory, the analyst is usually confident about the 

premises upon which the construction is formulated as well as its 

properties. The comments which apply to each category are collated and 

the unitised data used to validate, substantiate or illustrate any aspects of 

the theory. Glaser and Strauss refer to the theory which is grounded in the 

process of interpreting data outlined above, as "developmental" theory, i.e. 

theories of process, sequence and change pertaining to 
organisations, positions, and social interaction. But whether the 
theory itself is static or developmental, its generation, by this 
method and by theoretical sampling, is continually in process. 
In comparing incidents, the analyst learns to see his [sic] 
categories in terms of both their internal development and their 
changing relations to other categories ( 1 967: 114). 
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4. 7 Conclusion 

This chapter has outlined the methodological approach adopted for this 

investigation. The reasons for the suitability of the naturalistic paradigm 

have been sketched and an argument made for the utilisation of both the 

illuminative and the responsive evaluation approaches. In discussing the 

constructivist framework, the understanding of the existence of multiple 

realities as discussed in chapter two has been endorsed. It is also proposed 

that findings which emerge from the research are presented as the 

researcher's reconstruction of the investigation. The discussion of 

illuminative and responsive evaluation contextualises the debate about the 

subjectivity of the researcher in naturalistic inquiry. It is argued that there 

are various techniques such as triangulation and the reporting of the full 

spectrum of responses to questions posed in the investigation, which can be 

employed to overcome the problem of subjectivity - an inevitable feature of 

the type of research conducted. Tools used for the analysis and 

interpretation of data are discussed with the suggestion that theories which 

emerge from the investigation, will be grounded in the data gathered. 
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Chapter Five 

An empirical study of the ILRIG and ERIP cases 

The three sections of this chapter deal with the empirical component of this 

study and discuss the ILRIG and ERIP cases in depth. The sources of data in 

the empirical component are interviews, questionnaires, reports, minutes of 

meetings, and organisational archives which provided access to 

documentation recording the projects' progress. The purpose of this chapter 

is to document the case studies and in so doing to attempt to address 

issues posed at the very outset of this investigation. These issues which 

were discussed in chapter one are recapitulated in the first section of this 

chapter so as to recall the intention behind the case studies. 

An initial section introduces both case studies and considers the 

investigation in relation to the cases jointly. The reason for providing a 

common introduction to the cases stems from the fact that both 

organisations were engaged with the researcher and at times with each 

other in a mutual process of clarifying and shaping the actual research. This 

section thus covers common ground, outlining the research process and 

issues generic to both projects. It paves the way for the subsequent 

sections which deal with the cases individually thus highlighting their 

uniqueness. Detailed accounts of first the ILRIG and then the ERIP cases are 

thus provided in subsequent sections. 

The conduct of the investigation is outlined at the beginning of each of the 

three sections as well as throughout the chapter, providing insight into the 

way in which the research approach developed through the course of the 
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study - a feature of responsive evaluation as discussed in chapter four. 

5.1 Section One: Introducing the ILRIG and ERIP cases 

5.1.1 Introduction 

This section introduces the ILRIG and ERIP cases. It deals with a substantial 

period of the evaluation process (roughly one and a half years) which 

involved clarifying and refining the purpose of the evaluation study through 

negotiation and consultation with the two projects, mostly jointly, and at 

times separately. This research stage laid the ground work for the 

subsequent separate investigation of each case. 

The reasons for selecting the two cases are provided followed by an 

account of how the study's objectives were re-formulated through the 

process of interaction with the projects. Issues pertinent to the evaluation 

study which were addressed during this preliminary stage are outlined. 

5. 1.2 Selecting the cases 

ILRIG and ERIP were selected as cases to investigate the issues of 

alternative information provision and the interface between information 

services and their users because (a) they were viewed as representative and 

typical of 'alternative' projects and (b) they are well-established and highly 

visible among their respective constituencies. It was thought that an 

evaluation of both organisations would lead to the investigation of common 

as well as unique features. 

Both ERIP and ILRIG are Western Cape service organisations which emerged 

in the late 1970~s and early 1980's respectively. ILRIG has an academic 
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orientation and an office at the University of Cape Town, yet has realised an 

increasingly popular role in serving the labour movement - its targeted user 

group. ERIP which is currently based at the University of the Western Cape, 

emerged historically alongside community and student organisations and 

continues to service primarily these sectors. Both the ILRIG and ERIP 

projects run resource centres, produce publications and provide educational 

workshops. Together these projects provide a service to a wide range of 

progressive organisations and while differing in their experiences and 

conditions of work, share the aims of addressing injustices and providing 

relevant information to their targeted user groups. 

The reasons for selecting the cases were expressed in correspondence to 

the projects (cf Appendices 1 a & b). Beyond the fact that both groups had 

legitimacy among their users, and that the organisations are committed to 

providing useful information to users in productive and accessible ways, the 

creative methods of which were of primary concern in this study, ILRIG was 

chosen for the following reasons: 

# re-location of the group's main office to Community House as part of 

a move to popularise its services and increase its accessibility to the 

labour movement specifically, signalled ILRIG's concern with 

improving the utilisation of its service; 

# the organisation's acceptability by and legitimacy within the 

democratic movement suggested that its methods in information 

provision might pertain to other centres as well; 

# the researcher had been in the organisation's employ for two years 

and thus was familiar with the project. It was hoped that this history 
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would improve access to founder members as well as current staff of 

the group. 

The reasons for ERIP's selection are as follows: 

# its history of being repressed highlights the information inaccessibility 

and information control problems in SA; 

# its style of work, i.e. the educational workshop method alongside the 

resource aspect of the project, represents the dominant methods of 

work undertaken by most alternative information services so that 

although this would be a case study with the usual problems of 

generalisability, the project's experiences and problems might well 

pertain to other groups; 

# ERIP's primary user population is diffefent from that of ILRIG's, an 

aspect which made the contrast of the study potentially useful in that 

the methods of work in reaching different audiences would be 

addressed through the study. 

5.1.3 Focussing on issues through progress of the research 

ILRIG and ERIP were approached at the outset of the study to moot an 

interest in researching aspects of their projects in order to examine issues of 

central concern to this investigation. In keeping with the concept of 

progressive focussing (cf. chapter four), these issues were refined through 

the initial negotiating stages of the research process in order to ensure that 

the investigations would be of maximum benefit to the projects. 

The importance attached to the utilisation-focussed nature of responsive and 
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illuminative evaluation, as explained in chapter four, was the principle 

underlying the refinement of the study's concerns. To illustrate this point, it 

can be noted that ILRIG and ERIP were initially approached to study "the 

methods of work of information centres in meeting the information needs of 

their users" (Correspondence to ILRIG and ERIP, 17/3/90: 1 ). In the research 

proposal, following discussion, this aim was developed into the following 

broad areas of concern: 

# to reach an understanding of how alternative information services 

emerged in the South African context; 

# to investigate how alternative information services contributed to the 

realisation of a 'freer' flow of information; 

# to assess the methods of information provision employed by these 

organisations to provide services to their users (Research Proposal: 

1990). 

Through various deliberations with both projects, the study's focus 

progressively became more carefully defined. After a few meetings and 

interchanges, the broad aims were formulated as: 

# seeking an understanding of how alternative information services 

emerged in the South African context; and 

# how they contributed to the struggle for free access to information; 

while the specific objectives at this point were summarised as: 

# arriving at an understanding of the methods of information provision 

the information services employ in providing a service to their users; 
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# assessing the effectiveness of the ways in which the projects provide 

a service and have evaluated themselves. This objective raises the 

projects' relationships to users and concerns both the extent to which 

users inform the direction of the projects, and the extent to which 

projects internalise and act on findings of their evaluations (cf 

Appendix 2: Progress Report 14 November 1990: 1 - 3). 

A shift in the focus of the research started emerging at this point as 

evidenced above in a growing concern with the complexity of the methods 

of information provision employed by the organisations. Discussions with 

the projects brought to light the problem that the provision of information 

could not be viewed only in terms of the work of information services or the 

resource centre wings of the projects. As noted in chapter two, information 

servicing is integrally linked to and cannot be viewed in isolation of the 

other services which NGOs provide. Thus when ILRIG delivers an education 

and/or research service, these carry built-in information components. The 

research focus thus consciously shifted from a study of the "information 

service component" of the projects - if indeed this could be discretely 

isolated - to a study of the range of services provided and the inter-relation 

between these and user needs. This shift is evidenced in the re-formulation 

of objectives towards the end of the eighteen-month period of joint 

interaction. They were agreed on as being to evaluate: 

# the appropriateness of the current service in relation to user needs; 

# the ways in which ILRIG and ERIP identify user needs and the extent 

to which they address these; 

# the structure, processes and procedures of the projects in carrying 
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out their work; 

# the methods of empowering users, i.e. education, resource and 

information provision; 

# the ways in which the projects evaluate themselves 

(cf Appendix 3. Progress Report 24 September 1991: 2). 

These objectives then, express an understanding of information work which 

is clearly not restricted to the operations of a resource centre. In the context 

of development, they are premised on a logical integration of information 

support with any kind of service delivery, including educational work. The 

notion of user need presupposes that, as explained in chapter two, all needs 

embody an information dimension. This suggests that in the context of 

NGOs, users require of these services information which can be delivered in 

a range of ways whether through publications, educational workshops or 

visual displays. It is for this reason that in the context of this study, it was 

preferred by the researcher and the projects that an examination of the 

information function which NGOs perform not be restricted to the 

investigation of only the information components or resource centres 

operative within such organisations. The research parties regarded it as 

more beneficial to consider information work which NGOs carry out by 

investigating the information components of the broader range of services 

which they offer their constituencies and in this way, trying to understand 

how they could change or transform their service so as to improve their 

information functions. It should be noted, however, that while the study 

chose to evaluate the information work of NGOs, it did not intend an overall 

organisational evaluation of the selected cases, but merely an investigation 
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of how they went about identifying, engaging with, and addressing user 

needs. In effect, the delimitation of the study confined the scope of the 

evaluation to render it manageable. 

During discussion of these objectives and the September, 1991 Progress 

Report with ILRIG, the organisation queried the researcher's observation that 

a shift had occurred from "reactive anti-apartheid politics to proactive, 

developmental work" (cf Appendix 3. Progress Report 24 September 1991: 

1). ILRIG argued that such a claim presupposed a change in user needs and 

expressed the wish to 'test' whether such a change had in fact occurred 

since requests received from organisations did not seem to endorse this 

view. This background led to greater focussing on the first two of the five 

objectives listed above, for the ILRIG study. While it was agreed that the 

latter three objectives would remain intact, it was decided that they would 

be de-emphasised, in relation to the others, but still form part of the case 

record. While recommendations would be made in relation to them, they 

would not be the primary focus of the research and would not be fully 

evaluated. As will be seen in reporting on the ILRIG case below, these three 

objectives constitute part of the case report, but it was the first two which 

were prioritised in the user surveys. 

To understand why the investigation required evaluation studies, 

explanations from chapter four will briefly be recapitulated. Evaluations aim 

to judge the worth (extrinsic property) and merit (intrinsic property) of 

something (Stufflebeam & Shinkfield, 1985: 3-5). An organisation's worth 

relates to the extent of need for the service and its merit to the excellence 

of its service. This research aimed to judge the worth and merit of ILRIG and 

ERIP's services (current at the time of the investigation) in relation to user 
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needs; their methods of identifying user needs and the extent to which they 

addressed user needs. The two objectives identified as the basis for the 

focussed evaluation relate to the ways in which the organisations engage 

users. They also relate closely to the fourth listed objective, viz. the 

methods of empowering users. The latter remained a de-prioritised objective 

because the intention was not to evaluate methods themselves. Instead 

informants were asked to comment on the adequacy of these methods in 

empowering them, and for additional ways in which they thought 

organisations might address their needs. 

Through interaction with the projects, the progressive focussing on themes 

which were devised as objectives (noted above) for consideration in the 

case studies, had significant value for the overall study. It meant that the 

organisations participated in shaping the evaluation brief allowing them the 

opportunity to design it in accordance with their needs. Through their 

negotiation of the evaluation brief, the projects were committing themselves 

to the research process and the study generally, although the ERIP account 

documented below brings this into question. 

Notwithstanding the gains of enhancing the value of the study for the 

organisations, the latter 'benefit' raises questions of whether the 

researcher's interests became compromised through negotiation with the 

projects and whether 'collective ownership' of the study undermined the 

researcher's voice. Both questions refer to the power relation between the 

researcher and the projects. These issues were satisfactorily addressed at 

the time through consideration of the conduct and circumstances of the 

study, as will be seen in the following section. 
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There are further implicit questions of whether the study is individually or 

collectively designed and to what extent the researcher can take credit for 

the design. These questions articulate well with issues of knowledge 

construction (cf chapter two) and the learning process (cf chapter three) as 

discussed earlier in this study. Knowledge and meaning derive from and 

impact upon social contexts and thus cannot be isolated as belonging solely 

to an individual. Further, the mediation of ideas in the process of learning 

implies that when taking credit for the 'creation' of ideas, individuals need 

to acknowledge the various hidden influences which inform those ideas. 

However, individuals can also acknowledge the input they make in the 

generation of ideas, knowledge and systems. In the context of this study, 

the role of the collective/s in shaping the study must be acknowledged not 

only in relation to the way in which this influenced the study but also in 

terms of adding value to the study. Similarly, the role of the researcher in 

coordinating and facilitating the research, spear-heading the initiative, and 

contributing intellectually to the conception, design and direction of the 

study must be recognised. It should be noted that inasmuch as negotiations 

with the projects were sought and considered beneficial, the general 

framework and incentive for the research as well as the formulation of the 

research proposal rested with the researcher. Thus while specific objectives 

were refined during the initial stage of the research process as explained 

above, the overall purpose of the research as described in chapter one and 

as designed by the researcher, remained intact. In other words, 

democratisation of the research process which entailed the inclusion of ERIP 

and ILRIG in the process, did not undermine the primary role of the 

researcher in directing and interpreting the study for the purposes of the 

intended dissertation. 
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5. 1.4 Designing and refining the evaluation brief 

Interaction with the projects was identified as the primary basis on which 

the study would be conducted. This approach was viewed as crucial to the 

evaluation process not only for reasons of beneficiating or enhancing the 

value of the study (as discussed above) but also because of the emphasis 

which both the projects and the researcher placed on collective decision 

making, inclusivity and democracy (Stake, 1985). The importance of some 

of these values to service organisations was discussed in chapter three. It is 

worthwhile noting that these values partly informed the research approach: 

it seemed logical to opt for responsive evaluation by illumination as this 

resonated with the way in which the projects largely operated. The 

interactive approach was thus familiar to the organisations and easy to 

implement, rendering the initial stage of the research process both 

procedurally comfortable and productive. Instrumentation used in support of 

this code or style were meetings of various kinds and written 

communications including progress reports and letters. 

In accordance with the interactive mode, the projects were initially 

approached to win their consent for the study (cf. Appendix 1 ). Once they 

had agreed to play this role, the terms of the research as well as the 

evaluation brief were negotiated with them so that their collaboration could 

be gained for the study. A common vision for the study was thus built 

through a series of meetings which at times included both organisations. 

These meetings were usually based on documentation submitted to the 

projects by the researcher. Agendas which could be amended were 

proposed by the researcher. In addition, progress reports were used as a 

mechanism through which (a)interaction with the projects was maintained; 
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and (b)they could be updated on research developments. 

5.1.5 Terms of interaction between the researcher and projects 

During the initial stage, issues of accountability and cooperation; the scope 

of the case studies; circumstances of the case; conduct of the study; and 

consequences of the research were raised with the projects. These are dealt 

with in turn below. 

The issue of accountability was raised by the researcher early on in the 

process in an attempt to ensure that both the inquirer and the projects 

evaluated would benefit from the study (cf Appendix 4. 1 3 July 1990: 2). 

At a joint meeting with the two organisations, specific items relating to 

constructive use of the projects' time; accurate representation of views and 

records of the project; and access to documentation were raised. There was 

general agreement that whatever was found through research should be 

included in the thesis. However, it was felt that sensitive findings should be 

verified and written reports scanned by the projects before inclusion in the 

thesis so that they could both check that their comments were accurately 

presented, and avoid the inclusion of confidential information. This 

understanding precluded licence by the organisations to exclude negative 

judgements or criticism of their work. It was further agreed that 

documentation should be made available by the projects to the researcher 

without hesitation. An important issue clarified was that projects and the 

researcher could differ with each other, but that the former should be given 

the opportunity to write up their differing views in the form of annexures to 

the thesis. It was intended that this device would ensure that the 

organisations being investigated were granted the opportunity to respond to 
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the research findings. As can be seen from Appendix 8, both ILRIG and ERIP 

responded favourably to the researcher's presentation of the investigation 

and expressed their satisfaction that the study proved valuable to their 

organisations. 

Some of these issues were recorded in correspondence to the projects in a 

progress report section entitled "Circumstances of the case" (cf Appendix 3. 

Progress Report 24 September 1991: 5 - 6). The intention in documenting 

these issues was to provide a record of them for the purposes of clarifying 

the terms of the relationship between researcher and organisations. 

In the next section of the same report entitled "Conduct of the study", 

further issues were documented. It was made clear that the methods and 

techniques used in the study would be discussed with the projects; that 

information which is potentially inaccurate or unreliable would be validated 

before inclusion in the final write-up; and that in the words of Simon, the 

"overheard should be distinguished from hearsay, primary evidence from 

secondary, description from interpretation, verbatim accounts from 

summaries" (1980: 55). These directives were implemented, as will be seen 

in the discussion of the cases individually, by including projects in 

discussions of the evaluation approach and instrumentation to be used in 

progress reports and meetings; using triangulation to validate data, etc. 

Reporting through written documents, meetings and discussions was 
1 

identified as central to the study and seen as the prime means through 

which the study would be checked for relevance and made useful to the 

organisations. The primary tools used in each case study, once the 

investigation had diverged, were interview guides, progress reports and 
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discussion meetings (cf Appendices). 

In a further section entitled "Consequences of the research", the intended 

purpose of the study to be useful and not in any way destructive, was 

stated. The hope that the study could improve the projects' roles in 

servicing their users and motivating for the importance of their work to 

funders, was also declared. 

The proposed research approach was also discussed at the outset so that 

there could be agreement on research methodology and cooperation in the 

design of an evaluation programme. 

It was at this point in the overall study that work proceeded with the 

projects more-or-less independently. The following two sections which 

discuss the ILRJG and ERIP cases respectively, both assume this introduction 

as the common starting point from whence their specific investigations 

proceeded. 

5.2 Section Two: The ILRIG case 

5.2.1 Introduction 

The ILRIG investigation took as its objectives those commonly derived in 

consultation with both projects (cf 5.1.3 above). Its concern in summary, 

therefore, was to develop an understanding of how well the organisation 

functioned in relation to its users in providing its services. 

For purposes of presenting the evidence gathered in this case study, this 

section deals firstly with the research process. The project's orientation and 

history is then briefly discussed so as to induct the reader. This is followed 
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by a discussion of I LRIG 's organisational brief, goals and strategies which 

includes consideration of its targeted users, its interaction with 

organisations and its methods of service delivery. Some organisational 

features which facilitate the work of the project, viz. coordination, 

proactivity, accountability, structures and services, staff training, 

collectivism, and evaluation are discussed in this sub-section to provide a 

more comprehensive understanding of how the organisation functions. The 

selection of users and non-users for the surveys is then considered as well 

as the instrumentation used during this stage of the research. Finally, 

outcomes of the user and potential user surveys as well as the process 

through which this was fed back into ILRIG are discussed. The dialogue 

which the surveys generated between the project and the organisations are 

noted by way of closure to this section. 

5.2.2 The research process 

The first steps in the ILRIG process entailed three initial interviews with the 

then co-ordinator of the project to determine (a)the workings of the group at 

that point; and (b)the best way of proceeding with a study of the group's 

internal operations and external dealings. Close collaboration with the co

ordinator over and above that with the group as a whole, facilitated contact 

over this period. The coordinator would report to the group and in that way 

provide a channel between the researcher and the ILRIG collective. These 

discussions which orientated the researcher to the project, led to a series of 

interviews with the other members of the project. Following interviews with 

the full staffing complement, the project co-ordinator and researcher 

together identified ways of taking forward the investigation. The idea of 

conducting both a user and non-user survey to determine ways in which the 
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project could improve its service was agreed upon. This involved 

establishing the kinds of questions to be put to respondents and determining 

who those respondents would be. 

In parallel with the research study, ILRIG continued to conduct its internal 

quarterly evaluations (cf 5.2.3.7 below). This was done since ILRIG felt that 

the need to evaluate their work had developed organically and there was a 

lack of clarity about how strong the connection between its evaluation and 

the research would be. Completion of the internal interviews coincided with 

·the project's 1991 year-end evaluation and, as noted below, was used quite 

extensively by the group in considering their role and structure in these 

meetings. There is no doubt that the research study and the project's own 

evaluation in some respects dove-tailed and impacted upon one another. It 

was agreed by the organisation that it was an oversight not to have linked 

the processes of the research and the internal evaluation more consciously 

and closely. Despite this error of omission, it was evident that the parallel 

and at times merging research and internal assessment processes generated 

a context of evaluation which facilitated discussion of the study and its 

findings. 

5.2.3 History and orientation 

ILRIG was formed in 1983 in the Sociology Department at the University of 

Cape Town. At the time of ILRIG's inception, little work had been done on 

bringing international labour studies to the South African labour movement 

in a form and manner appropriate for consumption by workers. As noted 

earlier, during the early 1980's, there was growing concern within 

progressive circles with notions of "popular" and "people's education" 
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( Kruss, 1 988). These concepts sought to understand ways in which 

educational content and methodology were being used by and could be 

used by the democratic movement to promote community empowerment. 

Within this context, a number of service or non-governmental organisations 

defined their work in support of the democratic movement. The Labour 

History Group, for instance, sought to popularise South African worker 

experience, so that the labour movement could build and reflect on its 

experience. The work of this grouping provided some incentive for the ILRIG 

project which aimed to fill the vacuum of international labour studies. 

ILRIG's initial purpose was to do research into international labour and to 

provide the South African trade union movement with such information. In 

this way, ILRIG as a service organisation hoped to promote international 

solidarity between workers from South Africa and those from other 

countries. Initially, the organisation's work took the predominant form of the 

publication of a series of books on the history of labour movements in other 

countries. The first series of ILRIG books dealt with Chile, Botswana, Brazil 

and Bolivia. Over the years, ILRIG's methods of reaching its targeted 

audience expanded to include other forms of delivery such as educational 

workshops and the establishment of a resource centre. 

5.2.4 Organisational brief, goals and strategies 

The sources for this sub-section are primarily organisational documentation 

and interview findings from the discussions held with ILRIG's staff. At the 

time of conducting the interviews, the project's subject focus spanned 

international labour, politics and economics, and it performed an educational 

role. Its intention was to assist in the building of mass organisations and to 
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contribute towards the creation of membership control and democracy 

within mainly worker and youth organisations. Through working with 

organisations, ILRIG wanted to consciously reach and make an impact upon 

individual members in the belief that these learners would feed knowledge 

and experience back into their organisations. In this regard the project's 

intentions corresponded to Freire's postulation that individual 

conscientisation is essential for group agency (cf chapter three). 

With respect to content, the project sought to generate activity and a 

consciousness around international solidarity and saw its work deepening 

the struggle for socialism. In its educational work, ILRIG was interested in 

how learners apply knowledge in their environments on a daily basis. 

In attempting to define ILRIG's role and brief, one of its staff members 

recalled that there was always a problem of defining the organisation's 

subject focus: whether it was popularising international experiences or 

working educationally to assist users develop concepts. She remarked that 

with increasing emphasis on education, the international specificity of the 

group became blurred and this identity became lost. It seems then that the 

apparent complement between the project's subject focus (predominantly 

international labour) and its means of imparting this (educational workshops) 

was sometimes unbalanced. In other words, the organisation became more 

concerned with the educational method of delivering information, i.e. with 

the medium of information delivery rather than with the need to deliver 

international labour experiences. ILRIG came to deviate from its international 

labour focus in order to deliver information to workers on contemporary and 

topical issues. In using the workshop as a means through which to impart 

this information, the organisation came to concentrate on methodology and 
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enskilling workers and while still imparting labour information, it no longer 

concentrated on international labour. The emphasis of the organisation 

appeared to be on bringing concepts and skills to participants, rather than a 

specific subject focus. 

The tension around subject content versus enskilling and teaching learners 

about conceptualisation, exemplifies Freire's content versus methodology 

argument raised in chapter three by emphasising that irrespective of 

content, participants could gain skills through educational workshops. 

However, the ILRIG experience acknowledges, as noted below, that 

participants learn best through their own knowledge and identity and hence 

their ability to identify with what is being 'taught' or presented, i.e. the 

subject content of workshops. Thus in terms of its educational function, 

ILRIG recognises the connection between the content of its programmes and 

its methodology in facilitating the building of mass organisations. One of the 

staff members argued that it has to relate content directly to the 

experiences of participants in order to impact upon workers since people 

learn in terms of their sources of knowledge and experiences. This 

emphasised the need to utilise the subject focus of material in order to 

impart conceptual skills to learners. Implicit in these remarks is ILRIG's 

increasing emphasis on South African topics and experiences in educational 

workshops. This departure from an international labour focus, it is 

suggested, has occurred in accordance with expressed needs and requests 

put to the project. However, matters are not necessarily as clear cut as this. 

With regard to the problem of 'facilitator bias' as discussed in chapter three, 

ILRIG, in the act of facilitating educational processes and mediating learning, 

themselves have the ability to direct the educational process and are at 
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liberty to determine outcomes (cf chapter three). In other words, the 

organisation is in a position not only to respond to user requests but also to 

determine the content of the courses it delivers. This issue is revisited below 

in a discussion of content and style of the project's educational 

programmes. 

Over time, it appears that greater consensus was built within the group as 

to its role, viz: 

# to provide education to empower workers to better understand 

society around them and change it. In doing this, ILRIG draws on 

international experiences of workers to inform their work; 

# to address the needs of South African workers, recognising that these 

are closely linked with those of workers elsewhere. 

Arising from the research and its corresponding internal evaluation, ILRIG 

rebuilt its "capacity to provide a specialised service on international labour 

and political issues" (ILRIG Annual Project Report, 1994: 5). Part of ILRIG's 

role then would be to build international worker solidarity by showing 

workers that their struggles are similar to those of workers globally. 

5.2.4.1 Coordination of the project 

With regard to the overall functioning of the organisation, one of the 

interviewees noted that ILRIG needed a full-time manager-cum-coordinator 

who could systematically assess and address the group's problems and 

progress. Organisational coordinators generally became bogged down with 

too much service work to coordinate the project effectively. This was borne 

out during a period of joint coordination, in which both co-ordinators were 
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over-extended on account of their workloads, limiting their ability to perform 

effectively at the level of overseeing the project. ILRIG had not opted for a 

manager (a)for financial reasons; and (b)because of the group's commitment 

to a collective - it was felt that a managerial portfolio would conflict with 

this style. However, it was noted during the interviews that there does not 

necessarily have to be a contradiction between employing a manager and 

building participative democracy. It was felt that a full-time co-ordinator 

could: 

# coordinate ILRIG's productivity aspect, ensuring that plans are carried 

out and noting when this is not happening; 

# monitor the running of the project and the internal workings of the 

group; 

# strategise around the project's direction; 

# coordinate internal training; 

# handle PRO work often connected to funding and overseas visitors; 

# facilitate communication between individuals and the group; 

# reflect problems and projections back to the group. 

·5.2.4.2 Reactive versus proactive capacity 

At the time of investigation, with its focus on worker and youth 

organisations, ILRIG was still operating by and large on the basis of 

responding to requests rather than actively offering particular packages and 

'courses'. Educational programmes were organised and designed specifically 
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in response to requests. Advertisement of ILRIG's services which occurred 

mainly through workshops, mail, individuals visiting the centre and 

meetings, would result in requests. Beyond this, ILRIG would offer particular 

workshops to organisations with whom the project had an established 

relationship. In these situations, ILRIG's contact persons would consult with 

these organisations about which programmes would benefit them. Similarly, 

organisations might approach ILRIG about programmes when doing their 

education planning. 

Among staff members, there was a view that trade unions were making 

their education plans in advance and in accordance with this, making 

requests of NGOs for longer-term programmes. It was felt that these trends 

among users to project their future plans improved ILRIG's chances of 

becoming more proactive since it could design programmes in accordance 

with greater user vision, longer-term plans and trends. An over-riding 

difficulty would remain the fluid terrain and unpredictable nature of trade 

unionism, e.g. a strike could derail clearly laid out plans. Nonetheless the 

organisation at this point was developing more material proactively, but 

acknowledged the need to make this material more accessible. This problem 

of 'marketing' the project is re-visited below. What becomes apparent 

through this argument is that proactive information provision, where such a 

service is delivered through educational programmes, would have to be 

highly adaptable to rapidly changing circumstances. 

A tension was identified between proactive and reactive work since ILRIG 

often serviced needs best through responsive work, i.e. responding to and 

designing workshops to meet specific requests. The organisation felt that it 

was more important to respond to requests rather than offer planned 
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programmes because expressed requests, based on needs and problems, 

were viewed by users as important and in need of being serviced. This 

argument did not take account of the fact that unexpressed needs are often 

equally as significant as expressed ones and that service organisations could 

assist users in identifying unarticulated needs. Also, proactivity in the sense 

of anticipating and addressing education needs cannot be contrasted with 

responding to requests in that proactive work could also address expressed 

needs and might additionally bring some unexpressed ones to the fore. The 

problem which seemed to be surfacing was not that proactivity would lead 

to the exclusion of responding to requests but that time management was a 

difficulty and that in ILRIG's experience, it seemed unproductive to perform 

both functions simultaneously. 

5.2.4.3 Accountability to users 

ILRIG is of the ilk of service organisations which prioritises democracy both 

as a goal and a practice, as discussed in chapter two. Accountability in its 

relationships with users was largely structurally interpreted in that ILRIG 

would try to work through worker committees or representatives in 

designing programmes. ILRIG would follow procedures in its dealings with 

organisations with the intention of empowering the union to direct its work. 

For example, in the process of participating in the design of workshops, 

organisational memb.ers would develop skills which would be of benefit to 

their organisation. One of ILRIG's concerns was that of the relationship 

between the committee with whom the project would have contact, and the 

rest of that organisation's members. The project felt that the channels of 

communication between union structures and rank-and-file members might 

in practice not be as direct as they are in theory. This issue is discussed 
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below. 

Wherever the opportunity arose such as through Workers College 1 

programmes, ILRIG would encourage workers to think about education work 

in their unions in order to become more conscious about education and to 

stimulate processes and/or establish structures to facilitate this work. The 

project would also, in the absence of structures, use the workshop 

opportunity to facilitate the creation of such structures. Thus the 

organisation was concerned not only with its short-term dealings with 

unions and other groupings, but also with the nature of these relationships 

in the long-term. Its direct interest was in empowering these groups to 

function more self-sufficiently through strengthening their structures. The 

structures created the opportunity for more formalised interaction between 

the union and other organisations. However, ILRIG's intimate involvement 

with unions at this level potentially also created a dependency not unlike 

that of learners on facilitators as discussed in chapter three. The 

implications for information provision are similar: these organisations could 

develop dependencies on the project rendering them less independent than 

was intended. This issue relates to that regarding the intellectual power of 

service organisations to dominate their constituencies as discussed in 

chapter three. However, in this chapter the matter is not explored by the 

researcher much beyond the discussion of ILRIG's role in strike support 

work as outlined below. 

1 The Workers College is an institution which has invited 
ILRIG to deliver educational programmes. Its 
coordinator was interviewed in the user survey and the 
College's views have thus been incorporated into the 
evaluation study. 
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5.2.4.4 Organisational structures and services 

Organisationally, ILRIG was divided into a number of structures to 

correspond to its various areas of work. In a process of restructuring, its 

organisational structure of discrete sub-committees (distribution, education, 

resources, and publications) was dissolved due to a lack of cohesion 

between the different sub-structures. These different units were 

insufficiently inter-connected, with the education sub-committee assuming 

greater prominence and the other units becoming excluded from decision

making and providing direction for the organisation. The requirements of 

many levels of democracy in attempts to achieve greater coherence 

between the sub-structures became very time-consuming detracting from 

time productively spent on providing a service to users. However, it was 

precisely the element of integration between the services - as opposed to 

the structures coordinating these - which constituted a strength in the 

organisation. In other words, different types of services such as research, 

writing and educational work were all enriched by feeding into one another. 

Thus despite the structural difficulty which the fragmented sub-structures 

created for democracy, the delivery of different services was enriching for 

the organisation as a whole. 

The organisational strength generated by the integration of services resulted 

in a further tension: that between the integration of the project, and 

'efficiency'. Often when a request was very effectively serviced drawing on 

all ILRIG's units, it was not always done efficiently or quickly. This refers 

mainly to cost in the sense that a request which was thoroughly and 

effectively addressed usually took more time than was available for its 

completion, as opposed to a task which was not very thoroughly completed 
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but was fitted into the available time allocated for it. 

In terms of the information access and skills which the project provided its 

users, the following sub-committees performed the listed functions: 

1) The education and training sub-committee provided: 

a) Training in media, research and workshop skills. A mixture of 

requested and standardised courses were offered but these were 

constantly developed and adapted to users' particular conditions. 

b) Education programmes which were either one-day workshops or 

longer-term programmes such as those run at the Workers College. 

These would have a labour and politics focus and could be either 

international or South African specific. 

c) Strike support work would combine the education and training 

programmes. 

2) The publications sub-committee produced: 

a) Workers World; 

b) information and workshop packs; 

c) posters; 

d) calendars; 

e) books. 

3) The information and resources sub-committee provided: 
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a) access to the centre; 

b) information packs and an audio-visual library; 

c) printouts of selective catalogues; 

d) advice on setting up resource centres. 

It is evident that all of the above contain an information component. This 

reinforces the earlier argument that the delivery of information occurs 

through a range of services offered by projects such as ILRIG (cf 5.1.2). In 

terms of the scope of services provided, some consideration of Workers 

World is instructive both because of the way in which its production brings 

together almost the entire spectrum of ILRIG's services, and because of its 

relevance in the surveys discussed below. 

Workers World, a quarterly journal, was started by ILRIG in an attempt to 

bring information regarding labour histories and struggles of workers 

internationally (including South Africa) to other workers. The idea behind the 

publication was to use ILRIG's access to international labour information and 

to re-package news in ways that would reach the targeted readership who 

were mainly workers. The production of the journal involved research into 

the articles which were written with an attempt to use this work in 

additional ways, e.g. in educational workshops. The distribution of the 

quarterly was seen as a way of ILRIG gaining access to organised workers 

to hear their comments on what kinds of news they wanted the journal to 

carry. There was thus an endeavour to uncover user needs and to address 

these through making available appropriate information in an accessible form 

through an efficient interactive distribution network. 
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Workers World thus encapsulates the intentions of ILRIG's service: to make 

information on international labour struggles available to South African 

workers in ways that would deepen their struggles for change. 

5.3.4.5 Staff training 

ILRIG in its emphasis on organisational democracy, empowerment and 

collectivism, committed itself, at least in theory, to the educational 

development of its staff. At the time of interviews, there was a staff 

complement of eight persons. While ILRIG did not have a written 'affirmative 

action' policy, the group was committed to training and enskilling its 

employees. At the time of research, an unevenness in the level of skills and 

experiences of employees was recognised and there was an attempt to find 

a balance between efficiency in output and internal training and skilling of 

staff. In other words, there was a tension between the reproduction and 

circulation of skills intra-organisationally on the one hand, and efficient 

service provision to clients on the other. However, a problem arose with 

training people on-the-job in that this proved too time-consuming and the 

organisation preferred to opt for personnel being trained outside of the 

organisation. Nonetheless, hidden training continued to happen through the 

project carrying out its work and delegation of responsibilities became a 

means of developing the organisation's human resources. 

The problem of staff empowerment was related to that of insufficient and 

unstructured induction of new persons into the group. While new people 

would be warmly welcomed, they would generally not follow a structured 

programme enabling them to spend time with each staff member, to become 

familiar with the work he or she performed and acquainted with the systems 
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used to support this work. Mentoring relationships were being considered as 

one way of overcoming this problem so that internal channels of 

communication would be opened to new employees from the start of their 

work in ILRIG. It was felt that this form of structured induction would allow 

staff to situate their on-the-job training in the context of ILRIG's entire 

operations. 

In an effort to enhance job satisfaction, staff developed their own job 

descriptions which sometimes changed in accordance with people's skills 

rather than simply the tasks which needed to be performed. These 

descriptions fed into the development of a procedures manual which 

assisted with the induction of new staff into the project and clarified matters 

such as conditions of employment, administration, distribution and other 

ILRIG systems. 

5.2.4.6 Building the collective 

It is obvious from the above that ILRIG placed a great deal of emphasis on 

working collectively and ensuring that their employees developed through 

their jobs. Team work was considered the best way of developing the group 

as a collective. With the employment of relatively unskilled persons, ILRIG 

placed increasing emphasis on team work so that employees could gain 

confidence to do their work. The project realised that being a collective did 

not mean that everyone had to do everything. There was growing 

recognition that the organisation required a range of jobs and portfolios in 

order to function and, instead of emphasising the discomfort which a 

mental/manual division of labour presented in the group, the project came to 

value the complement which different jobs had within the organisation. 
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While the spirit of collectivism was strong, an interviewee suggested that 

the camaraderie created through the collective did not always allow for staff 

to be disciplined and suggested that the unit should have training in 

constructive criticism and self-criticism to facilitate this. This meant that the 

notion of building a collective could at times be superficial and self

defeating, suggesting that the foundation of the collective has to be in place 

in order for it to realise its potential. A collective could not merely aim to 

involve everyone in decision-making for the sake of participative democracy, 

but has to ensure a sense of accountability within a group and an assurance 

that the collective was improving the quality of a group's service. A 

suggestion made in relation to ILRIG was that there should be greater 

awareness of different staff members' strengths and weaknesses so that 

individual capacity and that of the group as a whole was clearly understood 

by all. This would provide a better understanding of what the group was 

capable of producing and delivering to its users: plans would be made in 

accordance with capacity. 

5.2.4.7 Internal evaluations 

ILRIG came to realise the importance of organisational evaluations soon after 

its inception. At the time of interviews, ILRIG was carrying out quarterly 

evaluation sessions which it would link to planning, although the latter 

would occur on a more regular basis. With regard to planning, there was a 

problem of reconciling more effective planning with the nature of the work: 

ILRIG was unable to quantify its services but had to take conscious 

decisions about why it regarded certain contracts as more important than 

others. 
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Regular strategising meetings were being held at the end of each month 

with the fourth of these culminating in an evaluation. At the end of year 

evaluation, an outside speaker would sketch a broad political context and 

the role of service organisations within it. The role of ILRIG would then be 

addressed within this framework. The project saw value in evaluation not 

only because of the opportunity this created for adopting broader 

perspectives of its work but also because of the confidence staff derived 

from such processes. However, this effort revolved around ILRIG evaluating 

itself. The project had not been systematic about gaining feedback from 

users. It was precisely in this regard that the research intended filling a gap 

in the organisation's evaluation approach. This was effected through the 

conduct of user surveys and the creation of a platform for ILRIG and its 

users to take forward their interactions generated through the research. 

5.2.5 The process of producing the interview findings 

The information gathered in the staff interviews was taken back to ILRIG 

and, as noted earlier, fed into their 1991 year-end evaluation. The project 

felt that the presence of the researcher at this meeting might inhibit the flow 

of discussion and chose to proceed with the organisation's internal 

evaluation independently of the researcher. 

The next stage of the study entailed a series of consultations with ILRIG to 

determine precisely what should be sought in interviewing members from 

among the project's targeted audience. This process involved identifying 

(a)the need to interview both users and non-users of ILRIG's service; (b)who 

the interviewees would be; and (c)what questions to pose to them. 

It was agreed that in order to reach an understanding of how ILRIG was 
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perceived by its constituency, it would be instructive to interview different 

types of users ranging from organisations which use the project quite 

extensively to those who do not use the service at all. A further 

categorisation of interviewees was found in choosing different types of 

organisations, e.g. student, youth and worker groups. On the basis of this 

approach, ILRIG provided the researcher with a list of 15 organisations 

selected primarily in accordance with the principle of the extent of use of 

the project. Classification of the users into organisational types proved less 

significant since the project dealt mainly with worker organisations. 

The specified users were divided into categories in an attempt to identify 

standardised questions which could be posed to each group. These were: 

A those who use ILRIG regularly; 

8 those who do not use ILRIG at all; 

C a special case which used ILRIG differently over the years; 

D a special case with whom ILRIG was busy establishing a working 

relationship. 

It was agreed that the first of these categories would provide the primary 

pool of information, that the third category would be added to this, and that 

category D would be considered at the same time as the second group of 

interviews. This meant that category D would receive the same questions as 

those in group B. In the case of C i.e. the Congress of South African Trade 

Unions (COSATU) interviews, some questions were posed in addition to 

those for the group A respondents. The reason for putting additional 

questions to COSA TU had to do with the special nature of their case, viz. 
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the fact that they were the largest labour federation in the country and 

hence, a unique ILRIG user. 

It was agreed by ILRIG and the researcher that the purpose of these 

interviews was to gauge from users their: 

# impressions of ILRIG; 

# needs to which ILRIG could respond; 

# ideas concerning the appropriateness of ILRIG's service in relation to 

their needs; 

# working relationship with ILRIG (where applicable); 

# recommendations concerning ILRIG's future role. 

The process of refining the interview questions involved the researcher's 

proposals being commented on by ILRIG. The project was specifically asked 

what they needed to know from users. This was viewed as important so 

that the project fully supported the general thrust of the user and potential 

user surveys, and were accepting of the outcomes of the research. Through 

this interaction and negotiation of the purpose of the surveys, the latter's 

credibility, legitimacy and use-value were improved. 

The process of refinement yielded two interview guides. These were given 

to interviewees along with a letter from the researcher requesting the 

interview, and one from the project supporting the request. The 

arrangement made with interviewees and ILRIG was that respondents would 

be given access to their transcripts prior to ILRIG so that they could validate 

and verify these. The intention was that participants should feel satisfied 
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with the accuracy of their transcripts since ILRIG would eventually have 

access to these. 

Group A interviews were conducted first and ILRIG provided with an interim 

report (cf Appendix 5 Interim Report 1). The report was assimilated by the 

researcher on the basis of the interview findings and included a section on 

the researcher's observations made about the issues discussed with 

interviewees. The anonymity of interviewees was built into this report since 

transcripts had not yet been ratified. This was done to ensure that relations 

between interviewees and ILRIG were built on a basis agreeable to both 

parties. The report was embargoed as ILRIG property until the group had 

discussed its contents. It was thus viewed as a basis on which they could 

start addressing issues raised in the interviews. Once the transcripts had 

been authenticated by interviewees, these were passed on to the project 

who then, having had preliminary discussions based on Interim Report 1, 

processed the information with a different 'eye'. Triangulation was used in 

this study to ensure that the data gathered from interviews provided an 

accurate basis on which to premise reports of the findings. The researcher 

compiled the interview findings and the reports on the basis of these 

findings. Interviewees were asked to check their transcripts for accuracy 

and these were then submitted to readers of the reports so that they too 

could assess the researcher's reliability and accuracy in interpreting 

findings. It became evident, as discussed below, that the researcher and the 

project at times placed emphasis on different issues raised in the transcripts. 

The next report, i.e. Interim Report 2 (cf Appendix 6) was compiled on the 

basis of a number of inputs, viz: 
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the discussions between the researcher and ILRIG of Interim Report 1; 

and 

the assimilation of the findings of the Group C interviews. 

On the basis of both reports and the transcripts, ILRIG identified issues 

which they wished to discuss with the respondent organisations. Group B 

and D transcripts were then fed to the organisation and discussed. 

Extensive discussion of the transcripts, the reports and the survey findings 

resulted in consideration of how the research process would be taken 

forward. It was agreed that ILRIG and its constituents should conduct an 

independent relationship that did not rely upon the continued input of an 

'outsider', in this case, the researcher. This stage of the research process 

thus set in motion an interaction between ILRIG and group participants 

which, as intended, moved beyond the confines of the research. The study 

thus had a positive impact on the project in that recommendations became 

integrated into the organisation's operations. 

5.2.6 A discussion of issues emerging from the user surveys 

The user surveys comprised individual as opposed to group interviews. The 

interviews seldom followed the initially designed course rigidly, but were 

certainly guided by the questions provided. In other words the interview 

· guides steered the discussions but the interviews were open-ended, 

although respondents hardly deviated from the schedule provided. 

Participants were very responsive suggesting that the interviews prompted 

them to think more rigorously about ILRIG, their organisations and the 

relations between the two. They registered an interest in pursuing 
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discussions raised through the research beyond the confines of the study. In 

this regard their views were consistent with the intentions of the researcher 

and the project. 

Interim Report 1 summarises the researcher's interpretations of the Group A 

interviews. The report was based on the findings of 6 of the 8 intended user 

interviews - the 2 remaining interviews did not occur due to time 

constraints. The report introduced the findings (noting the issue of 

interviewer bias), sketched the context of user comments, identified 

responses under selected headings, recorded observations made by the 

researcher, and suggested ways in which the report could be used. 

The main issues about which respondents spoke were identified by the 

researcher as: 

a) ILRIG's focus and audience; 

b) user education needs; 

c) ILRIG's approach to education and empowerment; 

d) proactivity and identifying user needs; 

e) accountability; 

f) ILRIG's future role. 

At times links can be drawn between these and the issues raised during the 

internal ILRIG interviews. The importance of these issues is that they started 

to highlight ways in which the project's provision of services either suited 

users or could be improved upon. All of the issues, including that regarding 
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accountability, relate to the information component of ILRIG's work in that 

they identify what kinds of information users want and need, and speak 

about how best this information can be mediated to groups with regards to 

both structures and methods. 

The second report built on a re-worked listing of issues which arose through 

discussion of Interim Report 1 by the researcher and the project. Interim 

Report 2, therefore, identified reformulated issues, viz: 

# international news dissemination; 

# forming an ILRIG user group; 

# rationalisation of service; 

# books and Workers' World; 

# the form of education; 

# the content of ILRIG's services; 

# the style of service provision; 

# 'nationalisation' of ILRIG. 

After discussion of Interim Report 2 and the transcripts themselves, eleven 

issues were collectively identified by ILRIG and the researcher. These were 

taken by ILRIG to a meeting of interviewees, the project and the researcher, 

to discuss research findings and the way forward~ In preparation for this 

meeting, a document which detailed the research process from the 

perspectives of both the researcher and the project, and which reported on 

the interview findings, was circulated to stake-holders. 
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The eleven issues which provide insight into ILRIG's perspective regarding 

the research findings are as follows: 

# following up the research ... more regular consultation; 

# accountability of service work in working directly with union 

members; 

# the content focus of ILRIG's work 

# the forms of ILRIG's service; 

# Workers World 

# education methodology; 

# proactivity and publicity of ILRIG's service; 

# geographical scope and ILRIG's regional or national profile; 

# payment for services; 

# composition and turnover of ILRIG staff; and 

# professionalism. 

In addition to this classification of issues, in the 'follow-up' process, ILRIG 

reported discussions to users in a package of material which included a 

document detailing ILRIG's responses to user comments contained in the 

surveys. ILRIG identified six themes according to which it had categorised 

users' comments and its responses. These were: 

# the role of ILRIG and the content of its work; 
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# the forms of ILRIG's service; 

# how ILRIG carries out its work and how it relates to workers' 

organisations; 

# geographical scope; 

# professionalism; 

# composition and turnover of ILRIG staff and drawing outsiders into 

ILRIG's work. 

These are listed to provide the reader with a complete picture of the various 

interpretations and reports made of the research findings. In order to 

communicate actual findings, brief comment is made in the following section 

according to categorisation derived by considering the various listings of 

items in reports, so as to provide the reader with a sense of the concrete 

outcomes of the investigation. In a subsequent section, the researcher's 

reflections on what the ensuing interactions between ILRIG and users 

around the research findings implies for the objectives posed by the 

research, are considered. This interpretation does not constitute so much a 

testing of hypotheses as an exploration of issues at an abstract level or a 

consideration of the study's objectives on the basis of the research 

conducted. In other words, the issues and insights that lie behind what the 

findings reveal are investigated. 

5.2. 7 An interpretation of user survey findings 

The intention in the following sub-section is not simply to report interview 

findings as presented in the Interim Reports which are appended. Instead, 
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the idea is to identify the gist of respondents' arguments in relation to the 

objectives of the overall study. In considering the various objectives such as 

the appropriateness of ILRIG's service in relation to user needs, sub-themes 

emerge which deepen understandings of users' perspectives on these 

issues. Some sub-themes which may emerge in the reports e.g. that 

regarding the geographical scope of ILRIG, are not dealt with in any detail 

below since they detract somewhat from the primary issues of this study. 

Findings are thus reported according to the following headings: 

# the role of ILRIG and the content of its work, including: 

ILRIG's international focus; and 

its targeted users. 

# the forms of ILRIG's service, including: 

books and Workers World; 

educational workshops; 

strike support work; 

# ILRIG's interface with its users, including: 

the issue of accountability to users; 

forming an ILRIG user group; 

how ILRIG carries out its work; 

composition and turnover of ILRIG staff and drawing outsider 

into the agency; 

proactivity and publicity of ILRIG's service. 

These issues are discussed in turn to start drawing links between ILRIG's 

intentions on the one hand and user perceptions of what the organisation 
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did and how it functioned on the other. The source of these data are: 

# the reports which are based on the interview transcripts; 

# ILRIG's package of documents which it circulated to users, including: 

1) A summary of transcripts from interviews; and 

2) Responses of ILRIG to interviews. 

This sub-section refers to difficulties which ILRIG, and possibly service 

organisations generally, face in their relation to users and the 

operationalisation of their role. Some of these issues, as will be seen below, 

refer back to tensions within service organisations as discussed earlier in 

this study. It should be borne in mind at this point that the following 

accounts are those enlisted by the researcher. 

5.2.7.1 The role of ILRIG and the content of its work 

Practically all respondents argued for ILRIG's retention of or return to its 

international labour focus. Respondents motivated for this by saying that it 

is through rebuilding and capturing their 'internationalist niche', that the 

organisation was able to promote global perspectives among workers, build 

international worker solidarity, break down what one interviewee called a 

"South African worker chauvinism", and deepen South African workers' 

understanding of their own conditions and struggle by way of comparative 

analyses. 

It was felt that ILRIG had lost what ought to have been its primary focus 

because it had expanded its brief in accordance with user requests and 

demands for practical rather than conceptual skills. For instance, the 

organisation had come to place a great deal of emphasis and hence was 
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expending much time on media training. ILRIG argued that it used this 

opportunity, i.e. the training of workers in media skills, to bring international 

lessons and experiences to users. Respondents on the other hand argued 

that this was not happening. In other words, users drew a distinction 

between 'hard' or practical skills and the ideological content of training 

sessions, at least insofar as ILRIG's media training was concerned. This 

begs the question: what of the integration between education and training 

as discussed in chapter three? There is surely a link between the content of 

training courses and the skills imparted in these courses? Unfortunately, the 

interviews did not fully address this issue as it was not covered in the 

interview schedule. 

With respect to the issue of focus, respondents were of the opinion that 

ILRIG should concentrate its efforts on developing its service to meet the 

education and information needs of its users where these pertained to 

international labour issues. Central to these arguments was that ILRIG 

should target unions as its primary users. It was felt that 'narrowing down' 

of the targeted user group would serve both ILRIG and the constituency in 

that it would (a)allow the organisation access to the primary audience 

among whom international worker solidarity should be built, and (b)allow 

the targeted constituency mediated access to the international information 

they required to develop more of a global perspective on labour struggles. 

Users made practical suggestions about the kinds of international 

information around which ILRIG could provide a service. Among these were 

the observations that the organisation's international work is 'satisfactory' 

on a general level, but that they require greater specialisation and focus and 

could offer inputs on or services around, for instance: 
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# broad international political and economic trends; 

# developments in production processes; 

# international experiences of worker education; 

# developments in the international trade union movement; 

# international networking for trade unions; 

# international experiences of struggles against privatisation and 

retrenchments; 

# comparative experiences of struggles for centralised bargaining. 

At the same time as arguing for ILRIG's international labour focus, 

respondents felt that ILRIG should include South African struggles in their 

brief. This would allow the organisation to undertake comparative analyses 

in ways that utilised struggles globally to highlight issues in struggles 

locally. 

A further motivation for ILRIG returning to its international focus was the 

argument that no other grouping offered such a service from a labour 

perspective, in addition to which the largest labour federation - COSA TU -

did not have a strong international department. 

While calling for an international labour focus, one of the respondents 

pointed to the need for ILRIG to impart to its users its research and 

communication skills. This underlined the difficulty for the organisation of 

whether to build capacity through empowering workers with conceptual and 

analytical skills, or whether to impart hard and practical skills such as media 
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skills. The proposition that the organisation continue to furnish both levels 

of skills to users is precisely what resulted in its generalised nature and its 

inability to deliver a focussed service. 

A suggestion was made that ILRIG along with other NGOs collectively 

rationalise services provided to mass organisations. ILRIG's active 

involvement in the then operational Regional Development Forum provided 

the platform through which it could hand over to other more appropriately 

placed groups, distinctive areas of work such as that of media training. In 

effect, the formation of the Media Trainers' Forum which sought to take up 

media training, placed an additional burden on ILRIG personnel who were a 

major driving force behind the initiative. In some respects, this development 

defeated the initial purposes of rationalisation. 

In conclusion, with regard to the organisation's focus, users were calling 

primarily for ILRIG's 'return' to its international labour brief. It appeared that 

as a secondary 'demand', they were requesting ILRIG to provide capacity in 

areas such as media, research and communication skills training. There 

seemed to be general consensus in the call for ILRIG to target trade unions 

as its primary 'users'. 

5.2.7.2 The forms of ILRIG's service 

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, ILRIG was noted for its production of 

booklets which featured the experiences and struggles of workers in other 

countries. Many users remembered ILRIG for and associated the 

organisation with these productions. Most respondents argued that while 

Workers World was a rigourous and accessible publication, it was 

insufficiently promoted and lacked an effective distribution strategy. Some 
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suggested that Workers World required an "aggressive marketing strategy" 

to popularise the journal; others suggested the creation of a "subscriber 

consciousness" among workers so as to ease the administrative burden of 

distribution on organisations; a further suggestion was commercialisation of 

the publication. Despite marketing problems, users felt that the publication 

provided the basis for work in other areas and that ILRIG ought to build on 

the work it put into the production of the magazine. In other words, it was 

argued that Workers World should relate to other aspects of ILRIG's 

operation far more integrally so that resources invested in the publication 

became maximised. A further suggestion made was that ILRIG publications 

such as Workers World, its posters and calendars be used as channels 

through which the organisation could give expression to its interactions with 

South African workers thereby granting the latter a voice or mouthpiece. 

Thus in addition to Workers World, ILRIG's other publications were also 

regarded as viable and useful. 

With regard to its educational role, users felt that ILRIG should develop 

standardised packs and workshops which could be adapted for use by 

different organisations. It was suggested that the organisation adopt a more 

systematic approach to its educational function by designing a series of 

replicable workshops which could be run regularly. It was felt that such 

'regulation' would provide a basis for regular contact between ILRIG and its 

users. To complement this approach, it was also suggested that ILRIG 

produce booklets and packages on topical issues and that the organisation 

deliver presentations on current international developments. These proposals 

were made in the context of COSATU's then educational strategy of 

offering its affiliates a 'modularised' educational programme. Again it 
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appeared that the federation's lack of a strong educational infrastructure 

and its attempts to build such a service, shaped the thinking among ILRIG's 

users who were often COSATU affiliates. At times, users appeared to want 

ILRIG to fill gaps and provide services which the federation might have 

been, or should have been providing, e.g. a number of users argued that 

ILRIG should pull workers from different unions together to run joint 

workshops to allow workers to interact and to develop worker leadership. 

While these suggestions are congruent with the organisation's intentions, 

there is potentially political uneasiness about a service organisation fulfilling 

a role which a mass organisation - the federation - should be undertaking. 

At the time COSA TU argued that, in the long-term, it saw education 

becoming institutionalised within the federation whereby the latter would 

approach service organisations to meet specific needs such as developing 

materials and resources. In the medium term, COSATU designed 'modular, 

systematic staff development and training' programmes into which service 

organisations could be drawn to help the Federation build self-sufficiency. It 

was envisioned that NGOs could, for instance, contribute to the modules 

which COSATU had drawn up. 

The area of strike support work and ILRIG's involvement in this was one 

which drew fairly controversial comments. A respondent from one of the 

unions with which ILRIG did a fair amount of strike support work which 

involved ILRIG providing programmes for striking workers, argued that the 

area of work opened up many questions which the service organisation 

needed to consider. Among these were the problem that ILRIG did not 

always follow up or follow through on interactions with workers in a striking 

situation. In other words, the group made contributions and raised 
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expectations, but did not always consolidate or build on work done or 

initiated in a strike. This meant that work was sometimes limited to once-off 

workshops and that workers were not helped with assessing and building on 

their experiences. It was felt that this was a crucial component of strike 

support work which in itself raised a pivotal problem of the extent to which 

a service organisation should become involved in the politics of a union. 

Other respondents argued, for instance, that service organisations should 

not be so integrally involved in strike support work since it was too 

interventionist a role for them to play. In other words, when the service 

organisation became involved in general union meetings (which were 

classified outside the realms of support work) this was encroaching on the 

domain of the union. A practical concern raised was how service 

organisations should respond to problems which workers might raise with 

them about their union and leadership. It was suggested that ILRIG discuss 

this issue with unions. The question of the extent of ILRIG's involvement in 

strike support work was thus never fully resolved but deferred for further 

discussion to some form of 'user group' which drew together ILRIG and its 

users. The issue of who controls information and ideas in an educational 

context, however, was usefully problematised by drawing attention to the 

tendency for workers to refer to a service organisation rather than their own 

structures for direction. 

In summary, it appears that with regard to the forms of ILRIG's services, 

users were requesting: 

standardised educational workshops and packages; 

the continuation of Workers World with a more rigourous marketing 
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plan and greater adaptability of the publication to other forms of 

information provision; 

increased proactivity in the marketing of courses and accountability to 

unions/users in determining what education would be provided. 

It can be argued then that 'forms' of service should not be viewed in 

isolation from issues of interaction with users which are dealt with in the 

following sub-section. 

5.2.7.3 ILRIG's Interface with its Users 

This sub-section deals with respondents' views on issues of accountability 

and marketing of services in ILRIG's daily interactions with its users. 

Respondents praised ILRIG for its reliability, its commitment to empowering 

its users, the fact that the organisation prepared well for inputs and was 

generally "effective" in its delivery of service. It was argued that the 

organisation should be more proactive in marketing and promoting its 

services and less reactive to the demands of users. One respondent 

however introduced the caution that while proactivity might promote good 

ideas, service organisations could be interventionist on this basis by 

promoting ideas and strategies which conflicted with those of mass 

organisations. This problem though, should be resolved through greater 

accountability between service and mass organisations. 

Proactivity was seen as a practice which could be linked to accountability in 

that the basis of the former was seen to be greater interaction with users. 

One of the mechanisms proposed for advancing both proactivity and 

accountability was the introduction of quarterly reports which could be used 
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both to reflect on a previous quarter's work and to propose plans for a 

forthcoming period. This recommendation linked closely to that of ILRIG 

standardising its educational programmes in that it was felt that the 

organisation could use the quarterly reports to advertise courses to unions. 

Essentially though, reports were identified as a mechanism through which 

ILRIG could have greater interaction with its users. It was also felt that 

ILRIG should market itself and its services more vigorously not only through 

brochures and written documentation, but through personal contact and 

communications with union structures. A further means of generating an 

ongoing interest in its work was seen as occurring through the organisation 

generating more public visibility. It was suggested that this could happen 

through ILRIG occupying a permanent slot in a popular periodical or issuing 

press statements on international developments to counteract propaganda in 

the mass media. 

The issue of accountability attracted numerous responses, although there 

was general consensus that it paved the way for improved relations 

between groups in that each would know what to expect of the other and 

how to make parties account for their actions. A number of users asserted 

that since service organisations are not politically neutral, they should be 

made accountable to mass organisations. One of the respondents suggested 

that formal contracts are the most efficient basis upon which service and 

mass organisations should relate since other approaches to accountability 

get the service group too involved in the affairs of the union. Another user 

commented that accountability is not a formal device but a process of 

engagement between organisations. It appears that the tension in improving 

accountability is that there has to be a balance between monitoring the 
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work of a service group with a view to ensuring that the interests of mass 

organisations are met, and potentially silencing the 'will' or voice of an NGO 

since it is the nature of their 'independence' which allows them the time and 

space to produce new ideas and initiatives. In other words, mass 

organisations do not wish to create a subservience among service 

organisations which altogether inhibits their ability to take initiative and be 

proactive. This would surely be a form of censorship. At the same time, the 

potential for interventionism on the part of NGOs, as referred to above -

what one respondent referred to as service organisations using education to 

"push a line" - is a problem to which organisations need to be alerted and 

one which must be constructively addressed so that valuable skills are 

harnessed and not alienated. 

With regard to improving ILRIG's accountability to users, various 

respondents suggested that a user group which could oversee the 

interactions between ILRIG and its users be set up. It was argued that such 

a structure would allow unions to have some input into the direction and 

work of the service group. It was also felt that this was an important 

mechanism through which ILRIG could carry forward the process of 

interaction between itself and its users which the research had set in 

motion. The problem of who would represent workers on such a 

'committee' was raised by one of the respondents, the point being that 

·ILRIG would probably be relating to union officials rather than to workers. 

However, it was suggested that, should there be any discord around this 

problem, ILRIG and its users take it up through a forum and in a structured 

fashion. 

Some respondents also noted that ILRIG should supplement rather than be a 
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substitute for trade union education, and that its interactions empower 

unions rather than develop dependency. It was strongly argued that in this 

regard, ILRIG have a more structured relationship with COSATU which 

would assist the latter develop its own capacity and self-sufficiency. On this 

point, COSA TU itself suggested that it would favour entering into formal 

joint-venture contracts with service organisations so that the bases of 

relationships between mass and service organisations would be clearly 

defined. 

On the issue of the composition and turnover of ILRIG staff, some 

respondents argued that ILRIG was "racially" imbalanced in that the 

organisation was predominantly "white", and that in addition, inconsistency 

crept into its relations with users because of the organisation's high staff 

turnover. It was felt that the former of these factors impacted negatively on 

users in that it created both cultural and language difficulties in workshops. 

Alongside this contention, it was argued that ILRIG should draw on the 

many trade unionists with international experience so that these people 

could act as role models to users to be trained to become effective 

educators themselves. In this regard it was felt that ILRIG had an obligation 

to reproduce its skills among its constituency of users. This could also 

happen through involving unions more integrally in the planning and running 

of workshops. 

In summary, users called for: 

an increase in ILRIG's proactivity and promotion of its services; 

greater accountability to its users; 
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more stability in its staff complement; 

more interaction with and imparting of a range of skills to users. 

In considering these various contributions, it appears that users were asking 

ILRIG to empower and enskill them both conceptually, i.e. in terms of the 

content of its courses, and practically, i.e. in terms of the 'hard' skills 

imparted. The arguments made for the improved interaction between the 

NGO and its users hinge on the former improving the provision of skills and 

information to the latter. 

5.2.8 Conclusions regarding the ILRIG case 

This sub-section refers back to the primary objectives of the evaluation 

study and offers some commentary on what the findings contribute to 

these. To recall, the primary research objectives were to evaluate: 

# the appropriateness of ILRIG's current service in relation to user 

needs; and 

# ways in which ILRIG identifies user needs and the extent to which 

they address these. 

Gauging from respondents' comments outlined above, users argued 

variously both for the appropriateness of ILRIG's services on some levels of 

provision as well as the need for the NGO to change some aspects of its 

service in order to render it more 'appropriate' in relation to user needs. 

Over and above the request for a sharpening of ILRIG's subject focus which 

was seen by users as a primary area of the organisation's operations in 

need of change, there was an overwhelming call for greater interaction 
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between the service organisation and its users. In fact there was also a call 

for delimiting the scope of ILRIG's primary users to trade unions. Many of 

the technical and political difficulties surrounding the extent to which a 

service organisation should encroach on the organisational matters of its 

users or the union, are issues which it was felt could be dealt with 

collectively by the organisations if they had the commitment and a 

mechanism through which to do so. It also appears from the above 

comments that ILRIG had been inactive in soliciting user information and 

education needs. Apart from its in-house publications such as Workers 

World, the NGO relied largely on requests received to determine its output. 

In this respect, it was argued that ILRIG had not been proactive in 

identifying user needs and negotiating with users the best ways of 

addressing these. However, it should be noted that where the organisation 

determined user needs albeit through a request for information, the 

organisation was usually conscientious about attending to these. 

It appears then that the primary aspects of the interface between ILRIG and 

its users are the roles that each assume in relation to the other and the 

mechanism through which they relate. It is in this framework that the notion 

of 'users' appears somewhat outdated. If due consideration is given to the 

fact that respondents were requesting a mechanism of interaction between 

themselves and ILRIG which would allow them some say in directing the 

work of the organisation, they become participants with inputs into the 

system rather than simply recipients using a service. In other words, the 

interface between ILRIG and its 'users' introduces, from a systems theory 

perspective, the notion of an information system, prompting reconsideration 

of the components of such a system. The notion of users has to be 
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broadened to incorporate users as participants in and as contributors to the 

system. As Underwood writes: 

The culture of the organisation maintaining the system, 
together with the values, beliefs and behavioural norms of the 
individuals involved with the system ... prescribe and assign 
roles for the system and for the participants .. . the "soft" 
systems approach . . . may also be viewed as a systems 
approach to information-handling in organisations: one which 
emphasises components and relationships rather than tasks and 
procedures. The systems approach tries to integrate 
information about people, procedures, problems and 
performance rather than trying to deal with each as a separate 
notion ( 1993: 28-32). 

The ILRIG case has shown that its users are interested in a more engaging, 

interactive relationship with NGOs; one which allows them greater access 

not to the daily administrative running of the organisation, but to decision-

making regarding the services offered and provided by such groups. Users 

argued that they need a say in determining what kinds of education and 

information services they receive. Implicit in their arguments is that 

improved interaction between themselves and service organisations would 

engender greater consideration of their information requirements. In such a 

context users could also assume greater responsibility for their information 

needs and initiate ideas in this regard. The call seems to be for greater 

collaboration and cooperation between service and mass organisations in 

identifying and mediating the information needs of users. While the notion 

of a partnership was never clearly voiced by interviewees, it appears that 

this captures the gist of proposals regarding greater interaction between 

service organisations and users. 

The ILRIG case has further indicated that increasing collaboration between 

services and users is essential for an effective interface between a service 

organisation with more or less appropriate services and constituencies that 
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require and rely upon such services for their work in development. The case 

has illustrated that the interface is about the appropriate mediation of 

information to contribute towards development. It has also shown that 

cooperation involves the appropriate mediation of requests and needs on the 

part of users to utilise the service for its purposes. 

5.3 Section Three: The ERIP case 

5.3.1 Introduction 

The unfolding nature of the ERIP investigation represents a sharp contrast to 

that of ILRIG. In other words, the research process followed from the point 

of separating the cases differed significantly. While the objectives- which 

were commonly arrived at by all three parties (the two organisations and the 

researcher) - were intended to provide the background and framework to 

ongoing research with the organisations, the unfolding research process 

revealed a lack of consensus between the researcher and ERIP regarding the 

intentions of and procedures to be followed in the ensuing investigation. 

The ERI P case constitutes what has been referred to as a failed case in 

chapter four, revealing a research path divergent from that originally 

intended. It is primarily the flaws in the planned research process which are 

of issue in the discussion of the second case. 

This section aims to present the ERIP case study as it unfolded. In the first 

instance, ERIP's organisational purpose, orientation and history are briefly 

discussed to provide evidence of the suitability of the case to this 

investigation. The organisation's aims, principles and targeted user 

population are also discussed. After this, the section documents the 

research process, so as to introduce the reader to a concrete example of a 
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failed case as discussed in chapter four. This section includes a discussion 

of what was called a 'modified' investigation denoting a change in direction 

from the original research plan. Lastly, this section interprets the research 

process to express from the researchers' perspective, what indeed the flaws 

were that rendered the case a failure. 

The primary sources for the first two sub-sections outlined immediately 

below are interviews, annual reports and organisational documents made 

available to the researcher. The latter sub-sections draw primarily on 

interviews and research documentation. 

5.3.2 A brief organisational orientation and history 

ERIP began its operations as the Education Resource and Information Centre 

(ERIC) which was set up in response to school boycotts in 1980. Its initial 

purpose was to service the needs of teachers who required material for 

alternative 'awareness' programmes being organised for boycotting school 

students. The organisation's overall purpose was to feed into the 

development of mass organisation including trade unions, women's, 

student, youth and civic organisations. 

Interviewees noted that, more especially in the 1980's, ERIP always 

operated on the basis of its allegiance to the Freedom Charter and although 

servicing largely the United Democratic Front (UDF) and the National 

Education Crisis Committee (NECC) constituencies playing an important role 

in the building of student organisation in the 1980's, it also served groups 

outside of the UDF alliance. As a service agency though, it has attempted to 

be non-interventionist in its work with users by, for instance, not exploiting 

what sometimes became obstructive politics in the democratic movement. 
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For example, the organisation maintained a distance from the 

'popularist/workerist' debate current in the 1980's. ERIP's motivation for 

this approach was its belief that mass-based organisations rather than NGOs 

should take political decisions to direct their course (cf chapter three for a 

discussion of the nature of the relationship between mass and service 

organisations). The ERIP case adds an interesting dimension to this debate 

in their argument that NGOs usually have more resources at their disposal 

than do mass organisations, and for this reason are ideally located and 

equipped for interventionism. However, it should be said that a principled 

commitment does not in itself guarantee practical implementation. Thus, 

while NGOs or mass structures for that matter may subscribe to certain 

principles, the extent to which they uphold these is what is borne out 

historically. 

Originally, ERIC was based on the operations of seven working groups 

which aimed to generate resources which had to be complemented by 

training programmes. The organisation sought to make resources active, 

thus identifying a close relationship between the provision of resources and 

education and training. The rationale behind the link was that through 

education and enskilling programmes, learners were enabled to use 

information in taking on the challenges of transformation. To exemplify, in 

early 1983, with the process of the UDF formation, ERIP produced a 

package called the "Koornhof Bills and PC Proposals". Users of these packs 

participated in a half day workshop which familiarised them with the 

documentation and showed them how to use the packs in community 

settings to educate others. This process which constituted a 'training of the 

trainers', enabled users to use the resources to maximum effect. At an early 
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stage, therefore, ERIP was concerned with the issues of resource use and 

the usability of information. 

During the 1980's, ERIC was one of the few service organisations working 

with mass-organisations in the field. For a number of years, its primary 

constituency was students and youth and it maintained and built a 

cohesiveness among student leadership, developing their capacity through 

training programmes. For example, what was known as the Coordinating 

Student Structure was taken through a training programme which was 

geared to feed skills and course experiences back into grass-roots 

structures. Through the training programmes, ERIP provided participants 

with confidence and contacts to facilitate the development of mass-based 

organisation. The aims of the training programmes were: 

to build organisations, mainly Student Representative Councils 

(SRCs); and 

to identify needs that students had so that links could be made with 

national struggles. 

In the 1985 period, with the formation of the NECC, ERIP was asked by the 

UDF to cater for the education area which had been neglected. The idea of 

having a 'Winter School' for school students was mooted independently to 

assist with the development of Congress of South African Students 

(COSAS), one of ERIP's prime constituents at the time. This event was held 

in 1985, drawing together youth from schools with the purpose of 

developing young leadership. The 'Winter School' aimed to: 

build organisations by working with students; 
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begin the process of leadership training; 

provide learners with organisational skills; and 

build capacity, empowering students and youth to engage more ably 

in struggles around transformation. 

ERIC's work with students and youth marked the practical application of the 

conceptual development of 'people's education'. In other words, the NGO 

was one of the first sites which grappled with advancing the theory of 

providing learners with education and skills that were appropriate to their 

setting and needs. ERIC's affiliation to the NECC allowed them the 

opportunity and support to perform this path-breaking role, and to take 

forward a more popular form of education at a grass roots level. 

The move to concentrate on an adult constituency, as will be seen below, 

also coincided with the 'mainstreaming' of people's education which had 

come to involve curriculum development in formal educational settings. The 

organisation had come to acknowledge that their work with students had 

been embryonic in nature and sewn the seeds tor further expansion. ERIC 

thus consciously moved into the area of community development. It decided 

to take its experience of 'people's education' which, as noted, was 

developed through practical work with students, into adult civic society. 

With the realisation that 'people's education' was not simply an academic 

concept, and given its experience in the area, ERIC considered itself an ideal 

vehicle to posit formulation and interpretation on how 'people's education' 

could be taken into a community development context. At this time, i.e. in 

the latter part of the 1980's, ERIC still shared a strong link with the NECC 

and thus developed its notion of 'people's education' in a community 
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development framework within this context. 

During 1990 and 1991, ERIP abandoned its Youth Training Project for a 

number of reasons, one of which was the increasing dependency of student 

leadership on the organisation. This move signals the organisation's caution 

in dealing with the relationship between service and mass organisations. 

Implicit in the action to break down dependency is the organisation's 

concern with building self-sufficiency among its constituents. 

5.3.3 Organisational aims, principles and targeted user group 

At the time of its inception, ERIC defined its organisational aims as follows: 

# the establishment of an educational resource library, containing 

materials that would be of use to organisations; 

# the production of educational material if such material did not already 

exist; 

# assisting organisations with workshops and educational programmes 

and providing necessary back-up for such programmes; 

# researching issues at the request of organisations; 

# providing access to typewriters, audio-visual equipment, media and 

printing facilities (ERIP Confidential Report: 1). 

In 1988 ERIC relocated its offices to the University of the Western Cape 

(UWC) and became reconstituted as ERIP. This move was accompanied by a 

reorientation of the organisation's aims, as detailed below. In its Annual 

Report projecting plans for 1992/93, the organisation notes that "given 
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political developments in the country, ERIP at the start of 1991 redefined its 

aims and objectives" to be: 

# to increase the potential and capacity of the community and 

community-based organisations (CBOs) to reach out, to serve, and to 

involve those who live in the community in the social, political, 

economic, educational and cultural life of the community; 

# to provide information and resources relevant to members of the 

community and community based organisations; 

# to empower members of these organisations with leadership skills; 

# to harness the knowledge, skills and resources of the University of 

the Western Cape in such a way that these may further serve the 

needs of the community (ERIP Annual Report, 1991: 1). 

The different sets of aims indicate a shift in focus from simple resource 

provision to the mobilisation and mediation of information through an 

increasing emphasis on education work. The educational dimension of 

ERIP's operation has not only taken shape through its training courses. It 

has also been rooted in an emphasis on researching, producing and 

repackaging materials for use by mass organisations. Given this practice of 

'activating' information and enskilling users to engage more effectively with 

resources and their environments, ERIP seems to have been implementing 

many characteristics of interactive information work. It is surprising, as will 

be seen below, that the organisation did an about-turn by breaking with its 

tradition of an integration of information and education work and introducing 

instead a sharp divide between its Resource Department and its Training 
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Department of the 1990s. This chasm had some bearing on the study as will 

be shown below. 

The last fifteen years have also seen a shift in ERIP's targeted user 

population. While the 1980s saw a clear emphasis on working with students 

and youth, ERIP's 1991 Annual Report notes that within its targeted 

constituency of "organisations in disadvantaged black communities ... the 

main beneficiaries of programmes have been adults rather than students and 

youth only, and often specifically women" (1991: 1 ). Interviewees also 

noted that increasingly national organisations were using ERIP to train their 

education and organising staff. The shift in aims and targeted user 

constituencies thus became manifest in a concentration on education and 

leadership training programmes which tend to lean away from ERIP's initial 

strong-hold, viz. its well established and creative resource wing and 

function. 

With regard to ERIP's organisational principles, throughout its history, those 

of democracy, accountability and empowerment have been emphasised. 

Accountability has pertained both in the sense of the NGO's accountability 

to mass structures and in terms of its attempts to build accountability within 

these structures and between itself and its users in carrying out its work. 

Historically, accountability has operated through ERIP's working with 

mandated structures and organisations. Increasingly, it has come to occur 

through mandated processes with ERIP and participants forming committees 

to plan programmes. At one stage in its history, to strengthen ERIP's 

commitment to accountability and its grass-roots orientation, staff had to be 

members of mass organisations. Contact with mass organisation started 
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breaking down for a number of reasons including: 

changes in ERIP's steering committee structure which had to do with 

confusion around whether community organisational representatives 

were present in their organisational or individual capacities; 

the need for ERIP to become more proactive and less reactive placing 

greater emphasis on strategic thinking happening within the 

organisation and staff investing energies and time to this end; 

the mass organisational lull in the late 1980s. 

Evident in its historical structures is also the organisation's effort to function 

under the discipline of mass organisation. Thus ERIC's Working Committee -

its decision and policy making structure which preceded the formation of its 

Steering Committee - insofar as possible was made up of members active in 

mass organisations. Prior to the formalisation of these mass structures, the 

Working Committee comprised people active in the information field. Over 

the years, with the changing emphasis of ERIC's work as noted earlier, the 

composition of the Working Committee came to include more persons active 

in the education and training arena. In the mid to late 1980s, ERIP's 

affiliation to the NECC (Western Cape Branch) marked its attempt to 

formalise its structured accountability to the democratic movement. 

Accompanying the organisation's move to UWC, ERIP's Steering Committee 

which replaced ERIC's Working Committee, included two UWC 

representatives, two persons from community organisations and its three 

departmental coordinators. This structure remains the policy and primary 

decision-making body which oversees all the organisation's work. 
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In keeping with its focus on mass organisation, ERIP understood 

empowerment occurring through building organisation, i.e. developing the 

vehicle which will bring about change. Based on this, at no stage has ERIP 

simply worked with individuals. The organisation has always emphasised the 

importance of working with mandated structures. An example of the 

process of empowerment would be as follows: an initial training programme 

would be held with a core group of mandated students. These participants 

would be accountable to their student structures and not to ERIC or 

themselves. These participants would usually be taken through the 

organisation's 'Winter School Programme' as well a 'Spring' follow-up. 

There was thus always a strong attempt to ensure that through its work, 

ERIP built mass-based organisations. 

A final point worth mentioning is that while this brief account of the ERIP 

operation has emphasised its relationship with mass-based organisation, the 

agency has through its work built close ties with other NGOs and has also 

shared skills with these agencies. This collaboration has meant that ERIP 

has been part of and fed into developments within the service organisational 

sector generally. In more recent years, this has occurred through its 

involvement in regional and national NGO networks which have addressed 

issues of rationalisation in the service sector in the context of development. 

It should be noted that at the time of the interviews, ERIP was increasingly 

identifying the need for specialisation in its focus. This prompted the desire 

to problematise and theorise its work, which in part is precisely what this 

investigation intended doing. Given this confluence of intent on the part of 

the organisation and the researcher, it is unfortunate that this investigation 

did not materialise in accordance with its design and was therefore not able 
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to contribute to ERIP's need for reflection. 

The next sub-section documents the research process followed in the ERIP 

case study. As has been explained above, it reports on the unfolding 

developments of events which resulted in the failure of the case to meet the 

objectives outlined in the original research design. However, the case study 

yields interesting findings not only for evaluation researchers, but also with 

regard to issues pertaining to the mediation of information. 

5.3.4 The research process 

At the time of the ERIP investigation, the organisation was in the throes of 

discussing the need for a major evaluation. The relationship between this 

study and that intended by ERIP was, however, never discussed in detail so 

that the question of how these potentially parallel studies impacted upon or 

could benefit from each other remained unresolved, aside from a verbal 

acknowledgement by researcher and organisation that it would be 

productive to dove-tail the two processes so that they were complementary 

rather than conflicting. 

At the start of the ERIP investigation, the process followed the intended 

course of interviewing the organisation's staff. The intention was to use 

these discussions to orientate the evaluator who would then have 

discussions with staff who were 'supervised' by the coordinators. 

Interviews were held with the three departmental coordinators in place at 

the time, and also with three additional staff members active in the resource 

centre. The last interview with a departmental coordinator identified 

problems in the research process. These revolved around the reluctance of 

staff within the coordinator's/interviewee's department to participate in the 
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research process due to their lack of understanding of the purpose of the 

investigation. The problems were identified by both the researcher and the 

interviewee who agreed that these difficulties would be brought to a 

meeting of the research parties, viz. ERIP and the researcher. The purpose 

of the meeting was seen as being to resolve problems in the study and to 

pave the way for continuation of the research (cf correspondence). 

In preparation for this meeting, the researcher drew on correspondence with 

the organisation to sketch both a best and a worst case scenario. The 

former suggested ERIP's re-commitment to the study alongside 

consideration of the form of the organisation's relationship to the study and 

the researcher, while the latter proposed termination of the study. The 

considerations which pertained to the best case scenario included: 

# how the research was regarded by ERIP, i.e. whether it was 

categorised as "useful but distant" research which was not prioritised 

by ERIP staff, or whether it became absorbed into the organisation's 

operations in a more integrated way with, for example, regular reports 

to staff meetings; 

# how the investigation utilised and/or fed into ERIP's indepth 

evaluation and overall planning for the following year; 

# how the findings of the research could affect the debates occurring at 

the time around funding of NGOs and the developmental nature of 

their work; 

# public accessibility of the final report; and 

# how the researchers' work and political background both in terms of 
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a previous work placement with ILRIG but a closer political affiliation 

with ERIP, would influence the study. 

It was envisaged that consideration of these issues would lead to a more 

productive relationship and process. However, these issues were never 

addressed at the meeting. Instead, the gathering identified a problematic 

relationship between the researcher and the organisation attributed to 

misunderstandings and misconceptions about the research focus. This 

proposition begged the question: what were the factors which led to the 

breakdown in the research process? Misapprehension clearly suggests a 

communication flaw and points to a problem in the research design such as 

whether the research proposal and letters constituted a written contract. It 

also suggests that the negotiation process (as discussed in chapter four) 

failed to seal an agreement which suited the needs of both parties (in this 

case ERIP and the researcher). However, as Morphet notes, when working 

within the qualitative and illuminative framework, events have to be 

understood to occur within a milieu in which multiple realities (cf chapter 

two) and multiple causality are at play (1987: 137-138). It is therefore 

necessary when addressing the issue of breakdown, to consider the 

interests of the full range of stakeholders involved in the interchange in 

order to present an analysis of the findings. It would be unsatisfactory and 

indeed short-sighted to see only the actions or lack of action on the part of 

the researcher as leading to failure of the case. Instead, the interests of the 

different actors or agents interconnected by albeit a broadly-defined 

common purpose as well as the circumstances of the investigation, should 

be considered to arrive at a deeper understanding of what went wrong. The 

purpose behind such an approach is not to share or spread thin or even lay 
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blame. It is to present a more comprehensive view on why things fall apart 

so as to yield recommendations for those engaged in similar operations in 

the future, lest they err in the same way. 

Before proceeding with an analysis of the reasons for failure which will 

allow for the presentation of a synthesised case report, further narrative of 

the unfolding nature of events will be provided so that the reader is able to 

relate the interpretive discussion to an account of events. 

Through correspondence following the meeting which defined the research 

relationship as "historically problematic", the researcher attempted to clarify 

some areas of apparent confusion to the organisation with a view to 

'salvaging' the proposed study. The correspondence detailed discussion of 

the following issues from the researcher's perspective, the point being to 

secure agreement to proceed with the research: 

# the organisational base being investigated, i.e. the entire organisation 

as opposed to only the resource centre; 

# expansion of the research problem; 

# the 'focus' of the research as discussed with ILRIG; 

# the evaluative nature and depth of the research; 

# the working relationship between the researcher and the organisation; 

# the conditions of the study. 

In discussing these issues, the researcher referred the organisation to 

documentation already deposited with them both to maintain the brevity of 
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the correspondence and to draw on the body of existent information 

surrounding the investigation. Implicit in this action was the researcher's 

highlighting the fact that the organisation had already been privy to many of 

the arguments being summarised and reiterated in the then-current 

correspondence. 

The organisation responded to this communication by suggesting that while 

they would still like to assist the researcher in completion of the study, they 

wished to restrict their participation to "a study of ERIP as a whole with a 

focus on information services (resource centres)" (private correspondence 

from ERIP to Karelse, 20/2/92: 2). This delimitation would have restricted 

the researcher from investigating the information dimensions of other 

components of ERIP's operations, for instance, its education and training 

work. The organisation further indicated that they understood confusion 

creeping into the working relationship between researcher and the 

organisation "partly because of the expansion of [the researcher's]. .. original 

proposal and partly out of [the researcher's] ... discussions with ILRIG as to 

the scope of the study" (private correspondence from ERIP to Karelse, 

20/2/92: 1). They also identified "different interpretations of terminology" 

between the researcher and the organisation, and "a mutual failure to arrive 

at concrete 'contractual' or working arrangements for the study" as 

additional reasons for the breakdown in the research process (private 

correspondence from ERIP to Karelse, 20/2/92: 1). 

The next turn which the case took involved further communications 

between the researcher and the project in which the former posed, through 

written correspondence, "counter-proposals to the 'salvaging option"' 

(private correspondence from Karelse to ERIP, 28/2/92: 1). In other words, 
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the researcher's intention shifted away from a desire to get the research 

back on track. Instead, the researcher sketched two proposals, the second 

of which was adopted by the organisation. In summary, these were: 

1) Proposal One: 

To document the findings of the case produced to that point. The 

information had been obtained from a series of planning and 

strategising contact meetings; the six staff interviews held with ERIP 

staff; and documentation about ERIP's operations as presented in the 

organisation's annual and other reports. It was argued that a case 

record would serve to illuminate, highlight and illustrate issues raised 

in the conceptual component of the dissertation which dealt with the 

nature of service organisations. It was further proposed that inclusion 

of information about ERIP's organisational formation would provide 

greater insight into the ILRIG case, by discussing similarities and 

differences in the two organisations' working methodologies and 

experiences. 

2) Proposal Two: 

The second proposal which was found acceptable to the organisation, 

extended beyond the cut-off point of the first. It suggested that in 

keeping with reflexive analysis as discussed in chapter four, the 

researcher investigate the 'breakdown' in the study through a 

'modified' investigation. It was argued that this would enhance the 

use-value of the study by adding to the body of evaluation research, 

especially through its exploration of political problems encountered in 

such endeavours. 
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The agreement to adopt the second proposal as the basis on which to 

proceed with the study, led to interview guides being circulated to ERIP's 

three departmental coordinators and a fourth staff member who had been 

integrally involved in the study, in preparation for a second round of 

interviews (cf Appendix 7). These discussions sought to establish, from the 

perspective of interviewees, factors which affected the breakdown in 

communication between the researcher and the organisation. In this respect, 

the interview guide contains a distinct bias. It presumes from the outset that 

communication which appears as a localised problem, was the primary 

cause of the 'breakdown'. In other words, the interviews did not directly 

explore other factors such as ERIP's possible reluctance - which could relate 

to a host of reasons - to engage with the proposed research project or the 

researcher. Despite this short-coming however, some of the questions 

posed elicited from interviewees responses which indicated that there were 

factors other than communication which contributed to the collapse of the 

case study. In this way, as is shown below, themes other than 

communication were developed further. These were checked with 

respondents through member checks (cf chapter four): interviewees 

validated and commented on their transcripts before these were accepted as 

evidence gathered for the case. However, it should be noted that in terms of 

this study, communication has been used as a rubric to include 

communication flow between researcher and organisation as well as 

consideration of factors which influenced the perspectives and actions of 

communicators. Given this understanding, investigation of the 'breakdown 

in communication' assumes a much wider scope than simply rehearsing the 

content of the communications between researcher and organisation. 
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The following section explores issues raised in the interviews of the 

modified investigation in an attempt to provide an interpretive account of 

the failed case. It includes an effort to move beyond the interview findings 

in presenting an abstracted view of how various forces combine in the 

socio-political milieu to produce 'results' that are not always sought. 

5.3.5 Analysing the ERIP case 

It has been argued that, on the basis of reflexive methodology, the ERIP 

case constitutes failure in relation to the initial intentions and objectives of 

the research. In other words, the study did not achieve its primary 

objectives. Instead, a different research path was followed. 

This section aims to analyse the case according to the following themes 

derived from both the second round of interviews as well as the 

researcher's reflection on the process. While the themes will be listed for 

the purposes of transparency and making them apparent, due to the inter

relatedness of items, they will not only be discussed under their discrete 

headings. Instead, the discussion of the themes will attempt to illuminate 

their interconnectedness. This should obviate idiosyncrasies and 

reductionism in trying to identify singular causes for failure of the case. The 

themes which emerge from unitisation and categorisation of the research 

findings are: 

# conditions and factors pertaining to the study: 

This category aimed to identify factors which surrounded the case 

study bearing either directly or indirectly on it. 

# the communication system operative within the framework of the 
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study: 

The intention here was to identify problems surrounding 

communications between the parties with a view to understanding 

how these actions impacted upon the study. 'Communications' is 

used to denote not only concrete evidence of correspondence but 

also the interchange between ERIP and the researcher. As noted 

earlier, an attempt is made to consider factors which influenced 

communicators and their actions. 

# additional factors associated with the breakdown of the study: 

This category aimed to glean from the responses which issues were 

associated with the breakdown in interviewees' constructions and 

mental images of why things went awry. The purpose here is to 

identify 'associational factors' since participants' constructions of 

why the breakdown occurred might highlight issues otherwise 

overlooked in other categories. 

# positive aspects associated with the study: 

This category was constructed to lay the basis for a presentation of 

positive recommendations regarding interactions around the case. 

These categories will each be considered in turn although the reader should 

be reminded that the categories comprise a set and are integrated to 

represent a "an explanatory theory, or at least particular construction of the 

situation at hand" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985: 343). 

The interpretation of the data required the researcher to be sensitive to the 
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multiple perspectives in the organisation: ERIP is an organisation made up of 

different persons and, as with all organisational formations, is not 

homogeneous. Its staff bring different and divergent and sometimes 

converging opinions and experiences to the organisation. For this reason, 

this research has encountered the problem of reporting differing views 

expressed on various matters within the organisation. In accordance with 

Parlett and Dearden who assert that: "Illuminative research does not claim 

to be 'value free' or to be capable of 'total objectivity'", the researcher has 

made every attempt to report "different value positions, ideologies, and 

opinions encountered in the course of the investigation; and, moreover to 

represent them in ways considered fair by those holding those positions" 

(1977: 33). Thus the following analytical report which is based on the 

interview findings of four respondents, attempts to convey to the reader as 

broad a view as possible of the comments made in relation to the question 

at stake, viz: what factors contributed to the breakdown of the study, and 

by implication, how are these avoidable in the future? 

5.3.5.1 Conditions and factors pertaining to the study 

a) Academic and organisational interests 

One of the primary issues emanating from the modified investigation was 

the researcher's location in both academic and organisational domains, and 

her attempt to merge the concerns of these sometimes conflicting 

environments through the course of the study. Respondents suggested that 

at times there was a tension between the interests of academia and those of 

organisations. For example, while organisations could benefit from the rigour 

of academic research conventions, the drawn out nature of academic 
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research often conflicts with the pace at which organisations operate 

because the former require lengthy research procedures which cannot be 

circumvented. 

A further issue in relation to academia, was the general opinion within ERIP 

that the study was too academic in nature. Given ERIP's orientation and its 

relocation to UWC, which prompted its grappling with the implications of 

being in an academic environment, it was particularly sensitised to being 

absorbed or overwhelmed by academia (cf 5.3.5.1 (b) below). Given ERIP's 

'popular culture', the study's academic slant caused the organisation some 

degree of alienation. 

b) The researcher's uneven degrees of familiarity with ILRIG and ERIP 

It was felt by ERIP that the researcher, having worked at ILRIG, understood 

this organisation far better than she did ERIP and that she should have 

acquainted herself far more vigorously with the latter's work style. This, 

ERIP argued, would have enabled the researcher to recognise the need to be 

more forthcoming and demanding in dealings with ERIP than she in fact 

was. 

It was also argued that given the researcher's working relationship with 

ILRIG, it was unfair to make comparisons between the two case studies in 

the sense of regarding ILRIG a success and ERIP, a failure. It was argued 

that it was partly because of ILRIG's academic orientation, that the study 

overcame some of the barriers which were stumbling blocks in the ERIP 

instance. In contrast to ILRIG, it was stated that ERIP does not have an 

academic orientation, and perhaps in its historical practices has even 

counter-posed academic with grass-roots work. 
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c) Reorganisation of ERIP 

With regard to timing of the study, it was said that the researcher was 

approaching the organisation at a time when they were busy reorganising 

themselves. At the time, ERIP was without an official head, and in the 

process of trying to find a suitable Director. This person was eventually 

appointed during the course of the investigation, i.e. about one and a half 

years after commencement of the study. This meant that for a long period 

of the study, the three departmental coordinators were shouldering a range 

of responsibilities and the study became "an irritation" in the context of 

their enormous workloads. This was one of the factors resulting in the study 

being regarded with a lack of seriousness on the part of ERIP. At the same 

time, attempts at decentralisation within ERIP meant that there was little 

collective time to problematise and discuss the proposed research. While 

decentralisation presumably implies an improvement in organisational 

democracy, the tendency within ERIP appeared to signal a conflict between 

structure and principle. In other words, the act of restructuring the 

organisation resulted in an effective decline in the ease of intra

organisational communications and decision-making. Thus there was little 

collective consideration of the investigation. 

d) The importance with which resource centre work was regarded within 

ERIP 

As noted earlier in the ERIP case, a chasm emerged within ERIP between the 

Resource and the Education & Training Departments. Resource centre work 

was regarded as less important and enjoyed lower priority than other 

departmental work and hence was treated less seriously than, for example, 
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the work of the Education and Training Department. Because the study, in 

ERIP's view, was linked strictly to the work of the Resource Department, it 

suffered the status of the latter and became less important to the 

organisation constituting a further factor leading to its deprioritisation. 

Of further importance is that at the time of the study, ERIP's Resource 

Department was also grappling with its future and role and, while these 

issues could usefully have been addressed through the investigation, instead 

it meant that the department which was intended to house the study, was 

in a weak position, and unable to avoid its (the study's) 'demise'. 

e) ERIP' s attitude towards the study 

Respondents felt that the study was a step removed from the daily workings 

of ERIP and was not pressing and therefore never prioritised. Hence there 

was no sense of urgency in the way in which ERIP dealt with the study. For 

this reason, i.e. because the work was never prioritised, it was also never 

popularised. As a result, only a few staff were knowledgeable about the 

research proposal. Concurrently, strategic issues were almost always 

~ontrolled by certain strategic persons in the organisation, reproducing the 

organisation's dominant power relations. A further factor noted was that 

due to the time-consuming nature of democratising knowledge, insufficient 

time was being spent to extend knowledge of the study to other staff 

members. The lack of communication, contrary to the intention of 

decentralisation, coupled with ERIP's apparent distance from and 

deprioritisation of the investigation, contributed to disaffection with the 

study. 

Further, the research was seen as a case study of ERIP over which the 
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organisation had no control and there was apprehension about the extent to 

which the study would interfere with ERIP's work. Put another way, 

'ownership' of the study was seen to lie outside of ERIP and even though 

the opportunity to identify more closely with the study was repeatedly 

presented to the organisation, the latter never seized it and thus did not 

shape the investigation according to its requirements. Implicit in this 

analysis is the fact that the researcher primarily determined the nature of the 

interaction and to a large extent, the organisation was, in the words of one 

respondent, "marching to [her] pace". It is clear that these fears (ERIP's lack 

of control of the study; encroachment of the investigation on organisational 

priorities), coupled with ERI P' s distaste for the academic nature of the 

investigation, gave rise to the organisation's reticence in relation to the 

study. In addition, the question of whether an outsider should do an 

evaluation of the organisation was never resolved. The organisation did, 

however, indicate its preference for contracting researchers itself. 

5.3.5.2 The communication system operative within the framework of 

the study 

a) Confusion surrounding the research focus 

A number of ERIP staff understood the focus of the research to be an 

analysis of its resource centre's purpose and methodology in a context of 

change. This understanding prevailed among ERIP staff with the result that 

those staff who had no relation to the resource centre felt that they were 

completely unaffected by the study and became disgruntled by attempts to 

interview them. This comment triggers clear signals in accordance with 

those above (cf 5.3.5.1 (d)) that, at some levels, or for some employees, 
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ERIP's departments were fairly segregated. In other words, programmes in 

the resource centre were self-contained and did not affect other work or 

workers in the organisation. This presumption is in conflict with the view 

asserted in chapter three regarding the integration of information and 

education work and even with ERIP's own history of inter-relating its 

information and education components. Unfortunately, the information 

component of the education work carried out by ERIP was never 

investigated, but it would have been helpful to bring an 'integrationist' 

perspective back to the organisation. 

To return to the issue at hand, there was apparent confusion within ERIP 

itself as to the focus of the research. In contrast to the view expressed 

above, viz. that the study was an investigation of the Resource Department, 

certain staff understood that the research would be investigating the 

information work carried out by the organisation from within its full range of 

departments. Among these staff members, there was agreement with the 

conceptual model of the integration of information, education and 

development work being posed by the researcher. These staff members felt 

that an investigation into whether ERIP was adopting such an integrated 

approach to its work would be beneficial to the organisation. 

The important matter here though, is that there was certainly confusion 

within the organisation as to the research brief and its scope. Some factors 

which contributed to the misconception and misinterpretation which crept 

into the study are dealt with in (b) and (c) below. 

b) Problems with communications from the researcher 

Many of the criticisms raised here coincide with those raised above. They 
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are re-stated as particular concerns in relation to the researcher's role and 

thus detail more specifically the researcher's perspective. 

It was felt that the researcher should have been more demanding at the very 

outset of the investigation about ERIP's commitment to the study. There 

was too great a presumption on the part of the researcher about the 

organisation's commitment to the study and too little sensitivity to ERIP's 

discomfort with the nature of the study. This lack of empathy with the 

organisation's awkwardness in relation to the study resulted in the 

inappropriate pitch of some of the communications. It was suggested that 

the researcher, as has been noted earlier, assumed too many common 

denominators in her treatment of ILRIG and ERIP. The evidence for this was 

that, in the spirit of democracy and transparency, common communications 

were sent to the two organisations. One particular set of communications 

which was well received by ILRIG, was too academic and removed from 

ERIP's organisational reality at the time, to have made any positive impact. 

If anything, this document aggravated the situation by estranging ERIP staff 

even further from the study than they had been at the time. Staff felt that 

this correspondence would have been far better received and of greater 

benefit to the organisation, had the researcher workshopped its contents 

rather than circulated the document. Thus it was argued that the researcher 

should have treated the organisations differently and separately from the 

onset of the investigation. 

Furthermore, it was argued that the way in which interviews were set up 

was problematic in that, whereas interviews were simply scheduled with 

individuals after written correspondence to the organisation, the researcher 

should have attended an ERIP staff meeting to brief people about the 
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purpose of the interviews and should have discussed time-frames so that 

ERIP was able to include this process in its list of priorities. In other words, 

greater face-to-face interactions between the researcher and the project 

could have allowed contradictions in the research design and process to 

have surfaced a lot earlier. and simultaneously acquainted the organisation 

as a whole with the study, thus improving its status within the group. The 

positive side of the extent of written communications to the project meant 

that when contact was made, it was recorded. It was felt that the study 

could have been even further neglected by ERIP had the researcher failed to 

document interactions with the group. 

The fact that the researcher arranged to have most of the interviews at 

ERIP's Community House office rather than at its UWC headquarters, again 

meant that the study remained distant from the thrust of the organisation's 

work and that many of the ERIP staff remained unaware of the study. Had 

the researcher been more visible at the UWC offices, her presence would 

have helped generate an interest in the study and would have served to 

popularise it among ERIP staff, making it more of a serious issue for the 

organisation. 

It was suggested that the researcher should have requested an overall 

coordinator or overseer from ERIP for the duration of the investigation. As 

things stood, the coordinator assigned to oversee the study changed a 

number of times. It was argued that continuity in coordinatorship could have 

contributed to the success of the investigation. 

It was further noted that the researcher determined the pace of the study 

and that because it unfolded so slowly, ERIP accordingly treated it with a 
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lack of rigour and prioritisation. Factors which contributed to the pace of the 

investigation were as follows: 

the parallel conduct of the ERIP and ILRIG investigations meant that 

procedures took twice as long; 

the academic nature of the study with its various research 

techniques, as noted earlier, resulted in protraction. 

c) Problems with communications from ERIP 

In retrospect, staff agreed that ERIP should have asked the researcher to 

workshop the idea of an evaluation study of the organisation's information 

work. The organisation could also have requested that the details of the 

contract be more rigorously discussed and recorded so that issues such as 

time frames and research process were clearer to all parties. ERIP could thus 

have taken greater initiative in setting the terms, purpose and course of the 

study. In contradistinction to the rigour with which the researcher 

documented communications, the organisation never grappled with these 

substantially, nor did it record its reservations and comments. It was agreed 

by respondents that ERI P should have communicated its reservations about 

the study more rigorously and in writing. The organisation could also have 

discussed the research more extensively at a staff level to increase 

everyone's awareness of what was happening in the study. 

A further problem from the organisation's side was that contact people 

liaising with the researcher about the study changed a number of times over 

the two year period of interaction. There was therefore an inconsistency in 

the way ERIP engaged with the study. The lack of consistency in 
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coordinatorship of the study further resulted in a failure both to clarify how 

the study would benefit the organisation, and to process the study through 

its channels. It was felt that these tendencies could have been avoided 

through the concentrated efforts of a coordinator who had the time and 

enriched understanding to digest, deconstruct and mediate problems 

surrounding the research. 

d) A summary of weaknesses in the communication system 

In summary the following factors were attributed to the prevalence of a 

weak communication system: 

# the extent to which the researcher and her work were known or not 

known within the organisation was a factor which clearly influenced 

the organisation's attitude to the study. In other words, the 

organisation's general lack of familiarity with the investigation 

impacted negatively on the success of the study; 

# the extent of common understanding of the study both between the 

researcher and ERIP and within ERIP itself stemmed from weak 

communication and at the same time hindered further 

communications; 

# the long gap between the initial contact made by the researcher and 

that following it meant that the communication flow was both slow 

and staggered making it difficult to build a momentum for the study; 

# the failure to formalise a contract relating to the research detailing 

items such as time-frame and methodology meant that there was 

nothing binding the parties to a clear agreement; 
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# the familiarity between the parties (the fact that the researcher and 

key persons within the organisation knew one another) sometimes 

meant that communications were casual and less formal than they 

should have been. 

In addition to these points it was felt that both the researcher and ERIP 

failed to construct a mechanism through which to engage with differences 

pertaining to the study. Such a forum would have created the space for 

building consensus or finding ways of working with differences in approach 

and opinion. In the absence of such a mechanism, too many substantive 

issues such as the scope of the study were neglected and/or taken for 

granted. A forum would thus have facilitated decision-making. In this regard 

its was argued that there was an imbalance in the decision-making process: 

whereas the researcher was one person, ERIP was an organisation of 10-

12 people. It was therefore assumed to be much easier for the researcher 

than the organisation to arrive at decisions and/or to communicate. A 

further issue related to that of the missing forum, was the realisation that 

the research parties (ERIP and the researcher) had met too infrequently and 

had had insufficient contact. 

A number of respondents argued that the misunderstanding about the scope 

of the study as an identified problem was not insurmountable and that this 

could have been resolved through discussion. The way in which this matter 

was handled aggravated the problem and made communications unpleasant. 

5.3.5.3 Additional factors associated with the breakdown of the study 

Exploration of the incidents in this category aim to balance the prominence 

which those surrounding communication have assumed in this investigation 
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so as to provide a holistic view of the context of the breakdown. They also 

alert the reader to the fact that the reasons for breakdown of the study do 

not constitute controllable variables and linear causes, but a multitude of 

mutually shaping contributory factors. 

It was argued that within ERIP, the fact that the study was always someone 

else's responsibility meant that no-one had to attend to the study with 

rigour and seriousness, nor was anyone held accountable for how the 

research proceeded. The factors of responsibility and accountability which 

were expressed as long-standing NGO principles in chapter three, are 

therefore regarded as two that, had they been implemented, could have 

facilitated rather than hindered the research process. 

Interestingly, one of the respondents argued that he did not know to what 

extent the study was ever accepted by the organisation. Implicit in the 

interviewee's comment is that there might not in fact have been anything 

which broke down, but that there were intentions which could not have 

been achieved in the first place since the study did not ever start; that the 

failure of the case was not about something ending, but rather about 

something which had not yet happened or not been allowed to happen. This 

raises again the issue of a lack of consensus about the scope of the study 

and also the problem of terminology. For instance, the respondent might 

have preferred the terms 'circumvention of the study' to 'breakdown' which 

was a term selected and imposed on the proceedings by the researcher. The 

term 'breakdown' clearly reflects the researcher's opinion that the study had 

been on track and that it came off the rails. It appears that the researcher's 

construction of reality, even though being mediated to participants, was at 

some level dominant. But this is not a cut and dried issue. While the 
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researcher wielded power in instigating the research and planning its 

direction at an abstract level, her attempts to carry out the investigation 

were frustrated by the organisation. Thus at another level, individuals within 

ERIP had the power to control and curtail the research process. 

The view that the breakdown occurred as a result of the differences in 

perception and understanding between ERIP and the researcher as to the 

intentions and expectations of the research was certainly not uncommon. 

When examined, it moves beyond just a lack of clarity around scope and 

focus of the research. It includes the problematic area of communications, 

and even beyond that, by using terms like 'perception', 'intentions', 

'expectations' and 'understanding', suggests that personal paradigms and 

styles influenced the research. This conjecture reinforces the notions of ERIP 

as a heterogeneous entity in the research process as well as the views that 

reality is not an absolute but is constructed variously by different people. 

Thus the research process and the study were never blue-prints which could 

simply be implemented as in a vacuum. They comprised and had to be made 

up by individual researchers and participants who determined the measure 

of success with which they were carried out. It is not untrue, for instance, 

that there was a collective decision by the research parties to be reflexive in 

the research and to undertake a modified investigation. Similarly, it is 

possible that some participants in the research process were sufficiently 

opposed to the research to short-circuit its implementation. There is no 

suggestion here of conspiracy theories, merely an exploration of 

probabilities. 

The above proposition is made in keeping with interviewee responses that 

different persons have different styles and also bring to situations their 
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personal histories, agendas and paradigms. The researcher clearly falls into 

this categorisation as well. Two of the respondents noted that the modified 

investigation had concerned itself more with process and less with persons. 

They felt that the study had not probed sufficiently the extent to which 

people, their personalities and their agendas had shaped the course of the 

investigation. While it is virtually impossible to pinpoint or substantiate 

claims that certain players may not have wished the study to proceed, 

naturalistic inquiry permits and even encourages the incorporation of tacit in 

addition to propositional knowledge (cf chapter four). The rationale for this 

is the fact that "much of the interaction between investigator and 

respondent or object occurs at this level" of intuition and experience and 

because tacit knowledge "mirrors more fairly and accurately the value 

patterns of the investigator" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985: 40). On this basis, the 

proposition that some players may not have been in favour of the study 

because it posed a threat to their power base within, or the status quo of, 

the organisation becomes tenable. 

A final incident in this category which relates to that of time-frame is the 

suggestion that the breakdown occurred partially because the study had not 

fed anything other than progress reports back to the organisation. In other 

words, ERIP staff were contributing to a process, but growing impatient 

about the returns and the lack thereof. Participants felt that they needed 

something out of the research to justify their inputs and investments. In the 

words of one of the respondents: "ERIP' s appetite had been whetted, but 

they had not been served the meal". The research relationship had not, at 

the time of breakdown, produced any of the benefits that it had promised or 

suggested. This 'frustration' or 'impatience' factor no doubt contributed to 
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general disappointment with the study. 

5.3.5.4 Positive aspects of the research process 

Even though interviewees were generally disappointed that the study was 

not salvaged so that it could produce much sought after findings, they were 

pleased with the route of a modified investigation as this was seen as a 

'natural' as opposed to an ·orchestrated' way for the study to proceed. 

Respondents felt that the modified investigation had been particularly useful 

in that it allowed participants to unravel the problems incurred in the 

interactive process. The experience of investigating the breakdown in the 

study had also caused ERIP to consider the various issues involved in 

interactions of a research related nature such as the need for and the 

contents of research contracts. The modified investigation had further 

prompted the organisation to consider the relationship between ERIP's 

departments, particularly the Resource and the Training Departments which 

had been estranged and working separately rather than cooperatively or 

compatibly. The breakdown then had seemingly resulted in a growth 

experience for the organisation. However, some of the interviewees noted 

that the links between the research 'crisis' and the subsequent learning 

curve within the organisation, were not necessarily always made by staff. 

Another positive feature remarked on was that of the personal face-to-face 

communications which sometimes occurred in the course of the study. It 

was felt that these engagements allowed the research parties to discuss the 

study in depth, generating much debate which was enriching for the 

individuals concerned. 
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5.3.6 Final comments on the ERIP case 

The primary contribution of the ERIP case to this study has been the 

investigation into the politics of research processes. The case has shown 

that the terrain of interaction between researchers and 'researched' is highly 

unstable and potentially fraught with difficulty. The modified investigation 

has revealed many problem areas in case study research. The findings have 

confirmed that there is a myriad of issues and factors which contribute to 

research outcomes. It has provided evidence that, within the parameters of 

a research project, the negotiation of needs and requests by concerned 

parties is of primary importance in securing fluid, productive working 

relations. 

While the study of ERIP, because of its particular history, has been unable 

to contribute significantly to a discussion of the scope and nature of 

interactive information work, it presents an interesting analogy with 

interactions involved in information transactions. It is suggested that the 

nature of the interconnection between the researcher and the ERIP case 

might even mimic the kinds of relations at play between NGOs and their 

users. In this respect, the ERIP case in contrast to the ILRIG case has 

demonstrated how the mediation of requests and information can go awry. 

It is in this regard that issues in the case parallel some of the primary 

concerns of this investigation, viz. those of the mediation of information and 

the interface between information users and providers. It is proposed that 

the investigated case offers the opportunity to reflect on difficulties in 

information interchanges. 

To illustrate more concretely the congruence between the ERIP case and the 
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context of information interactions, the following factors specific to the c.ase 

are provided: 

# an information interview and a needs assessment were never 

successfully conducted in the unfolding ERIP investigation; 

# there were problems with both the mediation and the interpretation of 

the research request; 

# there were stumbling blocks in the response or among the 

respondents to the research proposal; 

# both parties assumed that their circumstances, needs, perceptions 

and approaches were agreeable or clearly stated. 

Admittedly, most of these are among the more technical incidents cited in 

breakdown of the ERIP investigation. The more nuanced factors such as 

conflicting interests and personalities are clearly elements which might 

constitute part of an information interaction. 

While it is true that some of the initial research intention could have been 

salvaged and some form of user survey conducted, this would not have 

revealed the underlying tensions in the research process as clearly as has 

been shown and might even have concealed them for the sake of reporting 

a 'successful' case. 

It seems then that a fundamental concern in the interaction of parties, or in 

systems theory idiom, between different entities or components in a system, 

is the question of interface. The circumstances in which incumbents meet 

and who they are will determine to large extent whether or not they are able 
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to collaborate. It will also determine the nature of their partnership. An 

interesting lesson in the ERIP experience is that it is not always ideal to shy 

away from conflict and contradiction. It is sometimes necessary to engage 

with these forces in order to arrive at a deeper understanding not only of a 

situation, but how to move forward from a particular point, experience or 

situation, and indeed, how to transform an environment. 

5.4 Concluding remarks on the interpretation of the case 

studies 

The ILRIG and ERIP cases have demonstrated the uniqueness of case study 

investigation. Their contrast has made evident the particularity of case study 

research and the extent to which it is a 'science of the singular'. 

Nonetheless, it has been possible to draw similarities and commonalities 

between the studies of the two cases beyond their organisational similarities 

as NGOs. Both cases have demonstrated, in completely different ways, the 

centrality of the issue of interface in information exchanges between 

parties. They have alerted to the significance of the interface both in terms 

of the roles assumed by parties and the mechanisms used to improve 

interaction between them. 

The following chapter, by way of recommendations, indicates conclusions 

from the empirical component which are sometimes common and sometimes 

particular to each case. 
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Chapter Six 

Recommendations and conclusions 

This thesis has been concerned with the emergence and operations of two 

NGOs. While one of these cases resulted in failure vis-a-vis the primary 

intention of the investigation, analysis of the other has shown in detail the 

way in which the organisation interacts with its users. A number of issues 

have come to surface in both cases, and it is the purpose of this chapter to 

consider these by way of conclusion to the study. The issues have been 

categorised as follows: 

# those relating to the research process; and 

# those having to do with the interaction between services and users of 

those services. 

Each set of issues is dealt with in some detail below. The sequence in which 

issues are discussed stems from the fact that those relating to the research 

process lead into a discussion of issues regarding the interaction between 

services and their users. Where possible and appropriate, recommendations 

which are grounded in the research findings are made. 

Prior to a discussion of these conclusions, it should be noted that the case 

studies reinforced certain theoretical underpinnings of the research and that 

their practices can, in fact, be framed by the sociology of information 

debate. Firstly, an investigation of the information work carried out by ILRIG 

showed that information is situationally defined and assumes significance in 

relation to need (cf section 2.2.3). The research showed that users wanted 
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particular information to support their need and furthermore wanted it 

mediated in ways which were empowering (cf section 3.2.4). This confirms 

Dervin's proposition that information is not "objective" - a view espoused by 

normative researchers - but that information assumes value in a given 

context ( 1 977). The case studies also showed that information is crucial to 

user groups not only so that they can challenge a dominant ideology but 

also so that they can produce and present their own world-view. The ILRIG 

case showed that respondents required access to the information ILRIG 

could bring them, and required skills to interpret and use the information in 

order to produce knowledge about their situations. It further reinforces the 

argument made in chapter two that contrary to common expectation that 

librarians ought to be apolitical and neutral (Hall, 1986: 215), in the context 

of the politicisation of information, information workers have to assume an 

activist role. Another issue validated by the case research is the argument 

that the delivery of appropriate information has to occur in ways which are 

sensitive to the contexts and the experiences of users. As was argued in the 

previous chapter, users of politically focused information services are 

concerned with the power relation that exists between information services 

and mass organisations and argue that the former have to be simultaneously 

proactive in playing an advocacy role, and empowering by building self

sufficiency among their constituencies of users. In this respect, the British 

and American community information services referred to in Chapter Two 

(cf p 33), while similar to the South African cases investigated, are notably 

different from South African NGOs in their reluctance to perform an 

·activist' role in relation to issues of social development. Kempson's 

argument (1986; 1990) that information services have to play a direct and 

active role in empowering people to participate in the development of 
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society is borne out in the work of ERIP and ILRIG. These NGOs have 

attempted through the employment of interactive learning methodologies 

such as jointly coordinated group workshops, to transmit to users 

information which they could use to address their problems, and 

furthermore to assist user constituencies with devising strategies to 

overcome their problems. The problems of facilitator bias, knowledge power 

relations and political domination as discussed in chapter three which this 

interaction between information services and users suggests, were indeed 

uncovered and problematised in the case studies. This illustrated that 

political activism on the part of information services borders on 

interventionism which can in fact, contrary to expectation, be 

disempowering for user groups (cf sections 5.2. 7.2 and 5.2. 7 .3). 

In addressing these various issues, the case research has shown that 

appropriate information is a most strategic resource to people and 

organisations, access to and the use of which allows them to participate in 

the development of society and in shaping their lives. It is clear that in their 

goal to bring such information to their users, the mission of NGOs discussed 

in this research parallels that of community information services discussed 

in the British and American contexts (cf p 33). Both sets of organisations 

aim to improve information flow in society and to function as counter 

hegemonic forces (cf section 2.3.3) which recognise the developmental role 

of information and which are framed by a political drive to democratise 

societies. These organisations disseminate information to challenge and 

transform dominant, oppressive ideologies and, in so doing, identify a 

political as opposed to a neutral role for information, again reinforcing the 
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situationality of information as discussed in chapter two. 

6.1 The research process 

The research process has yielded interesting findings not only in relation to 

the issues being investigated which are dealt with below, but also in terms 

of the methodological approach adopted for the investigation. Many of the 

recommendations noted here are pertinent to both case studies although it 

is apparent where this is not so. As will become evident in the ensuing 

discussion, the various components of this sub-section are inter-related 

precisely due to the holistic nature of illuminative and responsive evaluation. 

6.1. 1 The importance of contracts and negotiation procedures 

Both ILRIG and ERIP retrospectively argued on the basis of the drawn out 

nature of the investigations into their organisations, that contracts which 

document the purpose and the terms of studies involving organisations 

should be drafted. It is felt that such documents would commit both the 

researcher and the cases being investigated to particular agreements and 

would in fact oblige these parties to consider the nature of their 

arrangements more carefully. Matters which could be clarified include those 

regarding a time-frame for the study as well as the methods and regularity 

of reporting. However, it is acknowledged that by virtue of the nature of 

illuminative and responsive evaluation, while contracts could provide 

guidelines and terms of reference for an investigation, they cannot 

constitute blue-prints since certain issues may have to be revisited and 

renegotiated. 
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It became apparent in the course of both investigations that there were a 

number of issues which required rigourous and repeated debate and 

reconsideration. These included matters regarding the purpose of the 

investigation, the ways in which parts of the study could be used and 

adapted for different audiences, and the style of reporting during the study. 

Not only regular contact between the researcher and the organisations is 

required, but the special space in which parties could revisit issues and 

redesign aspects of the research contract is desirable. However, it is clear 

that this kind of open-endedness in the research process could result in a 

constant re-consideration of agreements and a lack of confidence in the 

research brief. It is true that the contract should provide both the 

investigator and the research participants a sense of security in their 

mission. Therefore a balance has to be sought between using the contract 

as a mechanism which guides the research process while at the same time 

allowing either/any research party the space to raise issues which require 

further address in the course of the investigation. This form of reflexivity is 

necessary to ensure that different parties consent to the research plan. 

It is possible that in the course of negotiation, different parties (especially 

where there is more than one stakeholder) might not always agree on 

issues. The negotiation process should for this reason be seen as an 

ongoing opportunity to build greater consensus between research players 

rather than as a mechanism for participants simply to reach agreement on 

issues. While negotiation was not exercised sufficiently during the ILRIG and 

ERIP investigations, the absence of the mechanism became apparent more 

especially in the latter case, but only through use of the reflexive method 

which allowed for an investigation of why, in fact, the study deviated from 
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its original course. It is abundantly clear that in this case, more especially, 

more rigourous employment of the negotiating tool might have taken the 

study in a different direction, and might possibly have identified latent 

problems earlier on in the investigation. 

6.1.2 Reporting 

The importance of feeding back to the research parties the findings 

continuously generated through the unfolding research process is evident 

from the cases studied. If a study is to be truly responsive, it must 

necessarily involve the organisations being researched in the process of 

reflexivity. In other words, participants should be able to respond to and 

interact with various issues which the research illuminates throughout the 

course of the investigation. Implicit in the argument emphasising reflexivity 

in the research process, is the call for the prpcess to be illuminative and to 

highlight and uncover factors and variables impacting on or affected by the 

investigation. But much as the illuminating character of the study is 

imperative, so too is the need to present findings back to participants. 

By using reporting to feed back to the research parties findings which 

emanate from the investigation, the researcher is attempting to democratise 

the research process and to ensure that respondents can use and act upon 

findings, as well as steer the course of the research. Thus through reporting 

there is an attempt to break down the knowledge-power relation between 

the researcher and the researched. Immediate problems which relate to 

using the mechanism of reporting findings in this way is that the reports 

themselves are constructions which are produced by the researcher. 

Therefore while the reports allow the research parties access to information 
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and an opportunity to re-interpret findings and even to re-direct the research 

process, the act of reporting does beckon the question: who has the 

ultimate authority to present different interpretations? In other words, who 

has ownership of the research process, the researcher and author of 

reports, or the research parties as a collective? This issue came to bear in 

the ILRIG case where it was agreed that the researcher had authorial licence 

in the production of reports and the thesis, but that the organisation should 

have an opportunity to respond, not only to the various intermittent reports 

emanating from the investigation, but also to the final academic product, 

viz. the thesis. The research parties agreed that this option was one which 

would allow different voices involved in the investigation an opportunity to 

be heard. At the same time it was agreed that in terms of the thesis, just as 

there would be a final production, so too would there be a once-off 

comment by the organisation so as to avoid .a to-and-fro dialogue between 

the parties and so that the research could reach closure. However, these 

reports of the research (the thesis and the appended response) do take the 

debate into the public domain entitling anyone who may so wish to take up 

any of the issues raised. 

It appears then that while reports may be used as a strategic means of 

illuminating issues which emerge in the research, they may prompt the need 

for other structures or mechanisms to take forward the discussion of or 

action on these matters. 

6.1.3 Improved dialogue between the research parties 

It is evident from the above that reporting, negotiation and contracts are 

inter-related aspects or features of the research process. As has been 
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argued earlier, reporting procedures have to be negotiated, contracts have 

to be negotiated and sometimes revised, and the negotiation itself has to be 

documented and reported. It is clear then that what is most desirable 

between research parties is an ongoing dialogue which acknowledges, 

attempts to resolve, and sometimes accepts as a given the contradictory 

nature of the relationship between the researcher and the researched. This 

is not to argue that there is always a contradiction between these parties, 

nor that the researched organisation is a monolithic, homogeneous bloc. It is 

simply to assert that in the nature of the interactions such as those involved 

in the recorded cases, dialogue is essential for the research to unfold and be 

utilised. 

In the calls by ILRIG and ERIP for greater interaction and dialogue between 

the researcher and the organisations, the researcher noted a parallel in the 

research methodology and the findings. As will be reiterated below, the 

ILRIG user surveys alerted to the need for increased and improved 

interaction between the organisation and its constituency. So too, 

methodologically, both cases expressed the need for more consistent 

contact and deliberation between the researcher and the organisations. The 

concepts of 'interactivity' and 'interface' have thus emerged at a number of 

levels in the course of this study. 

6.1.4 Confidence in the researcher and the findings 

The issue of the parties being investigated having confidence in the 

researcher's ability both to undertake the investigation and to report findings 

accurately was unavoidable in this study. In the ERIP case particularly, given 

the way in which the investigation unfolded, there were certainly underlying 

' 
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tensions on the part of some organisational members regarding, not the 

researcher's integrity, but certainly her suitability to conduct the initially 

designed study. While this problem did not arise in the ILRIG investigation, it 

is clearly one which requires attention and perhaps some answers lie in 

contrasting the cases. The fundamental difference between the two 

organisations in their dealings with the researcher was that the latter had 

been in ILRIG's employ for a significant period of time. This suggests that 

the organisation's familiarity not only with the credentials of a researcher, 

but with his/her 'proven worth' is advantageous. In instances where the 

investigator is a complete unknown (as is most often the case with research 

consultants), it would seem helpful for him/her to present his/herself to a 

panel of organisational interviewees so that credentials are not only 

communicated in paper form, but a sense of the person gained through 

human interaction. 

With regard to the validation of findings, this appeared a reasonably 

unproblematic area in both cases, most likely due to the care taken by the 

researcher to verify research information gathered. Thus the validation of 

information through member checks and triangulation gave not only the 

researcher, but also those participating in the research, a sense of 

confidence in the information presented through the research. It appears 

that these mechanisms went some way towards 'democratising' the 

research process in that organisations were not only relying on the 

interpretations of the researcher, but were able to draw their own 

conclusions from the findings by having direct access to 'original' records 

such as interview transcripts. In fact, in the ILRIG case, the organisation's 

ability to act somewhat independently on the findings from the user surveys 
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by taking matters up directly with users interviewed, meant that they were 

not reliant on the researcher as a conduit. This measure of autonomy which 

ILRIG took up - and which was agreed to by research parties - lessened the 

knowledge-power relation which usually weighs in the researcher's favour. 

This act through which ILRIG was given direct leverage in the research 

process improved the organisation's confidence in the process, the 

researcher and the findings since the organisation became directly involved 

in the generation of the latter. 

Through using validation techniques, the researcher also ensures that the 

information gathered is confirmable and in this way diminishes concerns 

with researcher subjectivity. Furthermore, all research findings, including 

conflicting findings are reported in the spirit of illuminating rather than 

. attempting to resolve contradictions emanating from the investigation. Thus 

there is a concern to declare findings credible lest the bases on which the 

arguments rest are questioned. In this regard, the investigator's task is to: 

carry out the inquiry in such a way that the probability that the 
findings will be found to be credible is enhanced, and . . . to 
demonstrate the credibility of the findings by having them 
approved by the constructors of the multiple realities being 
studied (Lincoln & Guba, 1985: 296). 

In this way there is greater confidence in the investigation; and the 

researcher through his/her efforts ensures that readers will pay attention to 

a study and regard it credible. 

6.2 The concept of interactivity 

As noted earlier, the concept of interaction or dialogue or improved interface 

has been central to this investigation which has concerned itself with: 
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# the appropriateness of ILRIG and ERIP's 'current' services in relation 

to user needs; and 

# the ways in which the organisations identify user needs and the 

extent to which they address these 

Consideration of these objectives through the case studies has led to the 

emergence of a number of issues. These have been selected by the 

researcher in an attempt to problematise the nature of the relationship 

between organisations and their users in their efforts to render services 

appropriate. Among these are identification of: 

# the interaction between services and their users as operating within 

an 'information system'; 

# the interface between mediators and users of information within this 

'system'; and 

# the implications which systems theory has for certain of its 

constituent elements, viz. information providers and information 

users. 

Before consideration of these more theoretical issues which are grounded in 

the research, a summation of the findings will briefly be provided. 

As has been detailed in chapter five, only the ILRIG case reached the stage 

of including user surveys. These surveys, in conjunction with interactive 

meetings held between ILRIG and the researcher, found that users 

responded variously to the question of the organisation's appropriateness in 

relation to their ·needs. Generally, there was a call for ILRIG to redefine its 
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focus in accordance with user needs. There was a corresponding comment 

that the organisation did not make sufficient effort to elicit from users their 

information requirements and that there was a need for ILRIG to relate far 

more directly with users around both their information needs and the 

interface between itself and its users. 

The recommendations emerging from the ILRIG case relate to the interface 

between service organisations and users. Both the organisation and its users 

identified the need for consistent contact between themselves. It appears 

that service organisations can easily become dislocated from their users' 

collective needs if they operate on the basis of responding to a variety of 

requests being put to them, rather than in accordance with needs which are 

expressed by users through some kind of 'collective' forum. It is in this 

respect that it seems beneficial for service organisations to enter into some 

kind of structured interchange with their users. In the case of ILRIG, a 'user 

group' which could guide the interaction between the organisation and its 

constituency was suggested. Essentially, such a mechanism would improve 

the flow of communications between the concerned parties so that they are 

better able to jointly determine and, where necessary, decode user needs 

with a view to addressing these most appropriately. In this way users would 

also have better leverage (just as ILRIG had in the investigation) to direct the 

work of the organisation. Accountability, which is usually a concern of 

service organisations would in this way also be more easily facilitated. 

It is clear that by attending to the interface between service organisations 

and users, issues of needs identification and corresponding responses are 

better mediated. The very existence of a consciously constructed interface 

commands parties to be more vigilant of their 'performance' and 'conduct' 
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in both formulating and responding to requests. The construction of a 

structure to mediate relations in fact generates greater consciousness about 

not only the nature of the relationship between the parties which is 

essentially one of the mediation of a service in relation to a need, but also of 

the fact that jointly the parties engage in the production of knowledge. In 

other words interaction between service organisations and their users 

(through information transactions and educational exchanges) leads to the 

generation of new knowledge by providing participants not necessarily with 

new information, but potentially with fresh perspectives on the information 

being discussed. These different learning experiences and environments 

allow participants to re-interpret their realities and to construct new 

meanings. The construction of mechanisms to facilitate these interactions 

will, most likely, enable 'interactors' to gain more from their collaboration. 

This is to say that dialogue or interaction, bearing in mind the reservations 

raised in chapter three, generally improves people's chances of learning. 

Thus the proposition is that an improved interface between service providers 

and users will enhance the dialogue between these groups with positive 

consequences for their potential to transform their knowledge bases, their 

conditions and their power. 

T!J return to the abstract issues regarding the interface between service 

providers and users, it is suggested that the information system within 

which these groups interact is an open-system operating within a fluid ever

changing environment which both impacts on its operations and which is 

simultaneously influenced by it. The point behind proposing that information 

interactions occur in this way is to suggest that a range of variables 

influence these interactions and that information workers need to be aware 
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of these. Thus services have to interface with their users in the context of a 

much wider, constantly changing socio-political, economic, educational and 

cultural milieu. In order to be proactive and in order to interpret information 

requirements, information workers have to understand the subtle ways in 

which these variables possibly influence their users' perspectives. They 

require a consciousness of the sociology of information, of the formulation 

and existence of multiple realities so as to appreciate that there is not 

necessarily a correct answer or final answer to a query. They must 

understand that information work is as open-ended as the environment in 

which they operate and that the mediation of an information query might 

generate different information needs. Additionally, they have to operate in 

ways that will empower their users to become increasingly self-sufficient in 

understanding and formulating their queries more fully so that the barriers 

between users and services can be removed. 

The creation of a culture of dialogue and interaction is regarded as among 

the primary means of building bridges of communication between services 

and users; bridges on which the traffic flows not only in two directions but 

at times chaotically within the larger environmental milieu so that 

information workers need to be aware of the entire web of interconnected 

relations found within a milieu in formulating responses to users' inquiries. 

The two-way communication flow allows users not only the channel through 

which to pose queries, but also the opportunity to feed into, transform and 

shape the information environment by depositing knowledge, suggesting 

changes to the service and directing services in ever-more appropriate 

ways. 

It becomes clear then that the notion of 'users' in the dynamic information 
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system being proposed, is inadequate and inappropriate. Users do not only 

interface with a service by virtue of their requests put to that service. They 

become active participants in shaping and directing the course of that 

service and in some senses assume the role of directors or certainly actors 

in the making of a service. Similarly, the service providers are no longer 

simply providers of information, but plot and design an ever-changing space 

which attempts to mediate (most appropriately) the relevant information to 

those in need. This demands that our perception of what happens between 

the participants in an information system changes and that our language 

used to describe these transactions accordingly reflects these changes. 

Systems theory has democratised thinking in that key players in a system 

are understood to perform roles which are equally valued. Unfortunately, 

given the pace of change and the fact that new systems and ways of seeing 

and working are only currently taking effect,. it will be a while before one 

hears of key informants and role players rather than users. And while the 

notion of participants more especially in educational and information settings 

is gaining acceptance, the primary notion of users - as long as there is a 

'service' concept - will always be in vogue. It is virtually impossible to have 

a service without having users. Perhaps the challenge at this stage is not 

necessarily to reconfigure the notion of service which is much more 

fundamental, but to incorporate the other roles which users play within the 

systems paradigm. We need to ensure that the space is created for users to 

plot a directional role for systems, and then we need to recognise this role. 

6.3 Conclusion 

This study has attempted to contextualise its discussion of 'interactivity' 

between various partners (alternative services and users; researchers and 
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researched; and teachers and learners) within an understanding of how 

information impacts on individuals. The study has outlined a socio-political 

context in which to view information, proposing a sociological 

understanding of information. The rationale for this context-setting has been 

to ensure that there is depth of understanding of the environment in which 

service organisations operate as well as the subtleties of their interactions 

with their users. It has been suggested that one of the major defining 

characteristics which differentiate alternative from traditional library and 

information services is the interactive nature of their interface with their 

users. The recommendations and conclusions reached in this chapter are 

derived from the research undertaken. Every effort has been made 

throughout the study and again in this chapter, to indicate the inter-relation 

of a number of levels of the investigation, viz. the methodological approach 

adopted for the study, the relation between service organisations and users 

and on a micro-level, that between facilitators and learners. The analogies 

and parallels have generally revolved around the concepts of dialogue, 

interface and interactivity, all of which are concerned with collaboration, 

partnership and cooperation. These are concepts and values which are 

increasing in prominence at a time when a range of different groupings are 

converging to share experiences, resources and approaches which improve 

systems, environments and life generally. It is believed therefore that the 

ideas emanating from this investigation are synchronous with broader 

thinking in the socio-political, economic and cultural milieu in that there is a 

correlation between processes and findings of this investigation and 

patterns of development which are increasingly found in the new South 

Africa. 
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Dear ILRIG 

17 March 1990 

APPENDIX 1A 
Flat 1 
1 26 Upper Queens Road 
Walmer Estate 
7925 
ph: 47 1998 

Re: Research proposal for study in Information Science 
Duration of study: May 1990- December 1991 

After some discussion with people working in information centres I am 
interested in studying the methods of work of information centres in 
meeting the information needs of their users. In this regard I wish to study 
two such centres, viz. yourselves and ERIP. 

I would be interested in considering ILRIG as one of the groups of study for 
the following reasons: 
* I'm somewhat familiar with the workings of the group including both 
its various facets (publications, education, resources), and discussions 
regarding its orientation, direction and effectiveness in meeting its 
objectives. 

* I find ILRIG interesting given the way in which its profile as an 
information centre has developed from an 'on-campus' grouping to one 
more closely aligned with its target user population - not only the physical 
departure from the campus site to Community House, but also its 
popularisation and increasing use by the labour movement specifically and 
the mass democratic movement generally. 

* There is no doubt that ILRIG has a well-established information 
service in that it has sought to derive its direction from its user population 
thus constituting a legitimate service as opposed to one imposed upon its 
users - perhaps an issue to be considered more carefully in terms of its 
history and development. Nonetheless, such 'legitimacy' of service suggests 
that its lessons in information provision might pertain to other centres as 
well. 

* I hope to have access to founder members of the group and to the 
present group more readily than I might to other groups, not only 
geographically but also because of my working history with ILRIG. 

* Finally, it is this point concerning extrapolation of the study which 
seems to ILRIG a suitable, indeed a valuable case study with special regard 
for the resource aspect of the project: since many groups are considering 
computerisation of their information systems, other groups should be able to 
use the proposals which the study makes regarding improved methods of 
work. 
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My interest in EAIP stems from its orientation as an off-campus grouping 
initially and one whose history of repression highlights the point of 
information inaccessibility in South Africa. It too has an interesting evolution 
in terms of its concern with providing useful information to users in 
productive and accessible ways. 

After an initial discussion with Richard, I would appreciate it if you could 
take time to consider the enclosed preliminary proposal as a further step in 
my seeking the go-ahead to evaluate ILAIG. If ILAIG is prepared to consider 
this proposal I would wish to meet with you and discuss the issue further. I 
am also available to clarify any questions you may have. Because f the 
urgency of my proposal being presented to the School of librarianship - the 
scheduled date is the 28 march - I require an initial response. I belive that if 
the proposal is accepted, this will entail time and effort on the part of ILRIG, 
but that the study should highlight feasible options for improving the 
workings of the group. 

I am presenting the same proposal to ERIP and hope for a favourable 
response by Friday 23 March for the latest. This would allow me to compile 
a more detailed proposal along the lines of that enclosed to be presented to 
the School of librarianship on the 28 March. Both yourselves and ERIP 
would be given copies of this proposal which I would discuss with you in 
more detail. 

I apologise for the time pressure which I am placing on you and hope that 
this will not mar what could be a productive relationship. Should you wish 
to meet with me in this week of the 19 March, please contact me. 

I thank you for your time and look forward to working with you. 

Yours in solidarity 

Cathy-Mae Karelse 
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Dear ERIP 

17 March 1990 

APPENDIX 18 
Flat 1 
126 Upper Queens Road 
Walmer Estate 
7925 
ph: 47 1998 

Re: Research proposal for study in Information Science 
Duration of study: May 1990- December 1991 

After some discussion with people working in information centres I am 
interested in studying the methods of work of information centres in 
meeting the information needs of their users. In this regard I wish to study 
two such centres, viz. yourselves and ILRIG. 

I would be interested in considering ERIP as one of the groups of study for 
the following reasons: 

* ERIP is particularly interesting given its history of repression - an 
aspect which highlights the information inaccessibility problem in South 
Africa. 

* It's style of work, i.e. the educational workshop method alongside the 
resource aspect of the project depict the dominant methods of work 
undertaken by information centres so that although this would be a case 
study which presumably isn't generalisable, the project's lessons and 
problems might well pertain to other groups. 

* As in the case of ILRIG, ERIP seems to have grappled with its 
direction and sought to derive this from its users. This feature lends 
legitimacy to its service, again making the findings of the study pertinent to 
the workings of other groupings. 

* ERIP appears committed to providing useful information to users in 
productive and accessible ways and it is these creative methods of work 
which are of primary concern in the study. 

* While I am far less au fait with the workings of ERIP as opposed to 
ILRIG, I assume that there are many similarities in terms of direction. 
However, the somewhat different user population, makes the contrast of 
study potentially useful in that methods of work in reaching different 
audiences will be addressed through the study. 

After a telephonic conversation with Nasieg on 9 March, I would appreciate 
it if you could take time to consider the enclosed preliminary proposal as a 
further step in my seeking the go-ahead to evaluate your project. If ERIP is 
prepared to consider this proposal I would wish to meet with you to discuss 
the issue further. I am also available to clarify any questions you may have. 
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Because of the urgency of my proposal being presented to the LIS 
department - the scheduled date is the 28 March - I require an initial 
response. I believe that if the proposal is accepted, this will entail time and 
effort on the part of ERIP, but that the study should highlight feasible 
options for improving the workings of the group. 

I am presenting the same proposal to ILRIG and hope for a favourable 
response by Friday 23 March for the latest. This would allow me to compile 
a more detailed proposal along the lines of that enclosed to be presented to 
the School of Librarianship on the 28 March. Both yourselves and ILRIG 
would be given copies of this proposal which I would discuss with you in 
more detail. 

I apologise for the time pressure which I am placing on you and hope that 
this will not mar what could be a productive relationship. Should you wish 
to meet with me in this week of the 19 March, please contact me. 

I thank you for your time ahd look forward to working with you. 

Yours in solidarity 

Cathy-Mae Karelse 
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1) The conceptual component 
would deal with the problem of information flow and provision in South 
Africa. This problem has two fundamental features: that of information 
control by the state on the one hand, and that of resistance and reaction to 
efforts at control on the other. It would thus seek to understand motives 
behind both disempowerment and empowerment and would need to address 
and clarify numerous aspects of this problem such as the centrality of 
information to the maintenance of and struggle for power. 

Since this study is concerned with the development of information services 
appropriate to the needs of the users they service, it is felt that this 
component should deal with the nature and work of information services in 
some depth in order to: (a)develop a notion of the constitution and nature of 
appropriate information services necessary in the South African context, and 
(b)locate the case studies in this context, and apply this conceptual 
analysis. 

2) The empirical component 
will se~k to understand how information services have worked against 
information control and how they have inserted into mass struggle to 
generate change in South Africa. Their work will be viewed not only in 
terms of a 'politics of reaction' but will also be regarded in terms of how 
proactive these services have been. To arrive at such an understanding, the 
work of ILRIG and ERIP - two cases of information services - will be 
evaluated. While this component cannot quantitatively measure the impact 
that these services have had on mass struggle, this aspect of information 
service work is of underlying significance to the study and will be 
commented on both in the conceptual as well as the empirical components. 
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APPENDIX 3 

EVALUATION STUDIES OF ILRIG AND ERIP 
PROGRESS REPORT: 24 SEPTEMBER 1991 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this report is to update you on my progress since 
registration in July this year and to outline proposals for the empirical 
component of my work. With regard to the latter, this report will partly 
provide the basis for discussion at our meeting on 27 September. The report 
is structured as follows: I've re-addressed the issue of the research problem 
and with it the aims and objectives of the evaluation; an approach to the 
evaluation is proposed and motivated for; and the way forward is briefly 
discussed and includes a proposed agenda for the coming meeting. 

REDEFINING THE RESEARCH PROBLEM 

I have spent the past two months reading around numerous approaches to 
evaluation research with the purpose of identifying one most suited to the 
intended case studies. Through this process the overall aims of my work 
have changed somewhat. Instead of simply understanding the context in 
which information services emerged and their contribution to the struggle 
for free access to information (cf Progress Report: 14 November 1990), I've 
expanded the scope of my work to include. consideration of how information 
services could become most appropriate given the shift from reactive, anti
apartheid politics to proactive, developmental work. The modification of 
aims has occurred because I have related ideas emanating from readings 
and discussion to the contexts of my intended work and that of a changing 
South Africa. 

AIMS 7 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

Aims refer to those overall aims, goals, intentions of the study while 
objectives refer to its specific sub-aims or sub-goals. 

As its general aims, the research seeks to: 

{ 1) identify the reasons for the emergence of information services and 
role they played in bridging information gaps; and 

(2) contribute towards the development of appropriate information 
services in a changing South Africa 

The overall intention is to identify ways in which existing information 
services need to restructure and reform themselves to meet the challenges 
of change. 

The specific objectives of the study are to evaluate: 
* the appropriateness of the current service in relation to user needs; 
* the ways in which ILRIG & ERIP identify user needs and the extent to 

* 

* 

which they address these; 
the structure, processes and procedures of the projects in carrying 
out their work; 
the methods of empowering users i.e. education, resource and 
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information provision; 
* the ways in which the projects evaluate themselves. 

EVALUATION APPROACH 

In order to carry out the study towards realising the objectives, we need 
clarity and agreement on how to approach the evaluation. I am aware that 
this discussion does, at times, become technical, but I've dealt with the 
evaluation approach in some depth so that you are provided with the 
information about my orientation and are in a position to comment on it. 

In outlining my proposed approach, viz. that of responsive evaluation and 
case study research, I try to identify guiding principles to inform the basis of 
our working relationship. 

All evaluations aim to judge the worth (extrinsic property) and merit 
(intrinsic property) of objects they're evaluating. A project's worth relates to 
the extent of need for the service and its merit to the excellence of its 
service. 

There are numerous approaches to evaluation research. Those of relevance 
to the intended work include: 
1. improvement-oriented evaluation; 
2. client-centred or responsive evaluation; and 
3. illuminative evaluation. 

Other well-known approaches which I've rejected for reasons listed below, 
include: 
1 . the objectivist-based approach 

This is unsuitable because we are not only concerned with whether 
ILRIG and ERIP have attained their objectives and goals, but with the 
very processes, practices and procedures f firstly identifying and 
secondly realising these. 

2. the consumerist-based approach 
The intention of such studies is to suggest a project that might best 
service users. The intended study does not regard comparison in this 
light as useful because of the unique nature of information services 
and their intentions. 

Responsive, illuminative evaluation 
This particular evaluation will be conducted within the illuminative, 
responsive paradigm. Responsive evaluation aims to reflect the various 
interpretations that people (including staff and users) have of a project. It 
does not judge in terms of absolute "goodness" or "badness" but highlights 
a project's strengths and weaknesses. 

Responsive evaluation or evaluation as portrayal is Robert Stakes' version of 
illuminative evaluation - an approach espoused by Parlett and Hamilton. 
These modes of evaluation emerged as alternatives to traditional approaches 
which sought numerical, quantifiable findings. The theorists of 
illuminative/responsive/holistic evaluation suggest that evaluations be: 

responsive to the needs and perspectives of differing audiences; 
illuminative of the complex organisational, teaching and learning 
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processes at issue; 
relevant to public and professional decisions forthcoming; and 
reported in language which is accessible to their audiences. 

Thus the primary concern of illuminative evaluation is with describing and 
interpreting rather than with measuring and predicting. It seeks to illuminate 
and explain the conditions of projects as a whole: their rationale, evolution, 
operations, achievements and difficulties rather than simply assessing them 
without explaining their conditions. In keeping with these principles, 
responsive evaluation portrays a project's activities, responds to what 
users/audiences want from the evaluation, and presents different value
perspectives of a project. Responsive evaluation is highly suited to individual 
studies and deals with these through case study research. I discuss this 
below after considering the usefulness of improvement-oriented evaluation 
for this study. 

The ways io which responsive evaluation is conducted is based on the 
stages of illuminative evaluation: 
1 . the observation phase, in which the full range of variables affecting 

the outcome of the project are investigated; 
2. the inquiry stage, in which the emphasis changes from being 

knowledgeable (the observation phase) to the focusing and directing 
of questions in a coherent relaxed fashion so that a systematic and 
selective list of important aspects of the project in its context is 
further understood; , 

3. the explanation stage, in which general principles underlying the 
organisation of the project are brought to the light of day and in 
which patterns of case and effect within its operations are delineated. 

To demonstrate how these stages inter-relate and hold together, Stake 
proposes an evaluation clock which can be seen in Appendix 1 . The 
approach involves techniques such as interview, observation, 
questionnaires, searching of documentary and background sources, 
meetings with project staff, all f which were dealt with in the initial 
'Research Proposal'. 

Improvement-oriented evaluation 
Improvement-oriented evaluation, advocated by Stufflebeam does not, 
strictly speaking, fall into the evaluation by illumination bracket. Whereas 
responsive evaluation aims to develop a comprehensive view of a project, 
Stufflebeam's approach addresses on the most important information needs 
of its relevant audiences. While both approaches are geared towards 
decision making, the latter is not as holistic as the former. Nonetheless, the 
approaches are certainly complementary and Stufflebeam suggests a very 
practical approach to evaluating projects which is appropriate to aspects of 
my work. He calls his model for project evaluation CIPP, n acronym for 
CONTEXT, INPUT, PROCESS AND PRODUCT evaluation. After explaining a 
bit about the model, its suitability to the intended case studies will become 
apparent. 

Stufflebeam believes that a project's goals, design, implementation and 
impact are crucial aspects that need to be evaluated. Accordingly, he 
proposes CIPP as a framework within which to work. It outlines different 
types of evaluation to serve particular purposes: 
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context evaluation to help develop goals 
input evaluation to help shape proposals 
process evaluation to guide implementation 
product evaluation to serve recycling decisions 

For further information about CIPP refer to Appendix 2 which considers the 
different types of evaluations with regard to their objectives, methods and 
relation to decision making in a project's developmental process. It will 
become clear from he Appendix that CIPP is very structured. This has the 
advantage of providing a framework to guide the evaluation process, but the 
disadvantage of being restrictive in setting very clear terms and boundaries, 
thus discouraging responsiveness and changes in the evaluation plan. 

My reason for discussing the approach at some length is because it is 
possible to use only one aspect of CIPP, e.g. only input evaluation or any 
combination of the evaluation types. context evaluation would be 
particularly useful to the study in providing the following kind of 
information: 

what needs (were) are addressed, how pervasive and important 
(were) are they, and to what extent (were) are the project's 
objectives reflective of assessed needs? 

Case study research 
Case study is a means of facilitating responsive evaluation of a project. The 
treatment of ILRIG and ERIP as 'cases' of information services would allow 
me to address the objectives listed above and, hopefully, to realise the 
study's aims. The selection of ILRIG and ERIP as 'representative cases' of 
information services was motivated in an earlier letter to you (cf 
correspondence of 1 7 March 1 990). Such selection does not undermine the 
uniqueness of each case, not the possibility to generalise from the cases or 
the 'instances' studied, to the class (of information services) these cases 
represent. Therefore, while differences between ILRIG and ERIP will emerge 
throughout the evaluation studies because of the uniqueness of each (even 
though the same techniques are used and the same objectives apply), the 
findings which will probably uncover organisational practices that can be 
modified or built on to improve the services provided, should be 
generalisable and useful to other information services. 

In terms of our working relationship - that between myself as evaluator and 
you the projects - there are three aspects of the case study we need to 
consider, viz. (1 )circumstances of the case; (2)the conduct of the study; 
and (3)the consequences of the research. Some aspects of these 
considerations were discussed at our initial meeting on 17 September 1990. 
I would like to document these discussions and make further proposals that 
we can discuss and refer to as required. 

( 1 l Circumstances of the case 
There have been a series of contacts/meetings/discussions between us 
about the evaluation study. Basically I, in my capacity as a student 
research/evaluator, approached you - ILRIG and ERIP - to do evaluation 
studies of your projects. Agreement and the go-ahead received from you 
has been based on correspondence and discussions. 

The issues around which we reached agreement at an initial meeting ( 17 
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September 1990) are: 
all parties, i.e. myself and you ILRIG and ERIP are committed to the 
evaluation on condition that it benefits the projects; 
with regard to circulation of findings, there was general agreement 
that whatever is disclosed or found through the evaluation research 
should be included in the thesis. However, 'sensitive' issues should 
be checked with the projects before inclusion. It was also felt that 
written reports should be scanned by the projects so that they could 
have the opportunity to {a)check that their comments are accurately 
represented, and {b)censor 'sensitive' information. This does not 
include licence by the projects to exclude negative judgements or 
criticism of their work; 
with regard to access to information, the projects' documentation 
would be made available to me without hesitation; 
you - the projects - and I can differ with each other, but your voice 
must be heard in the final write up, possibly through annexures to the 
thesis. 

(2) The conduct of the study 
The methods and techniques used in the study will be made clear. Where 
questions of reliability of information arise, the information should be 
validated before inclusion in the final write-up. Furthermore, the "overheard 
should be distinguished from hearsay, primary evidence from secondary, 
description from interpretation, verbatim accounts from summaries" {Simon, 
1980: 55). 

Reporting will be central to the study. The practice of reporting through 
written documents, meetings and discussions with the projects is seen as 
the prime means through which the study will be made useful and checked 
for relevance. 

(3) The consequence of the research 
The purpose of the study is to be useful and destructive in any way. 

I hope that the evaluation will produce findings which can be used to 
motivate for the importance and continued work of the projects to funders. 

It is also the intention of the study to produce findings that will be useful to 
the projects specifically in improving their services and service groups 
generally. 

THE WAY FORWARD 

I would like to briefly propose how I see things moving from here so that we 
have a sense of direction. 

In terms of Stake's evaluation clock, I see myself at 12 bells, i.e. moving in, 
gaining a sense of the projects, orientating myself. To some extent, we've 
discussed and defined the purposes of the evaluation, but these should be 
reassessed for accuracy and appropriateness. While I've already outlined the 
aims and objectives of the evaluation, it would be useful to pose 
issues/research questions for consideration. These can be discussed and 
altered so that we arrive at a mutual understanding of what the evaluation 
aims to achieve. 
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The information that will be sought through the study should facilitate an 
understanding of the projects': 

orientation and history; 
current work and service provided in relation to user needs; 
organisational structure, goals and strategies; 
internal processes and procedures; 
methods of work in empowering users; 
evaluative methods. 

I know that the plan seems vague and the future looks unpromising, but 
once the fieldwork begins, the series of events that constitute the actual 
evaluation will be set in motion. 

Finally, I wish to propose the following as points for discussion at our 
coming meeting: 
1. The delay in the study - we're about 3 months behind schedule 
2. Commitment to the study 
3. Clarity about the purpose, aims and objectives of the study which 

goes together with re-orienting it, if so desired 
4. Case study considerations 
5. Comments regarding the evaluation approach 
6. Getting on with it 

Please change, delete, add! 
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APPENDIX 4 

Dear ILRIG and ERIP 

Flat 1 
126 Upper Queens Rd 
WALMER ESTATE 
7925 
ph: 47 1998 

13 July 1990 

Planning for evaluation studies of the ILRIG and ERIP projects 

Earlier this year, I approached you about doing a study of your work. After 
meeting with your projects in March and receiving permission to make 
applications to the university to formalise the study, I would like to update 
you on progress regarding it. 

In April the Higher Degrees Committee accepted my research proposal - the 
same proposal was given to you in June. While the proposal outlines the 
intentions of the study, it does not provide any timetable according to which 
the work will be done, mainly because such a schedule has to be worked 
out in consultation with you. 

To account for the past two months, I have spent this time gather ing 
material to assist with contextualisation of the study and preparing for a 
workshop presentation on "The politics of information in South Africa" - a 
workshop which assisted with getting the study off the ground. 

However, in order to make any further progress with the study, I would 
need to request a meeting with you so as to discuss an agreeable timetable 
and procedure for the study. It is also clear that at some stage I would need 
to meet with the two projects jointly so that we could clarify mutual and 
possibly conflicting objectives of the evaluation studies. 

With regards to the research, there are issues which will have to be ironed 
out and ensured in an ongoing way throughout the course of the study, e.g. 
the way in which various aspects of the work will be made useful tot he 
respective projects. For an initial meeting though, I hope that the research 
proposal will provide sufficient basis upon which to discuss the content of 
the proposed approach to the study. For this first meeting, I would like to 
propose the following agenda which you, of course, could change: 

1) A general discussion of the research proposal: 
does it cover areas in need of evaluation? 
are there research areas which could be deleted? 
are there additional research questions that could be included in 
the study? 

2) Scheduling a joint meeting with ILRIG and ERIP 

3) The issue of accountability 
This issue, while I would not like to exaggerate its relevance, has 
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bearing in the sense that I obviously need to be using the energy and 
time of the projects to an end that would benefit the projects. Also, I 
cannot misrepresent the views and records of the project. One option 
to resolve this problem is to enter into a contractual agreement to 
ensure that ILRIG and ERIP get as much out of the research as invest 
in it, and to ensure accuracy of the report. 

4) The proposed approach to the research 
Beside for agreeing on the way of doing evaluation, we need to 
design an evaluation programme. This clearly cannot be done at an 
initial meeting, and will probably take shape while the actual work is 
being done. It is an issue though which will require a special meeting 
early on in the study. 

5) A calender to guide the research work 
The duration of the study will be about 2 years. The following is 
feasible from my side, but would depend on ILRIG and ERIP work 
schedules. I've identified four stages to the study: 
(a) Plotting the emergence of the projects historically. 

This will involve both book work and the interviewing of 
founder members 

(b) Designing an evaluation programme. 
Here, I would approach the projects with a concrete proposal 
of a programme which we could amend. Again, such a 
proposal would require book '#Ork and the actual 
methodological approach to the research would require 
justification and have to be motivated for. 

(c) Undertaking the evaluation study. 
This fieldwork component would probably require a great deal 
of cooperation and time from the projects both to gain the 
relevant material/data and to feed results back into the 
projects. 

(d) Compiling the final report. 
At present this stage seems too distant to detail. 

All of these stages could include feedback reports and discussions, but 
these would probably prove most important in the third and fourth stages. 
While I think these reports are very important in using the research to 
benefit the projects, I am aware that they should not collapse into mere 
editing sessions for the thesis. In other words I think the technique should 
be used as long as it remains productive to the projects and useful for the 
research. 

With regards to the calender, I've considered spending the rest of this year 
working on the (a) and (b) components, i.e. July - December 1990 on 
sections (a) and (b). 
I will only be able to resume work in mid-May next year, and propose to 
spend June to December doing intensive fieldwork, i.e. June - December 
1 991 on section (c). 
January - June 1992 would be spent writing up the research findings. 

I hope to meet with each of the projects in early August. I am available for 
meetings on any morning of the week. 
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Should you decide that it would be more useful to meet with each other 
before meeting with me or that we should meet at the same time, please let 
me know so that I can prepare for a joint meeting. This approach might 
prove more useful so that we can identify a common agenda from the 
outset. 

I hope that this letter serves to clarify issues until we meet and look forward 
to hearing from you. 

Thank you for your time 
Regards 

Cathy-Mae Karelse 
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.11 d rrt f·l,_tt·JIJ ,. t r Cilll :.int·H·JIJ 

Ht>I•IJV !lji.l"oUOI dltd '-'<11H?~<:;a lr-urn 11\·JU 
I j,o, r 1: J.l l •. 1.-=tll •·:: 1211 f r- nm l.l•J I U 
(lc;f·ol C"/ l'on1 lf.~l-"'f.:!l"l 

J.l i.. 1.~ l t·II~\·Jollc111 f 1 <Jill 

J.Ji.c llr•rr\•lf"'•rJ•J t"rtiH"I 

f r·CJm Ht 11.1 l 
Sf.rl·:Hl•JIJ 

H·IMll 

1 1 , r · -:·" • 1 ; Pen 1 l c~ t·· 1 P , .. P n u I. , .< p f:i I'· ; i c h t · d 1.1 r1 u 1 • u l'o 1 I , r • 1 r- u t t .u .1. • \ l 
•!f•l '.11.1.':'::11 il!lrdl r:ltr:tnrrPlS c"'tS f::tLf·,,_\ylj lr;:tfl <;tlt:I(IC'<::ir-,d, I>C!lo';lll'51!'· 

IJ,r-~ fi.r··::;L fP\•J l.liLt:c>rv.J.f?\•JF:'I:''3 '£C<.l.d llr •. ll· llrr?··! t·JE't"'f':' prr~rJar-pcJ to 
r!lCJ:·t I·Jiih lloC' OflC:C:~ l_h!'~'/·d SE·h'l"l LloP 'i.lli.C·t'.'it!!·l pacf ~;· - tltE'~3P. 

r-.onl.t.I.IiF·d tf;p lnLto>t'·-.·ir:~t·J l."ju.ictirHl UuPst.iurl•:; ~·lu~~ J.ettr?r .. ~:; t·rom 
I Lf;:U:i i:'tiHI mv~':E-~1 "f moi .. J.-·.Id l:j_rt<-1 fco~· .. I ttf'' i.r·, Lr.?t""•!iet..,€:. l L Sr>Pmeu 
Lll,c·, t dfipr·o,,H·: lo inn I_ l1e E!JLUI1S, HEJ.)LUI IS r1nrl f.:( r <HlC ll E ::ecu t_ i ve 

I_'Uiflffoit"h:..•f'':; 1.-JUU.ld ll,':IVP IIPldVI:!d Lloe rlrF":>f .. .i.tlCI!'> qu.i.Le 
r::oi·,~:::J.df·•Y'"ic'tl:Jl y. 

r L• r"'C'ill i nd ·,'Oil ,,.,hut.! l, t I rP c [)I tf.E'rl I. c.:.lf i~· i.fl t_pr·v l e~·JS. p .L !?c\S f.? 

fi.nd IIH• (~tlt'IJnq flur•c::LJurJ•·;; ,dt.Hit>·?r 1 ~nkt, o'f tht~ 6 jnter-views 
<1tP tapr.!LI pr·n,~ut.i.nq .:t ·/Pr·h.::ti.i.ln .-\CLC 11rt of them. ILHII3 t..,i.ll 
lli."tVf~ c1C:CPSS Lu t.llf2 ill Let vif2\•J t:r·rin~:;cr·ipts i.n about ~ weeks 
t..i.mP. utlC<2 tflP''f' · v1-:~ l.)f.2r:>n ol::,-tved by t-espondr:nts. 

The in I:E~I-v i.E~W!"; IJF'fl£o:r-,;;, 11 y wc:-n t L·JE> 11. ttl!? pc"'l.rtic i pari t.s li'lf.'l"·e 
vet .. .., r--r:~c:;pr::Jn•:;i.ve and ":1. numbpr· o·f them SLlllgested that thr? 
sur·\;ev L·lr:'ls qu.i.t:.e u~;ro-·ful. .i.1·1 th.it .i.t. mc.~de them t1·1.i.nk. c.1bDLtt 

lLhlLi. their· Ot"'·q.:~n:i.s,e:~t:.iuns c7tr1d -t:.he n.:,\t.ur·e of r-E·latiorlS 
br2 b·J!?f:-?11 thP b-"JCJ. (" tK-:y ·fi.ll'" t l;(;~y· SUUqC?~S ted t het t the SUr-vey 
could set a process ut discussions in motion so that the 
m-oblc·m o'f ILRIG' s nJle ~·Jil.h n-?go:H-d to wor·~<.et- education 
IJecon,e:,;~:. mon?. r-- igoun:Juc.s .L y cleba·LE~d. 

The> in t:E>r--..' iev1s wr-~r1.~ pe:u- Lieu 1 <H-1 y useful in that n::-sponden ts 
made concn:?tE.> pr .. npus.::ds about \\lays in ~·J~;j.ct; ILRlG could 
imp r no.·p .it:.<::: ~:;er-v i. c e • I tw·~;c:;· .::1 t"'E' t·n· it b:?n in to t hf:? .::::ret p21 r- t of 
this r epor-·t. 

at 
Int.f?t-vi.pws se.Ldum str.ic:tly folln~~>J! l::hr:• cot..wse in.it.i<:tllv 
dc·sicJncd. t'lo,,;t r·ps;.pulldr.-:~n ts tende(f to concer1 tra te on 
~:.lecticms H~ C 8~ )) of l:.!tP L:iu.i.cl i.11q \,lue~:d .. ions and fcn.tnd l.:h.::~t 

thev · d guiH? a J.onq 1•J,;o1v l.:cJ\I'Ii"tr-cfs ans~'H·?rinq S£-'!ction E th,~uut:jh 

tliF'Si:" edrl ier- :inputs. 

\·Jha t bec.:.:,;ne vr::-1""•1 c .l t:?.::·tr- l.:o me Uli'"OUClh thf? cuur-~;e of tile 
in tf-?t-v iet'JS ~ .iS lit at .i. n t:E•Y"'V :i. (;~~·lf?Y" hi a 5 .i .• P. my SLthj t?.C ti Vi t y 
t:n'?pt :i.ntcl tt·rf?lil. For- o::?::·'hnple. l plctt::f?u tH .. eater- emphasis on 
cet-La.in n'f' Lhe .is<:5ue•c; t:.tv:d:. n:~~::r:;undc:nt!::; l'"cLi.£.->E?d l11?Ct?JU~,e u,r=··/ 
~-·ler·r:.· llPW c.1nc:l d.i"f"fr.:?r .. c::.>nt. to othf,?rs ~·JIIic:ll r"'F-~peat.ed \I'Jilat 
pn~•v.iuu~:; I'"'PS"f~JUildL·I""rts had ~~;c.t.id. [ dun' 1'. bt:?l ieve that this 

. ., 



1!.1.,_, [.lt'C'Il llL'q,:\1 .i.•.·p r\flrJ ~·JCILtld rHC.JUe that SUbJ£~Cf: i.Vi t•; Cc':Hl IJe 
tt<;i~d f-c_, Pllf•r-~11• E' tl~'r·r· 111r•tds cHtd pnJvide ILI\113 ~'IJ.tft ureater 
ttl<::·IUfli ittlu t.t•·:,t··r· F'~:,-.,,r-Jt?I•CE:. HcH'IIf?vet-. should ILI\ll.:.i slr-r~ss 

l_h,<.L E'rt<:l; qttuL·;i_Jutl !.:<(• ·HJ<·,rrJr~d equal time r;.tllt•t t·h<ln tile 
tf•·plft uf ~'-U1flf' rtl. fflf-=> •-';:pt•flCP. uf of.h£~t-s. WI~ Ci:Hl di<:=;CtlSS t.f1lS 

lt.>r Jult.IIU tllf.(.·tvic,I·J'~. I am alsu r.:ti.sinq tlljs J.S"'IIP lH~C.311S£~ 

fl_f·:ltJ ~,;J,u~tl.l tJc• LDIIf irJc.~r.l alJnut "'Y mot.J.ver.; .:~nd pc'rfurmcHlce 
.-<S '-<1'1 trl1.t.'l'.'.'ll>\o.JI··:•I'. 

~ ... THE CONTEXT OF USER COMMENTS 

nil rr· .. ··pr>llr.lt!nt!"; made tltPir t:DIIIfiiP.nt~::; in tftr~ spjr--J.t uf tltr~Jr 

rr?c:ror·cL fnr lf .. F\1(.:; arid t.he work i.t duc•s. 1-)ll c:r ltJCJ~jfiiC::~ t·Jer·t' 
I : , l r I ' ' t.r u c: -1- i. v p r:l rH.I i. n t p n d f2 cJ t 0 i til I I r 0 v f' l L H I G . r; ~i f:'J. r '.' l L ( ' • I ,, f:! 

r ,,.~ r •ur tdL·n Ls c:; t r unq l y ·f· .::-1voured 1 Lf·: l 13 · ,; coil t:i. nuE•rl r;,~: 1 s t.c.>ncr: 
•'oil1d \•i.c•IAJL:d UHeir~ currtTibutions ac;:; helpirtu to slt.-<PP I.U~IU' s 
•:-(;t-·.'J.•:e. l think tlu.r;;; point is impor-t_,:~nt •-:o t:h.-:1t lLf~.ll.i doe::: 
noi l'cPl dc.>·ff:on•::;.iv£'! .:;I:H,ut the c:r·.iLic.i.sms r-,=.d.c:ed but: JS able 
Lu uc;r.~ ,,.,,H1 IJu.i.l.d un t:lll?lfl l:o develop its ~5!2t"VLCC~. 

3. USER Crn1MENTS ON ILRIG SERVICE 

f'<a tflPr· t:.h;:,\n rC~J)Uf"··t:inq fJio\C: k di rr-:;c: t respOI.lSf:?S to questions, 
I· ve it.:IE~nt.if.i.£:•cJ t.l1r. fuJ lulo.Jinq areas as thee mc=~in issue~; about 

I··J hi c h r· r:;~:; porH.J r~n t. s:. ~:; po 1-:. £~: 

a) 1 LH I U' •:; FIJCUS AND ,)IJD 1 EJ-JCE 
b) UGE.F: EDUC{H I ON NEEDS 
c: ) l LH 113' s (iPF'F:OACH TU EDUCt~ T I UN ?)f,JI) Et·1F'OL--JERt-1EN r 
d) PR!HiCT 1 VI TY /!.( "SUSS I 1~13 OUT" USEF\ NEEVS 
e) lHE ISSUE OF ACCOUNTABILITY 
f ) J LR I !.:i' s F'Ufl.JHE nUL..E 

Edch o-r these c3l'"'eas I·Jill br:? dealt \!'lith and tltf? ird:.E-~rviel•j 

l'indintJ<o3 includt:~c:l in t:heir· appropr-ic.-lte sections. You' 11 
llr.Jt.icr:; that all thE· inter-view SE?ctions fr-om the 13uiding 
Clut:?s t ions gc:;nr-:?ra 11-.,..- cor-r··c~spond to the c:1bove 1 is ting. ThE· 
,, .. e,:;~sort few the change in section title or hec:~ding is t:hc:1t 
the ''ibove 6 at·-eas pre:f:m t a translation of tt1e the Inter-view 
13u.:i.dincJ Uur:?s tiuns in tu sr:~c tions/ areas that captur--e ac t:ua 1 
user- respon!:.;es. 

~.1 ILRIG·s FOCUS AND AUDIENCE 

Manv respondents argued that l~F\IG itself did not seem to 
h.:~vr:~ a clf?<:~r· viE:,ion of .:i.t!; r·ole and li'lhat it could of·fer- its 
U~o-er-s. 

fU 1 r<?spc:mder:lt~o: ·felL that ILHIG should "streamline its 
act.i··..-ities" ar.d r-e-or·.:i.entate it~=.elf to~·1ards it:s 
"intet·nat.ional.i.st. nichE.~". It was argued that lLHIG had 
rH··/c-t·tr-:•d fr·om t:h.i~:; ··focus' by LH'?c:om.irHJ qui l:e yc>ncr·aJ in its 
de.l.i.vr.:_;ry cd' a r-ange o·f r:::er···vic::r:?~~ ~5uch as media ~:r-a.ininq ~·1hich· 

is· d ~:;kill not in kr.;:epinq with .:i.ts namE.'. Hespcmdent:s felt 

-·-· 



I_ I I,., I I I I r .• ' • I -.''I l "· 1 ( i I I II I I L I ·: I I i I ( I (. l "--' II illi I-() Ill r·· d II() l t t_ 

!·r·1. ·lit'·•·· lor• J•lllli·r· 1,,111 lq·f.·ll ; ••r• •• 1:1 '-'""lrl.-~1 IIlii ul l :·Jllll? 

.11111 • ,,, 1 r·<JIII": , ... •11'1 !1-"l lor,-1--1• 1 r•lltt lir1l I;; ILttll lif'Ufl]E· 

·•'-1'1 .1- 1 ,, 1 1-, , , ·>!Ill_,,- ,. c·-r '''.1«\ 1·1••11(~ td I l1t~ r '"-1"-,lldr:·lllS 
t11 1•lr:lilll.iJic.l ll1r· tt'r:flllllf" t<l llf·:JI;··.; I·Jrlr·l· If• 11.11 111'1 tl11~1r 

: 1 -,, (1\11'1 ,-,._, ,oJoll · \ 1 II• !111 folll!il 1•1 I•Jt•f_(.c lt.lt• ff11·· II•·'.IJ.c\ 
ll.tiiiC·I lr•JIIflt" ill r.i( I Ill t•llr('• !rl ~: lli('(.:'lrj lfll"'tllrt lr,t]lllii(J 

;,. 1 ,111 -ci ,, •itf.·,·•.l . .rllt,,l ,-,,rl .,,- 111·:11~ L-Jt•rl· ,.,11.11 ll~f,-r·- \.:<·" rll 

I : " · , ( 1 < · ( ·• ' • o I I It ( ol I I I : 1 ,-,I I tf I ,\ '1-o ) • I I I' ~ \' • I I' fj II ( 'tJ I II I I•J I ' · P t I ft r • l f1 ',' 

, <'II• ''It II ,-.1 111'1 tl ,., •·I •r_q--1 '·' i_n : fti'O •<rl·-<. II l\lh I·J,J'O' I'll d.ol•· tto 

• ! , • , . ·. 1 uli .. 1 1 , 1 , t. J H t d r , ., ,. i '.3 ' .t f l·JI ., ! l ·J I , 1 '-- tJ t ·J r 11 1 I ti ~ :.1 d 1 d 1 , ' r) t ~_: 

I 11 • [ I oi•J ! 

i-lj, il'"i'''l"lr:·lll" ''lli.IUI"•·•I•:·d IIJ'.It·-'ofl •II 1111'- 'll-·ilf•t<<ll"i'll 

,., '1 .. (:· 1.•: l.l1id. 1.1.1•:11• l.tllll L.'J'rll . .t.r· 1•11 ll•--.'l•lc·jJitJII 1 I; '·t.:·l ··. ''-

. ' I" I· .... I I I II I ( ) I I ,.,_ I I I I_' .' t I I ' I t. i. ( 'fi d J ( . (_It I ( ' ._ I J c I I I ' I I ' ... I( J II tf (.It Ill .- .t I u I I 

1,. .. ,.,1 ·I,,,. t-1"-~ <'-• 11H I·:Jt:i_IJi··tlti .... :t•ll l_f,,<( ll.f.:lb cclll11ll<l 

, , 1 : I t. • • ,.-.-. I I -, 1 ,-.. l r I· L • r ' -. .- Tl 11•11111 r 1 i L ;,, ·1·. j r H 1 •• '- 1 , t 1 ·; -, --:; I. 1 u t. t u r· · 1 • '''l" r-·· 

•-'I i•'l I_ i.vt•.l-.,· diJU pr--uv.t.dt:• 1.111.i.UI•"> I·J·i 11, fjr L_;;t-_·-llitrlfl i.rtflll'·rn,'<Ll.Ufl 

IHi olc-~·.-•-:·Jc:•pinr:-.•rtl:!::: ir; tl1o:·i.r .. •:;c:·cto, •· .. irtt.c-r·n,-'\l.lun.-.tllv t<"P.f" 
''tl•r•r•><•LJ.UI• liP.lLH·J). Ur;c; I'"E'~::pcn,lk.•ltl .. ,,ICJUP~<;;i.E'd t:11.11: LLr·:ll·.i 
c.ULil!l rnudr·.l J-:l,r:~n,!:.~;lvl.'S ,,~,, IIJf\JIJ I•JI•tLI, ,,,_.l_,_vpr•:; •-•ur l1 <5f1r-vic-:2s 
lu ltllt.UI·,,::: li.1flllllf.:tucl.(, 1 .• 1'1 ,,; d.i.t·fr:·r·-r-•rll· CC.IIri..P;:t dlitl I·JJ.Ur .\ 
r:ltff•·rc·r.l·_ lri.•;:,Lur·'.'J• llir.•'••F' rt:o•SJiUiidc~nl•o \·Jiiu dr·r--:· ur,_iulli:"ts 
i•·J I 1:-lti'll .. 1.1-il':::. •::;F;r--·/'i.Lc:, t·J,-,1,3 l•rlr·t.Jcu1r.-H 1-,· imlicH·L;;u,l: for· t.:r·-,,de 

'--~~'' i.t«fi'"· ,_If_ tl ;i•::; pu:i.nl· • 1 i. ·/t:·n l_;u~_,{-l Ill· o:_; pr-,_~,:"c:·nc.:r" .:_.;1_ .o-.r1 

i.rllr.~r·n;:,t:.i.c:H·I.-:~1 lr::··lf'·J, ,,_Itt'"' ur;iun c-,ffil.i.=tliorl Lu jni..et·n.;,;t.i.ona1 
um b r c:·l 1;.-,-._ s;; t: t u ;:: tu rT-:· !:-; • I L t·J.:,; •; c;d !:;o ,,., rTJ u eLl that: II-~: I l:i · s ~--n 1e 
,-,·f liu:i.JilirttJ ''M'l ini·c:-r·r;,,,tic.on<.~l.i.~:;t consr::iou~:;n::>s~;; amonCJ Sr~n 

I·Jt H. k c~ ,. .. r.:; '"''I d b rT· .,_., L .. i. IH.J cl; it·Jr 1 ,,, "~J{)I 1 t.-JU r--1-:. E-; ,--- <:: h.:.1u vi n j Sill" r--r~ma ins 

tn•p1.!1··t.i11iL <·'tnd fr.tr·tl·,c·r lt.itlltl..iqlll:.s Ll1r2 u•::;c'iulrlc:•s'; ot- Ll·1is 
~:u CJ IJ t;!::; Lt,•tl c".E: r -.; j_ (~ i"' • 

I..Jiit-• I'L~~::p!llli.IE·f·ll_ .. cc;.Lt'<.JI'!CJJ f'EtVUUI'r::·cJ d r--e(UITl l.U tliC' "lJuuJ-.:-·tflDdC>" 
;.i 1:- iJ·.· t-; I.•Ju ,.-I 1:~ 1''':': , l•Ju r· 1 cl • ~:; i<l / J.l I ~-1 t. I I,,.-( t:. I L. v;: I f:) , ~:: hnu 1·:_ s tua cl f'~ d 

l_r C"fi•L·IiLIUU!::•. itnpac:t Ull •.·nn·--I .. E:r-~:;. !he !:'>i"tfiC-::· re~:purHil-?l'll fpJ t tlietl 
ILI~:Ji3 •:;huuJd l'c.u·t·.:i.c:l.pd'IE' :.i.n l.hF· :::n?Ettiur, u-f <'I "sul.J~sc.:r-iber· 

c: 011 ;:: c j_ ou ::1 1Pss" i::ttilDr·, q ·.-Jut-·1:. F? r·s:; ~; u t: I ·,a L the:-:-• dcltni n i !:" t I" a J-. i ve 

iJt.l r·r:J L'll u r eli s L. r· 'i. hut:. i C.:• I i l•J<:\!::.; r-ro 1:. p 1 dC L~d un 01"'0 c:~n i sat i Ufl s 0 t: ht?t-
L hi:H'I J L_l;: T c; . 1-'Jc:F: t f"LII'; i.iUI'I Ll L~n L. !::-i I'<:'-' J t: 1. ha -1_ l-Jo ,... k e r·s ' l'Ju , ... l d Wd s 

r;ut:. dcl_tr·,q r:•nuuqli, th.-•.L JL!C::J:U in--.ir?s:.t<::; a Jot uf n:·~<-;ource:: in 

it~; pr·oduc:Lion .:.-•.nd l:.lr.=-_;1-:_ i .. L r--c:;qu:in~s fur·Lher f~v.:~lu.-:ttion in 
':pr--m<::-; t:d dS~;r:::>!:'">.inq i 1.~:: c:>·f fr:cl.ivt-'!ncss in r-elation to 
f'ii'TH.:il_•clioli r:tF-;i:s•: (i.ncJrtdinq cust£:; other·- than fin.:.inci.c:.J like 
l·:imi-;, c-·~<IH:-?r·t.J.~:;r"; F~t.c.). .l.ri 1-:.r.-=:•f:-:!pinq l-•Jitti Lliese cuncc.:t·ns~ 

n:::·::: J:!Clf"1 cJ E·n t. ~:; -F £:-: 1 ·1:. t I'"'' L I. Ll;: I L.i i. ~; nut mC~ :-: :i rn is in ll t I-,;:;_, r--E'SCJU r·c es 
in '-/f" !.'' t.r-::·cl in 1-•Jo ,.- 1·:. E· t"' •::; • l·Ju , ... I cl • T I H'? t·Ju r· 1·: c:l nnQ for· pub 1 i c <=• t: i. on 
'::1-rc:.tJJd hE> USQcl .in u-l:t;;_.,. .• --c~:;pr:·c:t,; uf lLf::JC:!'s servicE· e.g. 
tr,ICJt ·f. ~:= i iU f'iC::'- cfE:·CI 1 i liq l··J .i. LJ1 !"-C:•fTH::> U f Lf it'; d r tiC J i?S LOU 1 cJ bP Of ·f PI'' Ed 
Lu ~..u,ic:~r-,•"-· 

'' ,-,_·,::r;r·t·icfc,,l-, L E:ll":u ftc· I 
' ; c· r ·:·<I~- ( c:::. F·· 1-:-:-• . __ ·, •. ~:~ J) t:': J u ~-.r ! 

r :• r ; ) -.. .. i ci j_ IH.I 1 f'-""'- c~ ··11· c h r::w, 

1_1;_,1·. i.ll r·P.lE,Lic•n 
I. l ... f·' J (3 ~·: i•<ll t] tJ lJC 

i. I l L ' -:· I' I l .... t·. j_ u , .. , c'l l 

l.U U':5PI'' PdUCi::\ l:.i.Uii 

s rH." n d j rHJ mu r· £~ 
1 il·:.e 

ti.me 
tf1E~ 



f._,-,,., I r-•1 II I Ill I 'I ol··,.r I I t lc't'-: .11111 i.l,·: I.JE'i'lt-illq 011 U1P C,tntUl lifr-u:an 
r·urll (•':i. II,• 111•1 c·tl I : . ' I 11 " 1 1 I h r ~· r · s £-.· r · v i. l P j "• p r ' 1 · 1 1 r 1 1 1 1 l 1 <; u 1 t 1 

il<fiOI'III·" l.l'il l•JI1It.l1 I' I<• ·,, ·dr •d 1.•>' llll.liJilS. 

~ • ' _, I II d ·.. t, 1 c · • 1 " " 1 d 1 :1 , I t 11 'r r' L Ill 1 u 11 1 s ·t <; a 1 o I 1·1 I " • 111 , , r !f 1 11? cl 

'l''_tiC'' lr·cll 1·.· 11,,-,1 11.1·:[1;' L.:.rl~E·Lc~d ,·"\udJ.f'llCI' •;tl~<llld J,,, l.r--,tlr_• 
"111·111'"· ll<r", . .!· ,, " .• , ,-,lltiiC'tl t:l1i.~:; j_n LllF· t·Jav f_hl'',' .-,11'-'I·J•'r•·d 

'f'l' ··I..Jt!ll'"· l•JJ ll•r>ttl l1 ··.'tlllf i.n1.£·r--·.'Jf'IJerl t_t1r> ~Htd·1·,, .~. :,,y_jt_l_l 

•.: I"' lc ·Ill,.. i. I , " !I i I iiI Ld I I 0 pC:Yif' .-:ill',' COUll I r:·l I C• t I 11 ~= ·.' 1 r'l·J 

•Jf !1t'r· ll1,·.tli l:tl ·~:·, .•• 111.-.1 .t I lf_fiJ(:j C.:flu~:;r~s l.u I c-•r qr,·l. 111 i<UIIJ.r>IILL' 

I J ! , ~ I r·, 'd C? 1 11 ; i r 11 1 ~:; ., I. ! 11 ~· l ·11 •1 .. I 1. t. d u r~ c:; 1·1 i I I 1 n f 11 c , r 11 r r " q, •- 1 1 ~ c> 

·-l_ltolr•l•l·r:: ··:l;uuJcl ··,c-.:·r''.L~ lt.l ~:;tr·l~IIIJI..Ii('fl itr; c;c_•rvll , .. tu I I•_; 

I tt 'II' I ,--. .j tF:•·r· 1./1' IHI(•-

SLtgges tions: 

1) 

l.if •;pr·.·.i.LL' c.:;r·q,:tJJJ_~;,::d·.i.un;:c, I•Jili.Cil cl.i.Hf I (J r·:ll i.l)li.cdJ.Sf? 

'c'l··' r v .. i. c. r :·~::. dlld I r· ·'\ .l n i.tlCI pr .. uv .:i. cJr?d l .. u ma ~';~,--(.j;.,r:,r.:·d 
urrrc-.• ni~.<"'<t.i.uti•·::. TLI;:u~ i!::: ,:~lrT-!i':id-,· dc:Live ill Lf,p Rec:.1iun.::d 
J.lc·vc•.lupiJ•C·IIt. Furu.n O:Hltl could po~;~':,i.Llv tht·-uuqll Lld.s 'furt.lfn 
l;.:.md LJ-.-'Pf .. Lu oLI1f~t .. morr.c> appr .. upt·jatcJy pJr.:·.cc_o·u qroups the 
dl r·•c:~ u f 1i1f.·•d it• Lt .. ,:·\ in ing. 

'/\ TJ1r:' o::;uqcrr:~o::;l.iclll .. -.t:outtt. t:hP ~~pec::i·fic: sPr-vi.c::c~ .:=:H--ound 
dc:>~,,~;'£''1Jl.i nat inq in t·.:·r-na tiona 1 n£•w::. to unions could be 
fcdlcn-n:!d up thnJuoll INTERNET which ILF<IG could acce~s 
h'"Oili UL>l. (I modem 1 ink-up to ucr fr-om Communi t.y Huuse 
~·Jou.l.Ll .i.tiC:Ut ... trw~ cost-. o·f a local phone call t:o acc:c::>ss 
.i.nt;·:,r .. ,·;atjnn;"t.l llt·t·J'"'. F'Ir=as:e fi1·;cJ ·"'f'l e::ampJe of tt1c> k.ind 
of .:i.n'form,:.tiun t.l1.:.t could he accr?ssed in {~ppr::ndi:·: :,~. 

3.2 USER EDUCATION NEEDS 

User-s q~ner-allv argued that their- educational needs had in 
·r ar: +:. c hi.Hlqc:d (or· inc r·e<:~sed in volume and bf"YCOIIrL' mor-e_• ur-gent) 
not un.lv in f"E,JE~tiun to Hnuth ()fr·.icc:u·l but also international 
cunr:l.i t.i.onr:;. F't-r:?v ioLt'Sl y vJor--k£::>r· education nF.:eds wene> qean::Jd 
tuwar-ds building the trade union and a working class 
cnn<::=L j ousrH?."'s. Ncn-v in ddcli Lion to tllesr? 11eecJ~; ~ wor .. ker-s 
n?quire s;l::.ilJ~"· Lu par .. t.ic.i.p;;lte in political cJE•velopments such 
a~; necJc.d-.:ial:iun~:; at LJoth a political and economic.: level. 
Politic.:,;l dPc.i•:: . .i.on m.::d<.i.ng is_:; moving so 'fast that unions and 
Ui€ei r- hare:c::> .:H--r? bc?..ing 1 e1' t behind in this pr·oct'?ss. 

ldll.i l r.::> r·pspondr:m ts. i::II'"CIUC?cl LJ--,a t then-~ is CLlr-r·ent l y a gr-ea t:er 
nee-d f'or~ f.i1duc.::c.t:ion dnd tr-c:1.ininq around for- £-?:-:r:tmple 
nr:!qc .. tiat.ions: and poJ .icy i'unnuJ.ation ~ they all felt tt·,at the 
Jong-standing needs t:o build or-ganisation and a wor-ker-
lc:·<:tclc::>r-ship ar·r:! 11ior .. e t..wgc::nt th"··n ever. l~s one unionist put 

.it • "l•Ji:? must n:~m in d uu l"f3e J. vc:?s wIlt'! n:.1 vJe come fr-om. dn cl ~·~I H~ r·F? 
~-ve ;,u· e q o .in c.1 l·:o" • 
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... , • ..:· I LR I G' s APPROACH ID EDUCA r 1 Obi 01-JD EI1EUWERI1EN [ 

1·1 r J ~:: L u 1 t· I , 1 · r · 1· :· r:; 1 i u 1 1 d 1 · 1 , t. ~::; I r• .I L 1.: I ; d L I I. I ·: J ( j • ·-:: s t. 'r 1 c 1 J f vJ < J r 1: 1 r II I 

J.C.· \'L·I'',' dl'lll'f"iPfli.cii:.C:' .\llt.l "--U.i.t,·tl>l.c• l(l lltLJ.Y' !ISC'!'"5. l"lrL~ 

I•' t•il '·I_ i•:•:. ;-.d:olr! t·.o rllli·-.·~_. Jlllu ,:, •;.i.tu.,l.toli and CDJJ<=c.i.l"':'llli~;,e 

•·Jnr!.;:·l ·-~ I.J-, r c· I ..:tl.:i.Jr(l c·•ll l(:':ll.il-'1''' I •.lij•ll i •; l .. li t_j,pir· c:?::pPt .. ienc£~s. 

ILI·:It'i c: rtl(~tl;utfr.:; i:"tltd ;q'l--'1 co,:;cl; ,: . .J;c:ill :'tllltlt·~:;L <'~ sLr·unq r·c~•sp~:?ct 

lu1· ~H"tll.r.-:r·•::; <"<lld c>I'"Ci<•lil'o·il.li.Jil'> \·Jiri.r:.J·, rlr···l·.p UiL-fll "i_,-,---.·a!Lt.::>.bll'?". 

1"\;._.f::~·ol;dc·nl~·: di.,l ">IIUfiL'=-L UtULiilll ll;,d:. I.I...Hlr3 siH:;u.ld h~? rnut-c::
c:un~:.i "':tc~nL i.11 t.l1c-i 1·· 1': <J"-'J.~;i.un uf ""~-'r··.'ice. IIH:? nntjon nf 
CCilt•::i~:::.tro-:·nc:•J I (--•ldi.L-":·:. tel ·':"1 \ic:H'.i.Utl!:::. o'":i€;pPLfS (:Jf IL!:\lG' s SE~r-vice. 

It: r·r:-:·J.-.-,1Lc-:<c• tu: 
(.i_) l.:hc-.~ :i.•::;~:':lH::· uf .i.H••--"tCLJ.vr-~ t·H•I·J-. t-vl·,.i.ch is ur;,.::dt ~'JiUl 

be 1 IH·J. 

ii Ulf::- p1·nl::dc•m of full.cH·J up t-JI;ir::l·, unioll.i~;ts ·ie.l 1: WdS 

lac::l-iliCJ 111 IL.l\Jfi. ·"i i.r;l".L!I'·.,ct..:uJil~:> \·Jii .. :h tllC-'IIi· fht:.> 
pt--n"jt-•c:t.-~> "dtl fr<:c:" i:'•PIJY"Ut'H .. h l.u r:-•duc:;:;.tior; IIH':!i:HlS lhal 
ILrnu s t .. .::t·f f .i~~ ,,,,~J ilum l:iui 1clirH~ 011 t:l1r"' 1-'Jot-k. t:he',' do t·J.i Ll• 
u~_..pr·r,-:;. fl·rr-~ ;7tb•::-'enc r-? uf d mn1··r~· 1--.:i.onUI'·nus me,. thud o-t-
(~V a .1. 1. ~ i::l t. -.;_ c:•n o f •-•;p t ..... ,. ice~; t""t·''; i.lt:: r--·r,;~( I mp.-:u·1 s the~ t u Sf::? t-·s c:l FT· 

,-,ut LiE-~J_r;q cc·•·,•"c:::.i.F·nt.:i.£''ed .:1buut. r,-,E~thuclolouv· i11 LhE• 
I-' r-·1-JV .i ~:; .i. ur 1 n ·f' ~:;c• ,---...· _i L c-• ~; • 

( .i.i:i) JL.F;:.I.L! ~"' .i.nc:'"i ficicnc.v in r...tt.i.l .isc:,t.inl·r uf .i.t.s t-·r::·sot.HcE:•s 
m;c-•;c;,n_inq t:l;dt \··Jul·f·j_nq llou,.-·c:; e:tl'"e I.JPi.ng lost and l;uman 
n:-::>sour cc~'' bE~ i. nr::J w 'i ~:; tr:!d LJec.:: a use tile oro art i sa tJ. on· s 

.:•r:-1..-.J.vit.i.e!:'' h.~,\tE' nul:. ln::·cn si.T!'!am.l.irH'~cJ. Gr-pai_F~r pla1ming 
i":lfld V.lsiun \-·JouJcJ ine.;u·l l::.t";,:·,,t l..ho ·v·ar-iuus <'-\Spec:ts of Uif:? 

'.:Jr .. nan.i.~:c.1L:i.c;n I·JUt.lld l1dliCI togPtltfc:t- hl·?lter. e.g . .;,, cour·~:;e 

r)n ·c,_:\Sf:'Si c:d· t·Jor 1-c:'r· r:urd..r·oJ.' \•JuLtld he ~-vr·itten up .in 
1-•Jork.c-:>r·!::~· l1Jur--Jd, Cl!?fiC?r·,o,t.c? i:'l p;:,ck., str-·engthen J"E·lations 
\•JiLh user--~:; t•JJ·;u ~~~or .. t.ld l.Jp jr,··.-·itecl t.u al.te11d and r,:~et .:-:i 

r· i--•por· t on t. ht? pr-- L•L c.c-c:,cJ .i 1 1 Cl s;. ~~ t.c • 

P, 1 1 ~--·c-!~'> poncl f·.'fl 1·. ~"- p t ··::·!::: "'iC-~i I f n1- a mcn·r.::, "c: on s j_ s. t c•n t , mndu . .1. a, ... j_ secJ , 
c;\'c.•=l.t·m.::•l:.i.c" F\jJf:'I'"UC:IC::h l .. u <:rit.tc:,:\ tiu11. 11·1.-i!::' "-'UCJLJF~~::-tj_ull ~·iC:1S mc::uj~~ 

.i.n U·H.~· ccn;·l--!':;::t o-1 CUH?-'dl..J'c: ~.:>tluc::.::il . .i.un p.l.c:tll r<Jhich mt':iy be-~ made 

nff.i.c::i.Ft.l C:t ,., cJ publ.lc: t.lr .i ~:: t:·JC·PI:_,,~ncl. tl;e J_~; ,June 1992. User·s 



lr>ll I l1.1l I lot.• "1\i·\·1" ·\f•l'~'"'li'H:h to f!dltL.~liofl li'IIJttld i.d lut·l !Lhlf.; 

I •' r.r., ... ·i '"''' •• It'. 1·(11! 1 t>lt~· i11 tJ111 JcJjr,tJ .:.1 tJurl·,_,r L 1 --;c,rl£?r·'31l.l~. 
Jl.,·=· 111 , . .,,,,.,,, t·JJI J, JLf.:l(~ · .. Juopl·; pPr fortnl.f14 l:l1i.<; t-ctlr> tllt-Cl'IUfl 
i I·· I·J•Jt I,.,, '·'"I uc~ '" t:U~i,)llJ J·JillfE·r· Licllooi t·Jt:lrl. is U1e 1""c:t. 
I I', .J I I ,, ' r' 1 ot ' · J ' '' I ! , " P ,- 1 11 1 PI 1 L ~:; j rl e o f ll J -:I G <Jn rl tJ 011 · t f eecJ 
«lll•;noo(l( ollv trolr) l.flf! t>t'tj<:\lli.<:aiJ.C.lll. 

I•Jio• l•• I •·•:'lll•llolf-•!1(·; It,, llo•l .::,1-l.fiJiflr_l tllrlt thP (11)1}--(Jft ()t' ad llUC 
l .. r><:llt··;l~.: ou11•::L t.r· LUJift•lr-·l.c>ly •;;jdP-l.L.nPd. lloev ;.,-,. ~;n1.nq lhnt 
I•Jil• ., r.• .. -1.11 I I • ( (JII Lt.:\(_ t·~. c•t f' Pn t. ut· I?< I il It 0 til!~',' •:;I ,, IU 1": 
;,,) lor• olt<H·Jll fl .. tllfl ll_f(l(i'•_; ull11-'r· wurJ··. and Jlul r·t!!Jtllrf'' undl.lt.! 

I <I' I' I •<I r· Et I J 1 •II ; 

IJ) t,uo lrJ j.lil() 1111'111' 1-:•lyr,_,; SUfloE' fnr·m nf PV.~)IIrlft.nll \·JillCii 

':OF'I' '.'C·~'> ,,~· ., l.t:.'•" ni.lll'l r.~~:ppr·i.I:''IICP IH.Jf t·1 for I ltc' ur11Uil .1rHf 

ILl;; lt:;, 

·~) ''l'.cc··ur<·'•UF· <:.1 fliUI~''-' 'c>t.t·ucLt,r~:•d~ luntJ-I:r_•r·m rT"l,ll.iurlsfltrl 
but t·JI·'Pil !..he·.· 11':'<-·1·· .o:~r1d IL.f\IC-i. 

()lr.•fl'1''"·j.c.lc~ l_l,j_~s. r·r-:·<;;pUiidPflLs <Hr~ ;H·qu.tnq f .. l1aL d llllti'-L' 

r:oll':I.'::'Lent appt·ndch Lo l.:?ducr.~tinnal t·Jot·k. - li'Jit£-~rf'b>' ILRJ.G 
p.l~''''-' ·mur.lul,,.,,..-· LOLII'""'::•s: -- .::~llot·J~,; t.hc,~ pr·ojr""ct Lo J,::;y ouL d 

Jur,ct·-lF:·rll' pldfi (.in cnnsul.:~t.i.cnt with CfJ~3ATU~ tt!:;E·r·s r~ncl 

pu•;r~i.ld,. nof;···ll':"f,~rc) upur, ~vtlicli .it can bacc;e its ad ltor: 
t·JrJI"I.siH·•p',"· U11..i.uni."'t~" ~'""'"' t:.l1at if U1ey could k.rttwJ about 
llhJf:J'•:; ,·uu;·-r:•.r=.· c.:;c:lw·clliJr' .·"year in acJv.::~nr.:e~ t:hc~y !:?.hould not 

Pf'IC:CJllll ler· m,·,qol· t.l.i. r·t i.r:uJ LiE~S j_n ar-r··anqing paid leave for 
t··JCH k r~ t •.:: • 

1.1- •::.r'f'lll''5 Lh.,d:. rr-~·<cr,ur~rlr::-ld:!e> ar··e arqLiing that ILRIG should move 
i.li l:o U1r:~ "md.instr-e~.:1m" u'f educ:a tiona! service~ de-emphasise 
i.ts .~.d r·,uc: t•Jor·kc.::ltnp '"<'':'!r·vic£;,> and dr:?vPlop insteac:l a scheme of 
Pduc ri·!· ion a l modu l H!',> upon ~oJh.i. c: h t·JCJr·la:..,rs "graduatE::>" through 
dif·fr•rr:·rtt lE.-vF->1~:; of •·~duc:.=,tion and training. ILHIG is being 

l 

ar~Lr~c~ :'' ~s~es~s t·f:r,:· .:T~c~~-;t:. =ppr~p~·i~te t•Jay'=l a:~· 'l~~ ldinct ~rkai/-i ~~ 
J.:'-~~~f·t_n;' t' u/:~r.d l ~ t. L:UI~ ~-c_: lC.Jl.l:nes-:- ~Hilortq worker_, .... ~~~lj<M(-1:~ N~hcpj 
hf=. .. ,f..JCJII.k.n ... ~ t·H-.:•tr:· t..lf.-.. cH ~a_. mentltlnecl above~ lr.i'f"~_.~' an 
.-~ppnJac h shou .1. c:J bP l·n•r·kec.i oLd: in c:onsu 1 ta tion with major 
st.;::,k,~-·holcler·s like• CU!:J(~fU and unions so that ILRIG desiqns 
.::~ppropriate courses and is sure of the support of its 
"ba~::f:=". It. li'Jd~o fc'"!l t thc:~t ILHIG should act as a catalyst in 
t.tH?. sphpr·e o'f t·Jor·l··_c;:•r educ:a tion and generate education 
plans ~·1hich c:nuld be prPsented to a uset- collect:ive/s for 
di~;c:ussion. 

3.4 PROACTIVITY J1, "SUSSING OUT" USER NEEDS 

F~:f?.!:"pCllldGnt.s f'r':'!lt tJ··,.:,it ILHIG tended to be reactiv•-:~ to 
requests and back-seated in waiting 'for users to approach 
t.IH'IIl. f.)ll of tl1r.:;m f'f.=lt thaL 'ILHIG should be far· mor-·e 
pr·oi':lct .. i.vE> in mar··kf?tinq its service to users. This vir?t'll is 
inlc::-qr··,,,lly J.inl::ed to tllE~ir C~bovr:?-mE-?ntioned pr·oposals on 

I Ln l G · s Etpr:wo,:u:: 11 to c'~cluc:: :xt ion sn that the ser·v .ice pnw irlc:'d 
:.i.s rlPquti.•1ted t·Ji 1·11 u~,er·c.;,~ 

i·,a 'c; <:1 t "'' r-'J E' tc,c:l ijUc.f.i. c:·n r: e • 

premi ~H.?.d on thr.::!i r neecls and hPnCE.' 
Users felt that ILRIG should be 



IJI('I ,. <·:·ll'loll]lllll t·JI Ill llflll•II'C:. r31llf LlJ~)f.\fll in rJptc-~r-·rnj.lliiHJ wltat 
I I I )( J. '• " t r_,' 'I '! II ( '~~ I Ill~ 'I r: ( Jll .I (j f.l F n '/ 1 .J p i\11 d l.lt H t. u IP Y' ':.i ltou I d 
tiP'c' i 1.111 't!ttl e·r .. ,,, ~·H•r I'"''' •I''·· dlltl St'r vir.:r.·s irt 1 t·l~d.ion to tltr><::.e 
.::, '= '_;: ~ . r.~ ~- F' ( ' I ' I 'f.·" lc··; • 

1 ..... -,l'llllfll·'l.l_•., dl'u fr.-•11 

I I I II 1-: I{; .• ·'I ···J Ull u, 
' In .l I ,, I I C• J .• L' • ,..\ '- I (' c'• Y' 

J.•l.•ll'> Cldt[tl lilJVJUII~,[·.· 

L (j I II I i I_ J tJ I l ~' • 

I J,,.-, l I hI.~> JH O<H: I_ .i. VP r'<f'JJI 1 '• lL f 1 r rq11 J r rc.J 

~·Jit,,l till")' dr·e UOJIILJ .\ltd t.-Jitel p Utr:>V ... ;rr:; 
•,1->1: 0 f qo.:t} '3 C'11ld U[J) PC: t_ l \II·~::. f f IPSP 

1 l,,.u •IH~ in r r~ 1" t.iurt to uiJ J 1 ·l· I 1 vt? 

f't•f· ,.f i IH• •llti.flli1'::1c; f1.-)l I. UtciL lLF:lG should pl.t·/ lltrJY"r:> uf r1 

•.1 • .-,11•-·lllllliil r-rJir-• r-t~" ''" '.lltf:sJ.Ur:·r· by pru\ti.u.inq fur· 
•il-'l'";i•.;,;l_,,q;r::, .,, ', .. ,i'l<:c·Li.un uf Lf·,eir acl.i.vJ.t-J.I~~- I•~· ~·Jfll.l I• 

I. f 1 r·:· 'I !... C.J I I I I I "'' ~; "' t"' "" c:: 1.. l1 I' 111 '= • ·! I •/ ( • c-; • 

Suggestions: 

.1.) II 1·1,•"' ~::u•,.rq~"~''''·)c.l l:lt,:~L lLf·:IG cuulrJ llll'~et t.-Ji tit .:~ usF,>I'" 
t.:II"Ullp Llll a I'"PCIIrl..:·,r·, pur-·'ftr::t~.H:; qu.':lr·tr"'r.ly b;:lsi.,:;, pr·p~:;e11l 

Lhui.r· i.dt!C:1·~ of r;;t,;r·vit:PS l:.ft~-~y could prOV1clE'~ FtS 1-Jell C:1£; 
.;'\11 C?v,;~lUi~liun uf l:.t,~;;_i.t- fH·eviCJI.lS qu,"'rter's set-vic!" c"tlld 
•t~:::r.' i·hi£:> prr?r:::.c,ntatiult ;:1~~ <:'1 b<:~sis for· discussion .:~bout 

its prc.HJrdllllll' .. ;. Irt tt.=!nTtS of i.r.1enti·fying these users, 
J:Ll(II:3 •.uulll •;..;pc:~: .. ··.k lo usF:.•r·s· both individuallv and 
cnll,_;cl.:i·vl,;l-y. Tfli.~.:; is~.51.H? also r-elates closely to that: 
cd' .:.ccoulll.:c.~l.!.i.li.t.v (see below). 

2) Wilh reqar~ to 'proactivitv' it was felt that ILRIG 
•shnuld do rnor·e mar·f·:.eting o·f its service nationally. 

3.5 THE ISSUE OF ACCOUNTABILITY 

F\E•spur idF·n l:s eli. "f ·ren:ed on this poir1 t. Some:.> •3rqu£:>d that I LF:I G 
was verv accountable to their organisation in terms of 
f.:?nLour-.::tt]iiH::f ur· •. ion i.rlvolvement in the plarming and d£:.>signing 
of workshops. Also, that ILRIG stuck to their mandates. 
Tvm uf tftr:? n.;spondcnt!:;; took this further· and argued that 
Uti~. lF<vr-d of .::tccountability is not enough and should bE! 
extended tu ILRTG encouraging the development of worker 
leader-s in tl;r:.>it· intE·t-action ~·Jit:h users. In othet- words, 
TLRIG sllould see their· accountability to unions not only in 
h:::>r--,r;s of bu.i 1 c.l.inq dr:.>rnoc r·a tic channels nf accoun tabi 1 i ty ~ but 
i::l.l.so in terms ci'f £-•mpEH·t.ing their- skills at all possible 
lc•vpls of intE•t-·dct.icm ~.oJith unions. n concr·ete sugqestion 
•••ade in this rr.~gar-d is. that ILRIG insofar· as possible~ 
i11vo I. \!e ~·mt-ker-s in tflF! rese.:~r-·ch side of ~-Jorkshop design and 
.in r.we~::Prl t.:-1 t.ions ( .::,s seems to be the idea in the 
"pr·i-..'.:~tisation" ~·10r·k). Utf1er .. r·espondents arqued that it is 
difficult for ILRIG tu do this given the ad hoc nature of 
Utr~j.r- i.nl..e-~rc.1ctiorts witt• u~'5er·s but that such methods could br~ 

opet-·:'lt.ional ised t.IHough a mor·e systematic educational 
approact•~ thereby imractiny on unions in the longer term. 



oH 1t·l1 1r··r t t'"'-l•l'll'lr•ttl I•.•J I. l.lt<<l .. 1JI1.1.I<: ll.l~lll J.S •'H.Courd .. alJle lo 
1 f_c·; ll'.::t'l" • Ull .-Ill 111 fr·r-roo<•l IJ<i' .. -i.~. ~>LII l1 ...ICL!IUII1..0dJllity c'\IICI 
ti•·o1t·t , ... ,,, ., t·J.-•''0 lo•t""tt1.t! I,' lc.tt.l ill'l. lire? SLtllqr•stPd tl1.1t ILRIG 
' 1 t1 1m 1 I 1 rot It 1 I . ·, r · r 1 t.t, •. t I rc· t I , r r' 1 H H .. l <::: L u L 11 1 J u !l c-; c.l u cum P. n t l. n q i t r.; 

l.lol'_.l Ill''" I [-'t r; .-·,c:t t·.· I I If-•'> •• rttl 'd)'/ E•'.'r11Uat::.lUil !JI tlt~s. r1nd ~~~ 

.,tltli L.tolll olttl...l i11uotJ 1l•: [•lilll'·; ftit lltc:c' fuilc•t·ltroq que~r-t.r:r. 

lilt'. L~Utt.lfl •.lj-.·r• LlllJ!If1':C IIIIlCh UI-T'cllr~r in•..>iqlll ~nto TLf~IG's 

.:-,t- L.t.··/ i L tt-."'. •:t·t · ... ," .. ·ore ,, l J.nl t u l:llL' 1111 io11 oroU'/I~IIIt~td i'lnu cr<:i.d.l~ 

:1 •.~h.,.lfillt'J lr•r- ttfl.lUf1:-' l.u f::'IHii.itH··• li...HIG c-ol.iut.tl it-s l·ltJl-~. floiS 
·cUclUI''"'!.i.un qupc:; llo?olo•f 1.11 r_Jlol'.'P I.'Jlt.fl t.IIU~>f-':' rlf r71 llli~IP pt-UdCl~vr 

·\f'J·t-n,·v.lt {() ooF'I"''.•iL£! Pt"l)'/i.!::'.i.Ufl .=.Hicf I.IH• crt>alJUII ni ri 1.15£-~r

c..u.l.lc•t: I .i vr• Lo tl i.r I?L I I Lflll:.: · ~:; t-Jur·l. 

3.6 ILRIG'S FUTURE ROLE 

f,, "oiWiHo<·lt-·i;:::p U;r• ;,~hiJ•/P pu.'inL•c, t"F:·~::putotlt.~rtl<_; fc·ll. l.lidL Tl.hlG 
'"llf.JU.ld ~:;t:.r·r=r:Hnl.i.ne i.l~:; upc•r,o:oti.cJtl dtid n~--ur--ieni:.::~Lu itself 
l.ut·l<·:ord•::; iL~; irlLE·I'"IJo.:'<i..j_ultr~l.j_s-,-1: fnc..us. IIley r:~l•.,;o ;HlfUI""d tll.:-:~l 

JU;:tr; !::'-hou.ld .~1r.::ses:.; u<:'(c?l' .. rH'·c•d<::; 1.=11' mur·r~ r.::.luspl··.- LlltT.ll.lUh 
~::·ur--vevs dlid ""ettintJ up pt·?r·n~o=onr.-•rli •sl.xuc:tur·es of cunlact with 
u <'.t~ t ~'· • J: t I.'Ji~ ~~; r- c~c OllllllF··r·~ d £:;d bv c"io 1 1 til£? r·es pond en t ~:; that I LF\ I G 
•:=·is Lem.'.l Li.•::;e i. t.s ~::Pt ·-.· icc• o':~llc.l rnn_Vf;;> tuL•Ji]l' ds a . r)roqramatiserJ. 
c::oppr·o,:ich Lo e-::clucc:ol...J.ot·l and Lt··.::iirlinq. 

file~<:;£~ CDIIiliient;::.; t.-lf:~t-e rn.=:1cJe in thr·~ t:ielie'f that the role ILRIG 
play~; or· ~o-huulcl p.l..-:.<v in dev£·'~lup.inq an inter-national 
cCJn<::'.ciou~;nP.sS .:woorH~ '·lrn-kPrs as v1ell a~:; a t.-lorker· leadership 
.is qui tr:~ o_u--qenf.:. l•Jhi lr::> manv F·espundent~:; felt that t.-leF·e 
J.Lf~:H:J fc:·n::E-d t:n ch.oor-qE-~ fur· thE:oj r· <::;er---.tices they t•Joulu 
(un·for .. t.u.r-o3LE·lv) nut: LiP able~ to u~:;r? them~ one r-espondent (of 
m!'-'an~-:;') <HCJUf~ri l..h<·i'l PdVrToE~nt "i'o1· :sr._,r .. .._,.icc? is desirable because 
it q.ivE•s usE-~ts murr::- r-_iLjht·. tu i:I~SPt'·t:. c:ontt··ol over- c.:octivities. 
He ;,u--qued !:I 1a f·. I. Ll.:;: I G shou 1 d dr.-c•t.c?nnine llle cost of set-vice in 
c:onj ttllc ·Lion t.-d. t:lo tr·aLfe o .. .trl ion~. and th<:l t. a subsidy scheme 
C: UU l d be-;• eiil p J DV£-?d. 

h'e 5 pt:!l'l elf:~ II t. s q f?.l''o E~ ~- ·~ l 1 'l c3(l ·-·~{-?CJ t.f·ld t l LH I G c ou I d d u t-J i. t h SC!rllf? 
"S-llii·:ir" tr.-:·n in q up" v1t o.i. L II cl ot:~~;;n · t tror.::.:1n cum pI"· om is in q its 
pt-nqn'~S!:=.-.i.V£'-! n<:~tur--£;;>. Hmart r-r>pot·-Ls wh.i.cll ar-e func:t:i.onal <':\t-e 
uften mur-~ accessible because uf layout and the r-ange of 
typn·f.:·,,c:r.-?c.-5 usee! t:.u dE•r;otE'! di f fr'JF·c-?n t 1 eve 1 s o·f ir1 formation 
rn-ov icJpd. 

4. OBSERVATIONS MADE THROUGH THE INTERVIEWS 

Tl;p 5.nt<-!r--viE~~·Is f·o:i.c\t.lJ~qhted the fact that ILRil3 seems 
t?valuat£-? it~''E'l f~~. "'i'.e.'nns o·f t·lllr.:1t it has done and in 
terms of its im~r~ssions of what it should do. The 

.intr!t-'.'it:0h'S <:';U~Ii;JF!~3tc·d LIJ,::• 1': ILI·:ll~ siJould be c?valuat.i.ng 
itself and deler-mininq its futur-e direction .in the 
c::onl.e::t o·f t•llii::i t ir-:; beintl dont? cH"oLmd ~·lor-k.er· Pducation 

to 



tlr 11,.., r.•tllilr; cp·ror•r."'lll·l <.HtcJ vJt.l.ll ~·J.rPCl.r-~1 r·PUclrlf fur 
I (.t:-.orfll •; ltl·t·lf·· 

lol lit.' t'·''f'l>illlt·nl• tll·rr-• c,,~ytlll_l tft<.~t ILf~Ir-; lr·\1·1·~- .:1 vi.sl.on 

•olitl (Jio,\fo; ,·,rrd i.ll rc>l,~riJCHI t-o UH~ rlhnve ['!DJrtt, t:l1is 
'"'lrfl·•;l•: 111al ll~o.> llrq,:_~ni.Si.1tiun rtf'!etls to p!.~rfl i11 lfor> 

•;IH•t I ol)f·dittlfl" cHid lulllJ-LE·t'·m. ILf\ll~ ;1[5CJ IIE't'dS t.u 
"""'-' 1 lir t• c:F•rl<ttll crcl.jvil·ir-:os l.ll urdur to iflvr?o:::t rncJrr' 

I irfl(' 1.11 ulltr''l'''' olflfl r·,fluultl t:t·y Lo cJc~VJSR rl Lll/!'Lolt•tr• 

1 " · n j , ... .- · I j 11 vJ It 1 1 · li i L ~> v a t · i u us f .:,, c e t s f e r> Lf u f f n t ~ r IC f 

1111 u '·~dl I; col ltc·r-. 

r:) lf:t~ f·tllltf.iltll t:r·J.~::t~:; pt'·of.JatJiv Ut''IJI·~S serJ.our::. LCJrt';.JlJr:•t'cil:l.ulr 

ui lfo·:· f'I•LfliiiiiiC'Ilt.f;,(:ioll r11JC.1Ut Ute r;.tti.CHlr11J.satJOil 01 

c::r:·l·'-'t.Lc~. f11 l.tlilil: uf U1ir.::, IL.Rif-7 could ll.Htd ovr~t SUlliE' 

tTl' i.i.~: F·:~l··~::,r l:i.~:c'.· l.i.f·c:? media tr-airi.iltg l·:o · ll1r~ Forum· a11cl 
t:Oill ci.r;.,t.c· t:Jio 'dc:vr:dup.i.liCJ uther of .i ls n·?SOUt'Ce~;. 

5. USING THIS REPORT 

flrl!f L.' has t.JE'E.'fl r·;CJmr:· d.i.s;CII!':;s.i.un in IIJ\IG r.\UOUL vlher-r~ my WCH"'k 
fiL!c; i.nLo TLF;:JI3'o;:; illLPr·•·•·':\l !.~valuation and wp'vr:.. <:<ot-eecl Lo 

dr~c.i.dF' on t:.l11~ vli':•Y lorTI<'H·rJ onr:e I·H~· ve luof.:ed at U1is repor·t. 

I· ve CE•l Jed this: c::ill ini:f:?r-im r-e~ot-t becc-.u!':;e it does not 
E:>:didUS 1:: U ;e ,-r.~~,;c~.:H·ch f inclinqs and tJec.:.1use it cou 1 d present a 
het.t~:~r· cJ.isrJla','Pcl, d.i.aqr<.tmmat.i.secJ account of what users seem 
tu l.ir::> ~-J.::ud·.i11g <Jf ILF:;:IG .::ts 1·1ell as possiblE-? implications of 
c:ltc::inqc?s;. IL i.!':; up L.o J.LHIG. on tt1r~ bas:i.s of clat-it).• n~ac:hed 
th• .. ·nuqh t:h.is: l"·ppor·t ~ Lu cons.1.der- further discussion and 
pr .. e=:~:::•rll.i::itiDii u1 Ll'or:,_; r·e~:;ults. I ~·Jould strongly favour the 
us<::::· o'l l:.f·,is r-r~:nurt:. dS '"" .i.nter .. im measurr~ tovJar·ds more 
~::;ub<.;tanlivE~ cl.i!:~c:u~:;::::iuros <:H"OUilcJ shap.inq ILRIG's service. 

lVJ 
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~========================================================~ 

1. INTRODUCTION 

At our 15 June meeting which addressed 'Interim Report 1', 
the following areas were identified for further discussion: 



1) intern~tional news dissemination. 
:.:> forming an IU'!IG user group 
3) r~tionalisation of service 
4) bool:.s and l.Jorkers' World 
5) form in which education is offered (modular approach) 
6) content of educational work (media training) 
7) style of provision (ILRIG's proactivity. acountability. 

and "pr-oiessionalisation" of service). 
8) 1LHIG's geographical scope and parochialism 

It was agreed that the CUSATU interviews which followec1 this 
meeting would not constitute a separate report but would be 
built into further discussions of the above points. While 
the COSATU interviews feed into all the above areas. they 
also comment on service organisations more generally. Their 
'position' obviously has bearing on ILRIG and ~s pertinent 
to the study. l t a 1 so provides a con te:·: t within wl1ict1 to 
view the 8 issues. 

An interesting observation made through the research is that 
the process is unfolding and opening up new possibilities. 
For example just as new questions were formulated for the 
CUSATU comrades. so we can adapt the coming interviews ~ 

of which will be with users and 5 with non-users - to 
ILRIG's emerging interests and needs. We could be far more 
probing of Workers' College people on the question of ILRIG 
emparting skills for instance. than we've been with other 
in·t.erviewees. What this means 'is that if ILRIG feels 
confident about pursuing certain of the suggestions made 
thusfar through the research. we needn't only re-confirm or 
re-discuss these issues with future respondents. We co~ld 
fo further by engaging them around implementation of 
decisions. For example. a strategy plan for international 
news dissemination could be developed partly through the 
research: we could ask interviewees about the types of 
international news they would like access to. the forms in 
which they would like to receive information. the regularity 
with which they would like to receive printouts. their 
interest in training one of their officials in 
telecommunications and becoming linked up themselves etc. 

2. A BRIEF REPORT OF THE COSATU INTERVIEWS 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Interviews were held with COSATU regional and national 
officials in the Education Departments. Tasneem Essop and 
Gino Govendor. Mangumsi from the International Desk was out 
of the country when I was in Jo'burg. and he is not expected 
in Cape Town in the near futur~. Both respondents addressed 
some of the 'Guiding Questions' which formed Appendix 1 of 
the last report. They also answered the 'Additional 
Questions for COSATU' which you will find attached. see 
Append i :: 1 . 

As with the last interviews. these went well with both 
respondents expressing interest in the current user survey. 
They would like to see 'Interim Report 1' as I'm sure the 



other respondents would. This relates to issues of 
ownership of the research as well as confidentiality and is 
<> .nattP.r/s 1.'18 need to address. 

S.u1cP dP tai 1 s of the in terv tews w i 11 be inc 1 uded in the 
d1scuss1on of the 8 issues. this sect1on serves merely to 
provide insioht into the 'COSt'lTU position' regarding serv1ce 
orgi'\n1sat:1ons. 

2.2 COSATU'S COMMENTS 

ThP CUSA IU comradF?s .::~rgued that in terms of education, they 
are work. inq towal~dc; ere a ting se 1 f -su f f ic iP.ncy W.L ttnn thP. 
FederC~tion. Please find their "new educational approach" 
document att.":~ched in Appendi:: 2. This e:-:pla.Lns their plan 
and c:on te:: tua l ises our previous d i scuss.tons around tt1e 
modulC\r system. Neither of them wPre antaqonist1c towards 
service organisations ,:;md fpl t that tt1ese groups had 
important contributions to rnC~ke .in tu-?lpinq CUSArU and ottmr· 
mass-based organisations achieve self-sufficiency. ILRIG 
caul d assist throuqh pr·ocesses of II twinning II~ ' train 1nq 
triainers' ~ providing an appropriate resource base etc. It 
could also help to build CIJSATU during this process by 
facilitating rather than taking over completely the running 
of programmes (ILRIG incidentally is not being accused of 
this). While they argue that struggle (and CUSATU's 
attainment of self-sufficiency) will determine the future 
role or existence of service organisations. they do say that 
in the short to medium term~ they would like to see service 
organisations becoming trainers of trainers. 

Service organisations are seen as owing their existence to 
mass-based organisations as it is argued that they raised 
their funds in the past on the basis of servicing the MOM. 
This issue is raised in the context of accountability with 
COSATU saying that service organisations should concentrate 
on building structures which make them far more accountable 
to their users (mass-based organisations) than they've been 
in the past. Accountability is seen by COSATU in terms of 
emparting skills~ building organisation~ so that joint 
programmes and projects increasingly become determined by 
workers and mass rather than service organisations. A 
concrete proposal made about how ILRIG could take forward 
its work and at the same time build organisation is by 
approaching the REF and NEF (as SACHED has done) to make 
known what it can offer COSATU and its affiliates. 

Apparantly since the fundino crisis~ many service 
organisations have approached COSATU in an effort to make 
themselves appropriate and fundable. In terms of what 
service organisations could offer COSATU~ it has said quite 
clearly that it is working towards developing its "new 
educational approach" and that services provided should fit 
into this approach. COSATU sees service organisations 
fitting into this plan at its menu stage. After workers 
have graduated from the 'Advanced (level 3) course·~ they 
will select from a menu of courses those in which they'd 
like to specialise. It is at this point~ after August - by 
•.-Jhich time they should have the "new approach" intact - that 
COSATU will gather service organisations to present to them 
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its education plan. It will ask service organisations if 
they'd like to enter into "joint ventures" with COSATU to 
~ddress worker needs through various courses. In designing 
the menu courses'. ILRIG would be asked to discuss content 
and mP.thodo.loqy with CUSATU so that the "joint venture" is 
not tokenistic. Based on these 'contractual relationships'. 
CUSAJ·u will be prP.pared to endorse funding proposals to 
covpr- the costs for· such work. This means that the 
Ft-?de1··a lion w.i 1 1 not b 1 .?.n ket 1 y endorse ILR IG · s genera 1 
fundinq proposal (should such thing still e}:ist). It will 
only support those specific proposals that cover jo1nt 
ventures between itself and ILRIG. Work done by ILRIG for 
CUSfHU which .is not cover-ed by ILRIG's budget. will be paid 
tor by cnsATU. 

This. in essence is the way COSATU sees ILRIG in relat1on to 
itself. The Federation is very positive about the role that 
lLI~:Hi h<1S to play in: 

* developing a resource base on international wurker 
issues; 

* training trainers to perform educational functions 
within COSATU; * building an international awareness among South African 
~-1ork.ers; 

* entering joint ventures with COSATU and assisting it 
develop self-sufficiency; 

* making Workers' World more accessible. 

CUSATO argues though~ that the way in which ILRIG interacts 
with it is crucial - ILRIG must build worker organisations -
so that the terms of the relationship are clear to both 
parties. With regard to the nature of this relationship~ RJ 
has useful input on the need to build mutual respect 
betweenthe parties involved and the need to develop 
mechanisms through which the relationship can be developed. 

3. THE 8 ISSUES 

As noted above. these are issues identified at our last 
meeting. Each issue will incl~de the respective COSATU 
contributions. You will find that many of the issues are 
inter-related and I've sometimes pre-empted later 
discussions by dealing with issues in greater detail early 
on in this section. 

It's not always been possible to extract my comments from 
those of respondents as I've occassionally developed their 
arguements and it may have been inconclusive to leave their 
points hanging. I am aware that it would be more useful for 
you to be able to seperate interview findings from my 
observations and that this may make the report reading 
difficult for you. I encountered the problem of seperating 
my text from theirs because the purpose of the following 
section of the report seems two pronged: 
(i) to rediscuss issues raised from the last report 

together with COSATU's comments~ and 
(ii) to look at implications of these issues or matters 

arising from them. 



I ~m not ~ugge~ ting tt1~ t these in ten t~ons are con trad ic tory~ 
but that the second purpose presupposes building onto the 
first. 

3.1 INTERNATIONAL NEW DISSEMINATION 

fhe suqyest1on that we're address1nq is that ILRIG provide 
to unions an internat.i.ondl news service which 1--eeps them 
111formed on international developments in their industries. 
's1ster' ora~n1sat1ons. umbrella structures~ etc. Such a 
serv1ce is baserl on ILRIG's re-orienting to its 
international focus and. within th1s framework. providing to 
unions information they could use to build their 
organisations. COSATU argued that ILRIG's international 
focus was extremely important to the South Afrtcan labour 
movement. They say however. that ecJucational workshops 
around international issues are not a prtority for union~ at 
the moment. Instead of JLHif.3 generalisinq its servtce and 
providing what is of immediate interest to unions. COSATU 
argues that ILRIG should find creative and appropriate ways 
of conscientising workers about international developments. 
This position supports the 'international information 
dissemination' strategy. which is not strictly workshop 
based. 

The suggestion was rnade in 'Interim Report 1' (p5) that 
IUUG could link up through INTERNET • accessible via UCT • to 
trade union federations. NGO's and other organisations to 
download appropriate information. A telecommunications 
link-up means that ILRIG will not only download information. 
but that it could also provide information to the network 
and enter international debates. The questions which ILRIG 
should consider in this regard are: 

a) what is it hoping to achieve through international 
communications? 
If ILRIG enters international debates. how will these 
serve or be brought back to its users? 
How can users be encouraged to participate in these 
debates and, related to (c) below, how will they feed 
their experiences into international networks? 

b) what is the focus of the resource base it will develop? 
There are many "green" groupings which could provide 
interesting information. Should ILRIG limit itself 
strictly to 'labour' issues? Also. current information 
is exciting but (depending on how it's written) could 
serve a short-lived function. How selective must ILRIG 
be about information it includes in its database? 

c) in what ways will ILRIG provide information to users? * in what form will the information be provided? 
(the downloads or printouts can be confusing) 

* will ILRIG simply provide the information or also 
suggest how it could be used? * to whom should the information be sent? 

There are a range of questions that could be posed 
here. It seems that ILRIG would need to work these out 
in consultation with its users. 

5 



d) to what e::tent will the (tele-) communications skills 
developed through this process become either 
monopolised by ILRIG or incorporated into its 
ensl.:illinq programmes. This point obviously relates to 
that of content of ILRIG"s work~ see 3.6 below. 

ILRIG"s (old) GSB (new) office could only be linked up to 
UCT"s ma.infr,:~me via the Local Area Network (LAN) cable by 
the enrl of this year or early next year. On a technicality~ 

the var-ioLIS U\Ns <3t UCT would feed into the UCT Wide Area 
Network (WAN). ILRIG could from its CH office though. with 
authorisation from the Dean of Sociology~ link into UCT"s 
va:: or mainframe. This link would mean that for the cost of 
a loc:al phone c.'lll to UCT ~ you could access INTERNET which 
is. as its name suggests. an international network via which 
there are gateways to other international networks like 
GEONET (to which many international NGO"s and worker 
organisations are affiliated)~ PEACENET (coordinating many 
"green· and activist groups)~ and EURONET. 

ILRIG already has access to GEONET via WORKNET. I think 
that the cost here would be for a national phone call to 
Jo"burg which could prove quite expensive when you"re still 
playing around and learning who you"d like to communicate 
wi tt1. 

The coming editions of the WEEKLY MAIL should carry articles 
on electronic mail (e-mail). E~sentially~ you"d communicate 
with groups via mailing lists and bulletin boards~ which 
usually operate within domains. Some of these mailing lists 
like "miscellaneous~ activism~ progressive" (of which there 
are printouts available) have moderators who control what 
passes through the network because of a 'right-wing· coup 
earlier. Others have other rules and codes by which they 
operate~ some none at all. 

A further suggestion: 

ILRIG could also~ as part of its online communications~ 
create an electronic journal of the Workers' World 
publication with a view to feeding into international 
debates around worker struggle. You could possibly raise 
money by gaining international subscriptions to the journal 
through this channel. The idea would be to publish say 2 of 
the articles to generate debate~ and to welcome 
subscriptions to either the electronic or hardcopy journal. 
This~ in the international arena at least~ goes some way to 
meeting COSATU's suggestion for a more "aggressive" 
marketing strategy of the publication which is regarded as 
"good~ very good". 

The treation of an electronic journal also does a bit about 
user comments(" Interim Report 1~ p4) that ILRIG should 
maximise the resources invested in Workers' World. 

Once ILRIG has linked into international networks and 
developed an idea of scope and interesting groups~ it would 
be useful to have a "staff development' workshop to discuss 
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te 1 ecommun .ic:at.ions. 1. ts .impl .ica tions. paten tia 1 and pLtrpose 
for ILRIG. 

3.2 FORMING AN ILRIG USER GROUP 

Th~s .issue l1.n~s in ~u.ite closely with that of 
accountability and r1roactivity dealt with in 3.7 below. The 
suggestion that came fr-om unionists was that ILRIG should 
form a user gr-oup whictl could meet on a regular basis to 
provide dirPction for the organisation. The idea of a user 
q roup "'oul d: 

(a) build accountability to users: 
(b) ensure th~t the services ILRlG offers do in fact 

correspond to user needs: 
(c) allow ILI~Il3's Llsers to participate 1.n the design of .t.t~ 

programme: 
(d) provide ILRIG with a collective forum to rletermine ~t~ 

wrirk~ so that it's not entering .into a series of 
contracts all of which demand different resources. 
preparation and inputs. 

rhe suggestion made in ·Interim Report 1' ( p5) was that 
meetings with users could be convened say every quarter with 
ILRIG presenting ideas of services they could provide as 
well as an evaluation of their previous quarter's work. 
This idea also relates to that of a quarterly report of 
activities keeping unions in touch with ILRIG's service. 

COSATU supported the idea of closer contact with unions. 
which should be seen in the context of their 'increased 
accountability' call. They felt that it was important for 
ILRIG to: 

a) step out of its 'Western Capism' by starting to treat 
unions as national and not only local structures. This 
has bearing on the user group notion because it talks 
about ILRIG marketing its services on a national and 
not only local level. Concretely. this would mean that 
in marketing its 'international news dissemination' 
idea. ILRIG would make approaches to national and not 
only local union structures. 

b) build both worker leaders and worker organisations. In 
keeping with this. they say that ILRIG should keep the 
COSATU offices informed (again possibly through a 
quarterly report ) of their interactions with 
affiliates so that the Federation remains abreast with 
its affiliates' needs not only through communication 
with affiliates but also with ILRIG. An off-shoot of 
this could be that COSATU or unions request ILRIG to 
provide services similar to those provided to certain 
affiliates. to others. 

c) beware of the danger of pre-empting the development of 
COSATU's self-sufficiency by taking over education that 
could form part of a COSATU programme or "joint 
venture" (cf. 3.5 below). This position complements 
that of other unionists who argued that ILRIG should 
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design their courr::;es in consultation with "major stake
holders like COSATU and unions'' ("Interim Report 1" ~ 

p7) • 

In keeping with the user group idea and the notion of 
modelling services on user needs~ COSATU has suggested that 
ILRIG shoulrl constantly monitor the labour situation and 
keep in touch with usRr needs. 

An observation: 

Users seem to stress the importance of ILRIG marketing their 
service and keeping their finger on the pulse of user needs. 
They also speak about building accountability throuqh 
channels like quarterly reports and user groups. These 
ideas suggest that ILRIG's internal structure should allow 
for one of its members (probably the coordinator) to perform 
the function of "public relations" which includes marketing~ 
monito~ing~ coordination. fund-raising~ in a full-time 
capacity. All users have argued that marketing is a crucial 
part of ILRIG's operation. "Monitoring the situation" and 
liason with users. which the COSATU comrades suggest. goes 
hand in glove with marketing so that ILRIG does not end up 
advertising an out of touch service but markets - through 
interaction with users - services designed with them in 
relation to their needs. 

To avoid indispensibility of one or two ILRIG members~ 
'twinning' could be used for a period to allow the position 
to rotate on maybe a two year basis within the organisation. 
Obviously the position is 'high-profile' and requires a 
particular type of person as not everybody relates to others 
easily~ nor is everyone trainable into the position. COSATU 
says that the coordinator must be "approachable and worker 
friendly" (likeRJ!). 

3.3 RATIONALISATION OF SERVICE 

This issue relates closely to that of the content of 
educational services in 3.6 below. The concern expressed by 
users was that ILRIG needed to re-orientate itself towards 
its initial international focus. 

The suggestion made in "Interim Report 1" (p5) was that 
ILRIG, together with other service organisations~ 
rationalise services provided to mass-based organisations 
especially in relation to training. ILRIG's presence in the 
Regional Development Forum (RDF) sought to reach this 
objective. Alana is far better placed to report on the 
progress made by this group with regard to the streamlining 
of training provision. ILRIG obviously still needs to 
decide how important a part of its work media training has 
become and whether it does indeed, as users suggest it 
should~ want to relinquish this service (cf. 3.6 below). 

3.4 BOOKS AND WORKERS" WORLD 



Th~s issue was highl~ghted nat only because of a 
r-espondent's suggestion of r-etur-ning to the "book-made"~ but 
also because most felt that Wor-ker-s' Wor-ld is a goad 
publication but that the (WsW) pr-oject r-equir-es same sor-t of 
cost-benefit evaluation. User-s have also ar-gued that 
Wor-ker-s' Wor-ld should f8ed into the r-est of ILRIG's 
oper-ation mor-e inteqr-ally sa that ~esaur-ces invested in it 
.=~r-e ma >: imi sed. 

COSATIJ agr-ees with other- unionists that wor-ker-s ar-e used to 
Sf~LB and WIP and that Wor-ker-s· Wor-ld r-equir-es an "aggr-ess~ve 

mar-ketinq stratPgy'' to popular-ise the jour-nal. Ther-e 
wer-en't any br-ight ideas in this r-egar-d but the pr-ovision of 
adver-tising space far- other- jour-nals and in other- jour-nals 
could help. The over-all mar-keting of ILRIG as an 
or-ganisation offer-ing var-ious ser-vices could also be useful 
in popular-ising the pLtbl ication. The suggestion made above 
in 3.1 about the publication doubling up as an electr-onic 
jour-nal which could tr-igger- debates that would feed into 
futur-e editions~ helps with inter-national mar-keting but not 
necessar-ily with local popular-isation. 

What ILRIG needs to consider- in light of Wor-ker-s' Wor-ld 
being a differ-ent medium to books~ is how the jour-nal can 
best serve wor-ker-s. how to mar-ket it~ and haw to use the 
wor-k invested in its pr-oduction in other- ser-vices pr-ovided. 
It also should consider- the "cost-benefit" analysis that 
user-s have suggested. 

3.5 THE FORM OF EDUCATION 

Ther-e was a str-ong suggestion fr-om unionists that ILRIG 
mimic COSATU's modular- appr-oach by offer-ing graded levels of 
courses to wor-ker-s. CDSATU comrades feel that this would be 
incorr-ect. They feel that such an approach should only be 
adapted if it feeds into and doesn't compete with the CDSATU 
progr-amme. It would only be possible to negotiate such a 
complementar-y pr-ogramme once COSATU's plan is in place i.e. 
post August. However-~ even then~ with COSATU wor-king 
towar-ds self-sufficiency and institutionalisation - where 
they have coordinated 'control' over education provision
it would be more correct for ILRIG to run such a programme 
under- COSATU's auspices or as a "joint venture". ILRIG 
shoLtldn't pre-empt COSATU's programmes or hinder its 
objective of self-sufficiency. 

There was another suggestion about ILRIG moving beyond 'ad 
hac' type provision towards a more systematic approach to 
educational work. COSATU is in agreement with the tendency 
towards consistency but argues that ILRIG should not limit 
itself to the provision of service only through workshops~ 
especially since. as argued above. an 'international focus' 
is not a priority far unions. They feel that ILRIG has a 
crucial role to play in developing creative material and 
resources that workers find accessible. ILRIG's current 
packs are a bit thick and aimed more at facilitators (which 
isn't entirely bad). What COSATU is saying is that when 
producing materials or packs~ ILRIG should assess who their 
audience is with each production. It may be possible to 
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produce different resources/packs along the same theme for 
different audiences. 

The form of education also relates to 'nationalisation' of 
ILRIG. It may be easier to reach a national constituency 
throuoh mediums other than workshops. However~ stressing 
the importance of ILRIG extending its educational services 
beyond just workshops should not downplay the role that 
ILRIG can play in providing workshops or courses on 
international matters. 

An important point here is that COSATU is arguing that 
affiliates' needs differ to those of the Federation's at the 
moment. Affiliates needs have not changed drastrically~ 
whereas COSATU aims to overcome the problem of the wastage 
of resources and to build self-sufficiency. They are saying 
that ILRIG should continue servicing unions in accordance 
with their needs but that it should build worker 
organisation in the process by liasing with COSATU about 
what is happening in its affiliates. Perhaps what the 
current "dislocation" between affiliate needs and COSATU's 
priorities does point to is the need for ILRIG to consider 
an "interim" period in which it~ through setting up a user 
group of COSATU and affiliates~ addresses both sets of needs 
until such time as COSATU is further along the road to self
sufficiency. 

3.6 THE CONTENT OF ILRIG'S SERVICES 

This issue relates in part to rationalisation of service 
with regard to the continuation of media training (see 3.2 
above). What this section also highlights is the need for 
ILRIG to define its focus. 

While all respondents have thusfar expressed the need for 
ILRIG to re-focus and streamline its activities~ they've 
also said that ILRIG must empart all skills involved in its 
service - the notion of twinning. There appears to be a 
contradiction here between focus on the once hand~ and 
content of service on the other. The process of twinning 
and increasing accountability to the labour movement by 
involving workers in all stages of service production means 
that ILRIG could become general and move away from its 
specific focus. On the other hand~ if the process of 
~nskilling is always linked to the provision of a service 
with an international focus, twinning etc may not detract 
from ILRIG's re-orientation. 

ILRIG should address what kinds of service fall within and 
outside of the scope of 'international labour'. What also 
becomes important to decide is whether ILRIG should take on 
the provision of services which are needed but not provided 
elsewhere. Perhaps its more correct for a permanent RDF
type structure to assess the need and the most appropriate 
provider. In this event~ ILRIG could empart its skills to 
the select~d providers through a training trainers 
programme. 
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[ · m not sure of the e::tent to which ILRIG ta~·.inq on board 
the emparting of telecommunications s~ills (in the absence 
of anybody else fulfilling this function) would conflict 
with its 'international focus'. But what ILRIG should 
.3d dress is tl1e way in which it offers courses so that its 
service stti'fts from 'ad hoc' provision towards 
·consistency· . 

3.7 THE STYLE OF SERVICE PROVISION 

fhe issues here are the degree of proactivity~ measures of 
accoLln tabi l.i ty and "pro·fessiona 1 is a tion" of service. 

With regard to prn~ctivity~ COSATU argues that it is quite 
important for ILRIG to couple this with a process of 
building accountability. Service organisations are 
independent of the labour movement which m~ke them dangerous 
because unions don't "own" their ideas. They could be 
interventionist or opportunistic in their relationships with 
unions and completely unaccountable to worker structures. 
While it is correct for ILRIG to become more proactive in 
keeping with a consistent approach to serv1ce provision~ 
they must do so with a view to building rather than 
dictating to organisations. 

Accountability is obviously a merky area because there are 
different levels and degrees of accountability. Respondents 
have concretised their notion of accountability through 
suggestions of 'twinning'~ the user group~ the quarterly 
report. To these COSATU has added the 'joint ventures' 
approach as well as that of assisting the Federation build 
self-sufficiency. The channels through which accountability 
occurs obviously depend on the setting but the various types 
of structures (a board~ directorate~ user committee) could 
determine the degree to which users 'control" a service 
organisation. 

The issue of accountability raises (as RJ discussed with me 
recently) the question of to whom ILRIG is accountable~ 
workers in organisations~ officials in organisations or the 
trade union with its possible tensions. If organisations 
are democratic and officials democratically elected~ ILRIG's 
role is probably to strengthen and respect structures of 
communication within organisation. However this issue 
requires some consideration as the codes according to which 
ILRIG~ unions and COSATU relate to each other must be 
developed and set in place. 

"Prof·fessional isation" of service~ in the way respondents 
have spoken about it, relates to: 

(a) aggressive marketing, 
(b) the production of accessible, neatly packaged 

resources~ 

(c) making the organisation function efficiently without 
losing its flavour of democracy, 

(d) considering the costing of some services. 
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COSATU generally supported the unions urge to smarten up 
ILRIG's image but again~ saw this as integrally linked to 
the organisation pulling closer to the Federation and its 
affiliates. 

3.8 'NATIONALISATION' OF ILRIG 

This report already contains a motivation for ILRIG to move 
beyond the boundries of the Western Cape in marketing its 
service and defining its audience. COSATU was in full 
agreement with the other respondents that ILRIG is very 
insular in terms of its operation. In the past it has 
responded to national (and international - Namibia) requests 
for services but hasn't actively sought such requests. Nor 
has IL~IG tried to shape its service according to national 
needs. E}:pansion o.f its geographical scope is very mur:h 
related to marketing its service and is necessary so that 
ILRIG models itself on national rather than only local 
'needs' as these apparantly do vary. 

Transcending parochialism means too that ILRIG could step 
out of the "Western Cape politics" syndrome which may not be 
alive and kicking~ but which certainly has a virulent 
history. 

4 CONCLUSION 

There are matters arising from this report which we need to 
deal with aside from our discussion of section 3. These 
again relate to bur working relationship, ownership of the 
research and the way forward. May I suggest that we deal 
with these once we've discussed the substantial part of this 
report i.e. section 3. 

A proposed agenda for this meeting would be: 

1. Discussion of the report generally. 
2. Section 3. 
3. Access to 'Interim Report 1', at this stage. 
4. ILRIG's response to my letter, please see Appendix 3. 
5. Moving forward & time-frames. 
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APPENDIX 7 
PROPOSED INVESTIGATION OF AN ERIP STUDY 

Cathy-Mae Karelse 
9 March 1992 

Guiding Interview Questions 

1 

The purpose of these interviews is to investigate how the breakdown in 
communication between ERIP and myself occurred. This 'breakdown' has resulted 
in the negotiation of a new research plan, viz. an investigation into the collapse of 
the initially proposed evaluation study of ERIP with a view to identifying the 
methodological difficulties of evaluative research design. The idea of the re
orientation of the research is based on the concept of "reflexivity" whereby the 
research 'goes with the flow' and follows the skewed research path rather than 
adhere to the formerly negotiated research plan. The case - ERIP in this instance -
becomes treated as a failed study and the reasons for the failure are investigated. 

It is believed that the interviews will produce findings of benefit to other 
researchers and service organisations in their efforts to negotiate 'research 
contracts'. 

1. How did you come to know about my interest in working with ERIP? 

2. What did you understand by my proposed evaluation study of ERIP? 

3. Do you think the content of the proposal made for a feasible study? 

4. How would you describe the history of our working relationship? 

5. What were the weaknesses in our system of communication? 

6. What problems were there in the way I handled communication with ERIP? 

7. What problems were there from ERIP's side with regard to communication? 

8. What were the strong points of the communication process? 

9. What did you like about our interaction? 

10. Have you disliked anything about our relationship? 

11. How, in your opinion, did the evaluation study break down? 

12. How could we have avoided the 'breakdown'? 

13. How could I have improved communication with ERIP? 

14. How could ERIP have improved their communication with me? 

15. Do you think that the research as planned at the outset should have 
continued? 

.16. How useful do you think this modified investigation is? 

17. What recommendations would you make for future relations between 
researchers and service organisations insofar as they are engaged in 
evaluation studies? 

18. Are there any significant factors which we haven't explored which in your 
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Attention: Ms. Cathy Karelse 

Dear Cathy 
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Private Bag Xl1 
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South Africa 
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Thank you for affording us the opportunity to read your Master's 
Thesis. 

ERIP does not wish to amend anything in the document. We would 
like to request a copy of your final document which we believe 
could be usefully added to our resource centre collection. 

We wish you success in your work. 

Yours Sincerely 

21~~ 
Virginia Engel 
Director 
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Dear Cathy 
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South Africa 
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Because of limited time I skimmed through Chapter five of your 
work. 

However, I found it p~rticularly interesting to read about the 
"failed' caseu scenario in respect . of your work with ERIP and 
found myself refle~tin~ on probable reasons for the difficulties 
you encountered. 

I cannot claim to hav~ an academic understanding of your field 
of study and value.your analysis. Could you make especially the 
section-relating to ERIP available for our Resource Centre. 

I believe that our ·staff members including myself would 
appreci~te reading it and learning from it when we are less time 
pressured. 

I wish you success in your studies and thank you for the 
opportunity to read your work. 

With B~st Wishes 

'21~~ -E7._9 J. 
Virginia Engel 
Director 

E. R.I.P. 



APPENDIX 9 (i) 

FIRST INTERVIEW WITH ILRIG {RICHARD) 

1 What is ILRIG's role? 

2 What are you working towards. 1.0. W. what are you hoping to 
achieve with your work? 

3 What are the functions or sub-projects within ILRIG's operations? 

4 What kinds of services do you provide? 

5 What are the channels through which you work, i.e. your methods of 
empowering users? 

6 Do you provide and design services only in response to requests OR 
do you also offer standing skilling services? 

7 Who are your targeted users? Who uses your services? 

8 How do you relate to users? How do you identify their needs? Do you 
do any 'follow-up' work with them? 

9 In terms of your understanding of your user needs, are there 
additional services you's like to offer? If so, what and what has 
stopped you from doing so? 

10 Would you describe your work as reactive or proactive or both? 
Should it be more of either? 

11 Does ILRIG encourage team work? 

1 2 Do you have staff E& T programmes? 

13 To whom is ILRIG accountable? 

14 How do you evaluate your work? Do you find this effective? 



I. 0. W. are you able to fulfill all your responsibilities? 

6 Are there more things you'd like to do that fall within your job 
description? Are there any constraints other than time that prevent 
you from doing these? 

7 How do you, through your portfolio or otherwise, relate to ILRIG 
users and determine their needs? Do you find this method(s) 
satisfactory? Is ILRIG's work generally and yours specifically, 
sufficiently proactive in terms of taking services to users? 

8 Do you think that ILRIG provides its services adequately? Are the 
present methods of servicing users such as workshops, publications, 
training sessions effective? 

9 Are your current evaluation methods adequate and effective? Are the 
plans. that emanate from these sessions feasible? Does the evaluation 
help you assess and plan your work effectively? 

10 Do you feel that ILRIG functions as a collective? Do you feel that you, 
and others, get sufficient support in doing your/their work? Do you 
feel that there is sufficient constructive criticism and self-criticism 
within the project? 

11 Do you think that ILRIG is accountable to its users or those it aims to 
service? 

******************************** 

A few additional comments: 

These interviews will take us to the end of November. I would like to 
arrange .a meeting with the full ILRIG staff in early February when I resume 
work. At this meeting I hope to present you with concrete proposals for the 
continuation of the evaluation based on findings from the interviews. The 
rest of the fieldwork - which should last until the end of May - would 
probably take the form of user and non-user surveys; observation of your 
work; studying your documentary materials and feedback discussions where 
these are appropriate. 

The ERIP evaluation is happening in parallel to yours, although at this point, 
theirs is probably two weeks ahead. Should any reason for cooperation 
emerge, the idea will be mooted. 

Thank you for your cooperation, 
Cathy-Mae. 
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APPENDIX 9 Oii) 
ILRIG EVALUATION STUDY 

USER INTERVIEWS 
INTERVIEW GUIDE 

A] INTRODUCTORY QUESTIONS 

1 l What work has ILRIG done for you? 

2) Why did you approach ILRIG? 

8] YOUR IMPRESSIONS OF ILRIG: 

3) What is your understanding of ILRIG's role? 

4) What is your view on the importance of ILRIG's work? 

5) How effective do you think ILRIG is in carrying out this role? 

6) What are ILRIG's strengths? 

7) What are ILRIG's weaknesses? 

C] ILRIG AND YOUR EDUCATION NEEDS: 

8) Have your organisations' education needs changed in this current 
political period? 
If SO, how? 

9) Could you explain why these changes have occured? 

1 0) What new education needs does your organisation have, if any? 

11) What kinds of education needs does your organisation have which 
ILRIG can address? 

D] ILRIG's SERVICE IN RELATION TO YOUR EDUCATION NEEDS: 

12) How well does the service ILRIG provides correspond to your 
educational needs? 

13) In terms of your educational needs, do you experience any problems 
with ILRIG's service? 1.0. W. are there inadequacies in ILRIG's 
service? 
If so, please explain these. 

14) How could ILRIG improve the service they provide to you? 



15) If ILRIG were to charge for their services would you still use them? 

El YOUR WORKING RELATIONSHIP WITH ILRIG: 

16) Has the relationship between ILRIG and your organisation been a 
democratic and accountable one? 
What do you understand by accountability? 

17) Has ILRIG tried to be accountable to your organisation? 
Could you explain this? 
Does ILRIG involve your organisation in designing workshops? 
Does this involvement make a longer term contribution to your 
organisation? 
Does ILRIG in fact do what they say they'll do (1.0. W. do they honour 
collectively devised plans)? 

18) Have their been weaknesses from ILRIG's side in terms of their 
accountability to your organisation? 
If any, could you expand on these? 

19) How could ILRIG improve the ways in which they make themselves 
accountable to organisations who use them? 

20) Could you describe the channels an9 processes through which ILRIG 
interacts with you as a user? 
Are these effective? 

21) Does ILRIG let your organisation know what it can offer them? 

22) How do you relate to ILRIG from your organisation? 

23) What are the strengths of your relationship with ILRIG? 

24) What are the weaknesses of your relationship with ILRIG? 

25) How could they improve the ways in which they relate to their users? 

F] ILRIG's FUTURE ROLE: 

26) What recommendations could you make about ILRIG's future role? 

************************************ 
Cathy-Mae Karelse. May 1992. 
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APPENDIX 9 llV) 
ILRIG EVALUATION STUDY 

Cathy-Mae Karelse 
18 June 1992 

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS FOR COSATU 

1. What is COSATU's perspective on "institutionalisation" of education 
within COSATU? 

2. How does COSATU see the role of service organisations in the 
immediate and medium to long-term context. 
How does COSATU see ILRIG's role specifically? 

.. 
3. To what extent does COSA TU in the regions base its programmes on 

affiliates needs? What is the connection between the specific form 
and content of education COSA TU sees itself taking forward in 
relation to affiliates needs? 
At what level should ILRIG be working in relation to the different 
educational processes? 

4. How proactive should ILRIG be, or, should they simply be available to 
be called upon? 

5. In COSATU's long-term vision, would they be employing more of their 
own educators? 
Would this process declare ILRIG and other service organisations 
redundant? 

6. How does ILRIG fit into the NENF in terms of training and advice? 
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APPENDIX 9 (v) 
ILRIG EVALUATION STUDY 

POTENTIAL USER INTERVIEWS 
INTERVIEW GUIDE 

A] INTRODUCTORY QUESTIONS: 

1) Have you heard of ILRIG? 

2) What do you know about ILRIG? 

3) Have they approached you to offer their services? 

4) Do you make use of ILRIG? 

5) Why do you not make use of ILRIG? 

8] APPROPRIATENESS OF ILRIG SERVICE: 

6) Following 05, I'd like to explore reasons why organisations don't use 
ILRIG's services. 

C] IMPRESSIONS: 

7) What is your understanding of ILRIG's role? 

8) From your perspective, is this an appropriate role? 

9) What are ILRIG's strengths? 

1 0) What are its weaknesses? 

0] USER NEEDS: 

11) What organisational needs do you have which ILRIG could address? 

12) Have these needs arisen since 1990 or are they longstanding? 

E] WORKING RELATIONSHIP & ACCOUNTABILITY: 

13) How should ILRIG go about offering their services to users? 

14) How could ILRIG make themselves most accountable to their users? 

F] FUTURE ROLE: 
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15) How do you see ILRIG's future role? 

1 6) Do you feel that the scope of its work should be broadened in order 
to meet changing needs? 

************************ 

Cathy-Mae Karelse 
1 5 September 1992 
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APPENDIX 9 Ni) 
INITIAL MEETINGS WITH ERIP CO-ORDINATORS 

Dear co-ordinators 

At my last meeting with ERIP members (Tracy and Jean) on 27 September, 
your project collective re-commited itself to undergoing an evaluation. We 
agreed that the best way to proceed with the study, is for me to achieve a 
clearer understanding of ERIP, its nature, work, operations, scope etc. It 
seems that the most practical way of arriving at this objective is through 
initial interview sessions or meetings with you, the coordinators. 

My intention at these meetings with you, as you will hear from Tracy and 
Jean's report back, is to familiarise myself with your sub-project's work. By 
piecing together the findings from these interviews, I should gain a general 
understanding of ERIP which will help guide the evaluation research. 
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The kinds of issues I'd like us to discuss are more or less covered by the 
questions below. It would be useful if you could consider these before we 
meet so that additional issues that should be addressed can be identified. 
Each interview will probably last for 1 - 2 hours. 

1 Do you have any structure within your sub-project? 
; 

2 How do you relate to the broader structure? 

3 What is your sub-project's role? 

4 What is your particular role? and that of other sub-project workers? 

5 What are you working towards? 

6 Does your sub-project encourage team work? 

7 Do you have staff education and training programmes? 

8 Who uses your services? 

9 Do you only provide services in response to requests or do you also 
offer users standing services such as skills training courses? 

1 0 How do you relate to users and identify their needs? 

11 What are your methods of work I.O.W. through what means do you 
provide your service? 

12 Is there any additional work you'd like to do within the sub-project? 

13 If yes, what is this and why are you not doing this work? 

14 How do you evaluate your work? 
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